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Summary
Mobile and ubiquitous computing are part of a new generation of human-computer
interaction paradigms, enabling software applications and services to run across a
much wider variety of consumer electronic devices. Supported device types cur-
rently range from desktop and laptop computers, to mobile and tablet devices,
to TV and home entertainment systems, and even in-vehicle infotainment setups
(IVI). Moreover, these devices only mark the beginning for manymore app-enabled
and Internet-connected devices to come (e.g., smart watches, glasses, home appli-
ances, etc.). From a software developer’s perspective, this trend provides consid-
erable opportunities. Via ubiquitous computing, developers are granted access to
a new and immense market for which they can create applications, games, tools,
etc. Nevertheless, mobile and ubiquitous application development has turned out
to be a particularly resource consuming process. As a result, this enormous mar-
ket potential still remains mainly untouched. Application developers are facing a
vastly fragmented ecosystem of devices with numerous hardware characteristics,
operating systems, software frameworks, etc. By the absence of a generic develop-
ment solution, software developers have often no alternative but to manually create
and maintain a set of device-specific implementations of their application. Hence,
ensuring a viable balance between development costs and an application’s market
coverage has more than ever become a challenging issue.
In this context, the use of Web technology aims to provide a standardized ab-
straction layer for applications and services to execute device-independently. By
adopting the World Wide Web as an application platform, apps can be made avail-
able whenever and wherever the user wants, regardless of the exact device type
he/she is currently interacting with. However, despite these clear advantages, ex-
isting Web application platforms are still typically founded on the goal of porting
traditional APIs and operating system aspects to the Web. Applications built upon
these old principles tend to create virtual silos, unable to truly break free from
the underlying device’s physical boundaries. Consequently, the evolution towards,
e.g., distributed user interfaces (UI) and adaptive context-aware application behav-
ior gets neglected, and the true immersive nature of ubiquitous computing remains
mostly unexplored.
For this purpose, the webinos platform is proposed. Webinos aims to support
developers in creating device-independent applications and services that are no
longer restricted to the physical constraints of a single computing device. Webinos
is a virtual application platform spanning a wide variety of Web-enabled devices
(i.e., PC, mobile, home entertainment, and IVI). Moreover, in this dissertation we
xviii SUMMARY
highlight how such a ubiquitous multi-device application platform can efficiently
integrate the capabilities of its underlying devices by leveraging standardized and
widely implemented Web technology. To do so, this dissertation focuses on cover-
ing the following four key technical challenges: (a) Platform-level device abstrac-
tion: Design a generic runtime for ubiquitous applications, allowing a single appli-
cation executable to run across a wide variety of target device types. This includes
PC, mobile, TV, and automotive setups. (b) Dynamically adapting user interfaces:
Allow generic application user interfaces to be (semi-) automatically adapted and
optimized to meet the user’s particular delivery context (i.e., device characteristics
and capabilities, user profile, physical environment). (c) Multi-device application
interaction: Enable applications to simultaneously access and leverage the indi-
vidual capabilities of its user’s devices. Hence, provide platform-level support for
applications to seamlessly discover and use the rich variety of remote device ser-
vices. (d) Context aware device description: Provide rich platform-level support
for aggregating and exposing knowledge with regard to the user’s current contex-
tual setting (i.e., a description of the available target devices, the user’s profile and
preferences, and the user’s physical environment).
To address these issues, research is needed in terms of investigating the core
architectural modifiability considerations for designing a viable ubiquitous appli-
cation platform. From a modifiability perspective, the purpose of the proposed
webinos architecture is threefold: allow for a single application executable to be
executed across all targeted device types; enable these portable applications to
transcend the physical boundaries of their executing devices and simultaneously
leverage the capabilities of multiple devices; and enable an immersive application
user experience via adaptive context-aware user interface support. The proposed
architecture enables core platform-level support for dynamic and multi-device ap-
plications. This characteristic is primarily demonstrated and evaluated via the im-
plementation of various platform prototypes for PC (Chrome OS, Linux, Mac OS
X, Windows), smartphone and tablet (Android), in-car systems (Linux on Pand-
aboard), and home entertainment systems (Linux on ARM). As a result of webi-
nos’ dynamic nature, the specified platform and its prototype implementations are
adopted by the Future Internet as a reference architecture and generic enabler for
connected devices.
By further focusing on reducing developers’ minimum required effort for cre-
ating rich ubiquitous applications, the issue is tackled with regard to defining and
implementing adaptive application user interfaces. This dissertation presents a
fully automated framework for adapting generic user interface (UI) definitions and
progressively enhancing them to the executing device’s capabilities and character-
istics. Due to the high number of involved contextual parameters and their avail-
able combinations, however, the problem space magnitude rapidly turns unman-
ageable. For smartphones alone, e.g., covering 80% of the active market requires
platform support for 156 individual devices. In turn, a multi-criteria decision mak-
ing (MCDM) approach is proposed, capable of autonomously composing a UI
adaptation strategy by chaining atomic adaptation blocks. The approach adopts
a fuzzy logic decision making mechanism, allowing less-than-optimal adaptation
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blocks to be taken into consideration when composing adaptation chains.
Moreover, this dissertation reflects on the technical challenges for building
multi-device applications viaWeb technology. As applications are no longer tightly
bound to their physically executing device, new user interaction pattern require-
ments arise. Hence, the primary technical challenges are identified for building
a multi-device media consumption application. The key challenges for this type
of applications include device compatibility, dynamic service discovery and usage,
and user interaction performance. The first issue is addressed by extending the we-
binos platformwith a series ofWeb-to-native APIs for enabling the development of
applications with a richer interface with their underlying device (i.e., providing ac-
cess to native device descriptions, media libraries and playback, and inter-device
communication). Moreover, the second challenge highlights the fact that multi-
device applications typically involve multiple devices collaboratively running the
same application. As a means for applications to optimally adapt to their users’
contextual situation, a scalable platform-level mechanism is introduced for dy-
namically discovering and accessing devices’ services and APIs. Finally, the third
challenge points out the importance of performance validation throughout the de-
velopment of multi-device applications. Due to lacking support by existing tools,
a multi-device performance testbed is proposed for evaluating early phase web ap-
plication skeletons and prototypes. To validate the proposed solutions, the webinos
prototype implementations is extended and a proof-of-concept multi-device media
consumption application is developed and evaluated.
With the proposed webinos platform’s support for adaptive and multi-device
applications, many new and innovative application use cases can be implemented.
From a product development perspective, however, the ubiquitous application do-
main still tends to be relatively immature. Correctly identifying and engaging end-
user stakeholders, as well as interpreting their requirements, has been a non-trivial
challenge for many projects. A considerable number of development teams have
in response adopted an iterative and agile approach for dynamically coping with
changing product requirements. Nonetheless, even with the implementation of an
agile development process, lacking end-user identification and involvement will
remain a major issue. Hence, this dissertation is concluded by investigating how
existing agile application development methodologies can be extended to have a
maximum focus on end-user involvement. This in particular for early stage soft-
ware projects facing high uncertainty and loose end-user interfaces within their
development processes (e.g., research projects and startup companies).
This final challenge is addressed by presenting a methodological approach for
enhancing early stage agile product development with a Living Labs user study
component. The approach is designed to be executed in parallel with the product’s
agile development iterations. Via a process of qualitative and quantitative persona
characteristic refinements, the user study approach is able to drive the development
team’s selection of key product requirements and their mutual priorities. With this,
the proposed method aims to keep developers on focus throughout the planning
and implementation iterations of their envisioned product, as well as to ensure
what they deliver meets the required standards of a potentially shippable product.

Samenvatting
– Dutch summary –
Mobiele en andere alomtegenwoordige computers maken deel uit van een nieuwe
generatie paradigma’s rond mens-machine-interactie. Deze toestellen laten gebrui-
kers toe om software applicaties en services uit te voeren op een breed gamma aan
consumentenelektronica. Bestaande toestellen varie¨ren momenteel van desktop
en laptop computers, tot smartphone en tablet toestellen, televisies en spelconso-
les, tot zelfs ingebouwde entertainment systemen in wagens (IVI). Daarenboven
bieden deze toestellen slechts een glimp van wat de toekomst zal brengen (bv.
slimme horloges, brilmonturen, huishoudelijke apparaten, enz.). Vanuit het stand-
punt van een software ontwikkelaar, biedt deze mobiele trend vanzelfsprekend een
oneindig aantal nieuwe mogelijkheden. Via alomtegenwoordige computers krij-
gen ontwikkelaars toegang tot een geheel nieuw en immens marktsegment, waar-
voor ze applicaties, games, tools, enz. kunnen uitbrengen. Het ontwikkelen van
mobiele applicaties is desondanks een duur en tijdrovend proces gebleken. Bij-
gevolg is tot op heden het enorme marktpotentieel nog steeds grotendeels onaan-
geroerd gebleven. Applicatieontwikkelaars worden geconfronteerd met een sterk
gefragmenteerd ecosysteem van toestellen met talloze hardware eigenschappen,
besturingssystemen, software frameworks, enz. Door de afwezigheid van een ge-
nerieke ontwikkelingsoplossing, hebben ontwikkelaars vaak geen ander alternatief
dan handmatig een verzameling toestel-specifieke implementaties van hun appli-
catie te maken en te onderhouden. Bijgevolg is het waarborgen van een levensvat-
bare balans tussen applicatie ontwikkelingskosten en marktdekking meer dan ooit
een dwingende uitdaging geworden.
In deze context poogt web technologie een gestandaardiseerde abstractielaag
aan te bieden om applicaties en services toestel-onafhankelijk uit te voeren. Door
het Word Wide Web (WWW) te erkennen als een volwaardig applicatieplatform,
kunnen toepassingen beschikbaar gemaakt worden waar en wanneer de gebruiker
het maar wenst, ongeacht het specifieke toesteltype er hiervoor gebruikt wordt.
Ondanks deze aanzienlijke voordelen, zijn bestaande web-gebaseerde applicatie-
platformen nog vaak gebouwd op basis van het principe dat traditionele services en
besturingssysteem aspecten via een e´e´n-op-e´e´n mapping moeten overgezet worden
naar het web. Door deze oude principes te handhaven, creee¨rt men echter virtuele
silo’s, die applicaties verhinderen om vrij te komen van hun onderliggend toestels
fysieke grenzen. De evolutie naar bijvoorbeeld gedistribueerde gebruikersinterfa-
ces (UI) en adaptieve contextbewuste applicaties wordt bijgevolg genegeerd en de
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ware natuur van alomtegenwoordige computers blijft grotendeels onverkend.
Om ontwikkelaars te ondersteunen bij het aanmaken van toestel-onafhankelijke
applicaties en services, introduceert deze dissertatie het webinos platform. Webi-
nos is een virtueel applicatieplatform met ondersteuning voor een verscheidenheid
aan web-geconnecteerde toestellen (d.w.z. PC, mobiel, TV, en IVI). In dit doc-
toraatsonderzoek wordt toegelicht hoe een dergelijk alomtegenwoordig applica-
tieplatform efficie¨nt de mogelijkheden van het onderliggend toestel kan integreren
door gebruik te maken van gestandaardiseerde en op grote schaal geı¨mplementeerde
web technologie. Om dit te verwezenlijken, wordt de focus van het gevoerde on-
derzoek op de volgende vier technische uitdagingen gelegd. (a) Toestel abstractie
op platform niveau: ontwikkeling van een generieke runtime-omgeving voor al-
omtegenwoordige applicaties die het toelaat e´e´n enkele applicatie executable uit
te voeren op verschillende types doeltoestellen. (b) Dynamisch adaptieve gebrui-
kersinterfaces: ondersteuning voor generieke gebruikersinterfaces van applicaties
die (semi-) automatisch aan te passen en te optimaliseren zijn op basis van de
gebruikers context (d.w.z. toestelkarakteristieken en -mogelijkheden, gebruikers-
profiel en -voorkeuren, fysieke omgeving). (c) Multidevice-applicatie interactie:
het mogelijk maken van applicaties die simultaan toegang kunnen krijgen tot de
individuele mogelijkheden van de verzameling toestellen van de gebruiker. Hier-
voor dient ondersteuning op platform niveau ingebouwd te worden om naadloos de
verscheidenheid aan extern beschikbare diensten te ontdekken en aan te spreken.
(d) Contextbewuste toestelbeschrijving: platformondersteuning voor het verzame-
len en beschikbaar stellen van contextuele kennis met betrekking tot de gebruikers
huidige situatie (d.w.z. een beschrijving van de beschikbare doeltoestellen, het ge-
bruikersprofiel en zijn/haar voorkeuren, en de fysieke omgeving van de gebruiker).
Het aanpakken van deze uitdagingen begint bij een onderzoek naar de belang-
rijkste architecturale aanpasbaarheidsoverwegingen voor het ontwerpen van een
levensvatbaar alomtegenwoordig applicatieplatform. Hieruit volgt een driedelige
focus voor het voorgestelde webinos platform: het toelaten om een applicatie exe-
cutable uit te voeren over alle types doeltoestellen; deze overdraagbare toepassin-
gen toelaten om simultaan gebruik te maken van de mogelijkheden en services
van verscheidene externe toestellen; het voorzien van ondersteuning voor een al-
omtegenwoordige gebruikerservaring via adaptieve en contextbewuste gebruikers-
interfaces. In dit doctoraatsonderzoek stellen we een architecturaal ontwerp voor
met platformondersteuning voor dynamische multidevice-applicaties. Deze eigen-
schap wordt aangetoond en gee¨valueerd op basis van verschillende platform proto-
types. De geı¨mplementeerde prototypes omvatten PC (Chome OS, Linux, Mac OS
X, Windows), smartphone en tablet (Android), in-car IVI systemen (Linux voor
Pandaboard hardware), en home entertainment systemen (Linux voor ARM). Deze
dynamische eigenschap heeft er daarbij ook toe geleid dat het gespecificeerde plat-
form en de geı¨mplementeerde prototypes opgenomen zijn als een Future Internet
referentie architectuur en generic enabler voor Internet-geconnecteerde toestellen.
Door verder de nadruk te leggen op het verminderen van de vereiste inspan-
ning om alomtegenwoordige applicaties te ontwikkelen, wordt rechtstreeks de uit-
daging aangepakt met betrekking tot het definie¨ren en implementeren van adap-
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tieve gebruikersinterfaces. Via dit doctoraatsonderzoek wordt een framework aan-
geboden om generieke gebruikersinterface definities volledig automatisch om te
vormen en stapsgewijs te optimaliseren op basis van het uitvoerend toestels ca-
paciteiten en karakteristieken. Desalniettemin, door de enorme hoeveelheid re-
levante context parameters, neemt de grootteorde van deze probleemruimte snel
onbeheersbare proporties aan. Voor smartphones alleen bijvoorbeeld, dienen 156
individuele toestellen ondersteund te worden om 80% van de actieve markt te
bereiken. Bijgevolg wordt een multi-criteria beslissingsmethode (MCDM) voor-
gesteld die in staat is om autonoom UI adaptatie strategiee¨n uit te werken door se-
quenties te vormen van atomaire adaptatieblokken. Deze aanpak borduurt op een
vage logica beslissingsmethode en laat toe om zelfs minder-dan-optimale adapta-
tieblokken in beschouwing te nemen bij het vormen van sequenties.
Daarenboven worden de technische uitdagingen onderzocht voor het bouwen
van multidevice-applicaties via web technologie. Doordat applicaties niet langer
strikt gebonden zijn aan het fysiek toestel waarop ze uitgevoerd worden, ontstaan
nieuwe vereisten in verband met patronen voor gebruikersinteractie. In deze con-
text, wordt gepoogd de voornaamste technische uitdagingen te identificeren voor
het ontwikkelen van een alomtegenwoordige media consumptie applicatie. De be-
langrijkste uitdagingen voor een dergelijke applicatie omvat: de onderlinge com-
patibiliteit van toestellen, de dynamische ontdekking en het gebruik van externe
services, en de performantie van multidevice-gebruikersinteractie. De eerste uit-
daging wordt aangepakt door het webinos platform uit te breiden met een ver-
zameling Web-to-native API’s. Deze API’s moeten het toelaten om applicaties
te ontwikkelen die nauwer integreren met het onderliggende toestel (d.w.z. door
toegang te verlenen tot gedetailleerde native toestelbeschrijvingen, media biblio-
theken en het native afspelen van deze content, toestel intercommunicatie, etc.).
De tweede uitdaging benadrukt het feit dat multidevice-applicaties vaak gebruikt
worden in situaties waarbij meerdere toestellen samenwerken binnen eenzelfde
toepassing. Om applicaties zichzelf optimaal te laten aanpassen aan de contextuele
situatie van hun eindgebruikers, wordt op platform niveau een schaalbaar mecha-
nisme geı¨ntroduceerd voor het dynamisch ontdekken en aanspreken van toestel-
services en API’s. De derde technische uitdaging ten slotte, beklemtoont het be-
lang van performantievalidatie doorheen de ontwikkelingsfasen van multidevice-
applicaties. Door de beperkte ondersteuning hiervoor bij bestaande evaluatietools,
stellen we een web applicatie performantie testbed voor. Deze tool stelt ontwikke-
laars in staat ommultidevice-applicaties te evalueren vanaf de eerste fasen van ont-
wikkeling. Om de voorgestelde oplossingen te valideren, worden de webinos pro-
totype implementaties uitgebreid. Daarbij wordt ook een proof-of-concept media
consumptie applicatie bovenop het webinos platform ontwikkeld en gee¨valueerd.
Met webinos’ ondersteuning voor adaptieve en multidevice-applicaties, kun-
nen talloze nieuwe en innovatieve applicatie scenarios geı¨mplementeerd worden.
Vanuit het standpunt van productontwikkeling daarentegen, blijkt het domein van
alomtegenwoordige applicaties nog steeds relatief onvolwassen. Het correct iden-
tificeren en engageren van eindgebruikers, alsook het interpreteren van hun requi-
rements, is voor vele projecten een niet-triviale uitdaging. Een aanzienlijk aantal
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ontwikkelaars hebben hierdoor een iteratief en agile ontwikkelingsmethode aange-
nomen om dynamischer om te gaan met gebruikers veranderende eisen. Toch blijft
het probleem zich vaak manifesteren, zelfs na het implementeren van een agile ont-
wikkelingsproces. Dit is vaak het geval voor projecten in een vroeg stadium met
een hoge graad van onzekerheid en slechts losse interfaces met hun eindgebruikers
(bv. onderzoeksprojecten of startup bedrijven).
We ronden dit doctoraatsonderzoek af met het aanpakken van deze laatste uit-
daging. We stellen een methodologische aanpak voor die vroege agile ontwikke-
lingsprojecten uitbreidt met een Living Labs gebruikersonderzoek. Deze aanpak
is ontwikkeld om parallel uitgevoerd te worden met de agile ontwikkelingsitera-
ties van het desbetreffende product. Via een proces van kwalitatieve en kwan-
titatieve persona verfijningen, kan de selectie van product requirements en hun
onderlinge prioriteiten gestuurd worden. Hiermee poogt de voorgestelde aanpak
ontwikkelaars te begeleiden bij het bepalen van hun focus voor het iteratief plan-
nen en implementeren van een product, alsook het verzekeren dat wat ze afleveren
daadwerkelijk voldoet aan de vereiste kwaliteitsstandaarden voor een marktklaar
product.
1
Introduction
“You are cruising along, and then technology changes. You have to adapt.”
– Marc Andreessen (Netscape co-founder)
1.1 Context
Mobile and ubiquitous computing have become a powerful mass medium with
an enormous reach and faster growth than any previously known media type [2].
Users can now interact with computers, which may exist in many different forms.
Via this concept, the stereotypical laptop and desktop computer family has been
extended with smartphones and tablets, to smart TVs and set-top boxes, to intelli-
gent in-vehicle infotainment systems (IVI), etc. As shown in Figure 1.1, the recent
global unit shipments of mobile devices have clearly started to outnumber tradi-
tional laptop and desktop computers’ sales [20]. Tablets are expected to surpass
PC shipments by the end of 2014 [15]. Moreover, the smart TVs’ marketshare is
expected to grow from 33% in 2013 to 73% by 2017 [24]. For connected cars,
a similar trend is to be expected, with a 11.4% marketshare in 2012 raising to
60.1% in 2017 [1] [14].
In addition to pure quantitative growth, ubiquitous computing technology itself
is rapidly maturing and enabling high-end device features throughout all consumer
segments. These features include multi-sensor integration (GPS, accelerometer,
compass, barometer, light and noise sensor), high-speed wireless communication
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Figure 1.1: Worldwide unit shipment of Internet-connected devices (derived from Meeker
and Wu [19])
capabilities (Wi-Fi, 3G/4G, NFC, Bluetooth), high-end CPU, GPU, and memory
capacity, etc.
Unlike desktop users, mobile users tend to carry their device practically at all
times. This trend highlights an increasing need for mobile applications to become
available anywhere, at any time, and on any type of device. Hence, mobile applica-
tions and services are truly becoming ubiquitous. However, various technological
challenges reside in the development of such applications [12]. The development
and deployment of software for a ubiquitous ecosystem introduce a considerable
series of resource-consuming requirements [4]. This important limitation is pri-
marily set by the vastly fragmented device landscape. Despite numerous bold
claims by device manufacturers, the mobile ecosystem is absolutely not all about
iPhone and iPad devices, nor is it all about Android, Blackberry, or any other plat-
form. In reality, thousands of different mobile devices are currently available, each
with their specific characteristics and capabilities ranging from various operating
systems, to different screen sizes, interaction modalities, available APIs, etc. (see
Table 1.1). Consequently, by the absence of a single mobile application platform
it is mainly the application developers’ responsibility to resolve fragmentation and
to handle it within their applications’ code [9].
Against this backdrop, the use of Web technology for application development
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Platform Primary development language Market share (3Q2013)
Android Java (Dalvik JVM) 81.8%
iPhone OS Objective-C 12.1%
Windows Phone .NET 3.6%
Blackberry Java (with RIM API) 1.8%
Bada C/C++ 0.3%
Symbian C++ 0.2%
Table 1.1: Mobile platform fragmentation impact (derived from Milanese et al. [20])
purposes has proven to be a viable long-term solution [17]. Through years of stan-
dardization efforts and the wide adoption of languages such as HTML (modeling),
CSS (styling), and JavaScript (logic programming), the Web can be considered a
powerful platform for universal application development and delivery. Running on
top of the Internet infrastructure, this Web-based application paradigm is rapidly
gaining momentum amongst developers. A Web-based approach offers a number
of important advantages over device-dependent native development:
• The Web already possesses and exposes an inherently ubiquitous nature.
The general availability of Internet connections, combined with stable brow-
ser technology support for various device types has led to a market coverage
that easily surpasses any other application platform [6]. As a result, Web
developers are able to reach significantly more customers with a single ap-
plication and thus run a more cost-effective business.
• The development of applications by means of Web technology has a more
gradual learning curve compared to native development solutions. The po-
tential number of developers with knowledge of HTML, CSS and JavaScript
is substantially larger than the number of developers mastering one of the
more complex native programming languages (e.g., Java, or C/C++).
• In recent years, the maturity of Web technology has considerably evolved.
The evolution towards HTML5, CSS3, and JIT (Just-In-Time) compilation
of JavaScript code has greatly increased the core capabilities of the Web
as an application platform. Moreover, it is even enabling Web applications
to take up the challenge with device-specific implementations of an appli-
cation. Both in terms of performance metrics, as well as the richness and
flexibility of their user interfaces (UI).
Web-based application development approaches have been explored from vari-
ous perspectives. Developers can opt for pure Web applications, running in a stan-
dard browser environment. However, due to most browsers’ sandboxed code exe-
cution, this approach drastically limits the available APIs to the underlying device.
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Figure 1.2: Conceptual representation of software development approaches and their ac-
cess to the underlying device resources (derived from Kostiainen [16])
In turn, a hybrid Web application approach was introduced providing developers
access to a richer API set, whilst still maintaining most of the cross-platform ad-
vantages of pure Web applications. This type of application is still built using Web
technology, but no longer uses the browser as its client-side runtime environment.
In this case, a separate client-side Web runtime framework is deployed to bridge
the gap between native and Web applications. This by granting the application
access to device-level APIs (see Figure 1.2 for an API access comparison). Hybrid
Web applications are currently being developed using Web widget engines such
as provided by the BONDI/WAC initiatives [23], device-independent frameworks
such as the Cordova/PhoneGap [5] and Appcelerator [3] application wrappers,
and even completely Web-centered operating systems such as Chrome/Chromium
OS [22] and Open webOS [25].
These existing hybrid Web application solutions, however, only partially suc-
ceed in enabling a ubiquitous user experience [21]. Their focus lies mainly with
single device setups and porting traditional API support and operating system as-
pects to the Web. Applications built upon these old principles tend to create virtual
silos, unable to truly break free from the physical boundaries of its executing de-
vice. By neglecting the evolution towards, e.g., distributed user interfaces and
adaptive context-aware application behavior, the true immersive nature of ubiqui-
tous computing is mostly left behind [7] [8].
The limited set of solutions which aim to enable multi-device applications are
largely confined to specifically targeted platforms and vendors (e.g., connected TV
platforms supporting second screen applications via smartphone integration). As
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a counter, the Funf project by MIT MediaLab has aimed to open up the ecosys-
tem by deploying light-weight sensor probes on mobile devices [13]. The probes’
states are aggregated within the cloud for usage by remote devices. However,
Funf mainly focuses on unidirectional state extraction from the probed devices.
The Munin toolkit broadens this scope with a more flexible, yet early-stage, peer-
to-peer (P2P) design for distributed mobile applications over the Internet [10].
Furthermore, the Gibraltar framework adds up to Munin’s approach with security-
related design measures and resource usage monitoring [18].
1.2 Research challenges
Based on the previous section’s context outline, various research challenges can be
identified. In this dissertation, the goal is to address the following key challenges
concerning the development of ubiquitous multi-device applications. As shown in
Figure 1.3, these challenges have been organized in five main categories.
Figure 1.3: Main research challenges for enabling the development of ubiquitous multi-
device applications
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Device abstraction: Generic platform for ubiquitous applications. There is
currently no proven technology for developing and deploying a single application
executable across various device types. The number of devices capable of running
third party developed applications, on the other hand, is rapidly increasing. Such
devices range from PCs, to smartphones and tablets, to home entertainment sys-
tems, and even in-car setups. Due to the immense variety of target devices and
their characteristics (i.e., operating systems, programing languages, APIs, hard-
ware and software characteristics, etc.), application developers are often forced
to create and maintain at least a handful of implementations of the same applica-
tion concept just to reach a viable portion of their targeted market. Even for large
software development firms this approach has turned unmanageable, because de-
velopment costs nearly double with each added target platform (i.e., covering costs
for separate design, implementation, and maintenance).
From a research perspective, the first challenge is to design a generic runtime
for ubiquitous applications, allowing users to run a single application executable
on various device types (PC, mobile, TV, and automotive). The initial goal is to
defer the binding between a developed application’s instructions and the underly-
ing devices’ native instruction set. Via this virtual machine approach, a generic
application runtime should be defined, which provides an abstract interface to the
underlying devices’ native services and APIs. Moreover, an additional challenge
is to allow for efficient runtime portability in terms of supported devices. This as
a means of increasing the real-life viability of any proposed candidate solution.
Hence, the goal for addressing this challenge is to leverage existing standards and
technologies by identifying the largest common denominator (LCD) covering all
targeted device types.
Device optimization: Self-adaptive application user interfaces. Enabling ge-
neric platform-independent applications has turned out to be a double barreled
asset. In terms of development budget, the “create once, run everywhere” princi-
ple allows multi-platform application to be developed at a fraction of the costs of
creating two or more native implementations. On the other hand, generic applica-
tions are often not able to provide end-users with an optimized user experience in
terms of making full use of the executing device’s capabilities and characteristics.
A major aspect of optimizing an application’s user experience is to tailor its user
interface (UI) layout and behavior to the targeted device. Based on the execut-
ing device’s characteristics, the user might have different expectations regarding
the application’s UI. These variability points include the application’s presentation
(look-and-feel, the components’ layout and resolution, their color schemes, etc.),
its support for different interaction modalities (touch-based, keyboard/mouse, sty-
lus, voice control, etc.), various forms of user feedback (vibration, audio, on-screen
feedback etc.).
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The second research challenge consists of enabling a richer user experience for
platform-independent applications. This by allowing their generic user interfaces
to be (semi-) automatically adapted to the device on which they are currently being
executed. The goal is to maintain the general benefit of platform-independent ap-
plications’ reduced development costs, whilst still being able to provide end-users
with an optimized user experience in terms of the rendered application interface.
Multi-device interaction: Dynamic device and service binding. A series of
new and exciting applications can be created by enabling applications to simulta-
neously access the individual services and APIs of multiple remote devices. For
example, in case an application would require access to an API not supported by
the app’s currently executing device, a remote device could be addressed for han-
dling this call and returning the result. This way, the executing device can still
fulfill the application’s API requirements. From the application’s perspective, it
seems as if the device itself provides a local implementation for the API. However,
due to the lack of application platform support for such ubiquitous service binding,
developers are required to manually provide support for discovering and accessing
devices’ remote services. As a result, existing multi-device application solutions
are often vendor specific and confined to a specific set of devices, service types,
network configurations, etc.
The third research challenge for this dissertation is to enable ubiquitous appli-
cations to simultaneously leverage the individual capabilities and characteristics
of one’s owned devices. The goal is to break physical device silos and to enable
the true ubiquitous potential of mobile applications. As a result, platform-level
support is required for supporting applications to access remote devices’ APIs and
services. Moreover, this should be free from any vendor restrictions and other
limitations.
Device description: Context awareness. Context awareness is an aspect cross-
cutting all previously mentioned research challenges. In order for applications to
be automatically adapted and optimized to the executing device’s characteristics,
the application platform needs access to elaborate meta-data regarding the user’s
current contextual setting (i.e., a description of the user, his devices, and their envi-
ronment). However, the absence of detailed context-awareness support in existing
application platforms is a key element putting a hold on enabling developers to
more easily create such environment-aware and self-adaptive applications.
The fourth research challenge is to provide rich platform-level support for ag-
gregating and exposing contextual knowledge in a ubiquitous application environ-
ment. This requirement is not just limited to providing system access to a detailed
description of the target device context (screen size, interaction methods, available
sensors, etc.). Additionally, the goal is to support structured access to detailed
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knowledge regarding the user’s context (personal preferences, social context, dis-
abilities, etc.) and the physical environment (location, time, etc.).
Application innovation: User-driven ubiquitous app development. Many new
and innovative product use cases can be defined based on the concept of self-
adaptive and multi-device applications. However, from a development perspective
this relatively new application domain still tends to be relatively immature. Cor-
rectly identifying and engaging end-user stakeholders, as well as interpreting their
requirements, has been a non-trivial challenge for many projects. Numerous prod-
uct development teams have in response adopted an iterative agile development
approach in order to dynamically cope with changing requirements. Nonetheless,
even with an agile approach such as Scrum, lacking end-user identification and in-
volvement will obviously remain an issue. The key product requirements and their
assigned priorities will still need confirmation. Otherwise, the development team
might run the risk of diverging from what end-users really expect the product to
become. Moreover, the delivered product at the end of each development iteration
will need to be thoroughly validated by its user stakeholders. If not, the team will
again have no guarantee whether or not they are actually building and delivering
the right product.
The fifth and last research challenge for this dissertation is to investigate how
existing agile application development methodologies can be extended to have a
maximum focus on end-user identification and interaction. The primary goal is to
guide developers in the selection of key requirements for the planning and imple-
mentation of their development iterations. More specificly, the goal is to enable
the user-driven specification and validation of application requirements and prior-
ities. This in particular for early stage software project facing high uncertainties
and loose end-user interfaces within their development processes (e.g., research
projects and startup companies).
1.3 Main research contributions
In Section 1.2, the key problems and challenges for enabling the development of
ubiquitous and multi-device applications are described. As a means for specifically
addressing these challenges, this dissertation aims to contribute to the following
research topics.
Challenge 1 Device abstraction: Generic platform for ubiquitous applications.
• Design and prototype implementation of a modular platform for cross-device
applications. The platform’s design proposes an architectural mapping be-
tween generic modifiability considerations and a ubiquitous context, allow-
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ing a single application executable to be run on multiple device types and
operating systems. This includes PC, mobile, home entertainment, and au-
tomotive.
Challenge 2 Device optimization: Self-adaptive application user interfaces.
• Design and prototype implementation of a multi-criteria decision making
(MCDM) algorithm, enabling the dynamic progressive enhancement of mo-
bile application user interfaces. The algorithm operates fully automated and
allows for a mobile user interface to be tailored to the target device’s specific
capabilities and characteristics.
• Design and prototype implementation of a semi-automated rule based en-
gine for adapting generic application user interfaces to seamlessly match the
user’s profile and preferences. This approach allows application developers
to easily create adaptive user interfaces, whilst maintaining close control
over the actual adaptation process.
Challenge 3 Multi-device interaction: Dynamic device and service binding.
• Design and prototype implementation of a multi-device application plat-
form. The designed solution provides platform-level support for dynamic
service discovery and usage. This approach seamlessly groups the user’s
owned devices and abstracts them as one large virtual device. Moreover, it
allows applications to discover and access remote devices providing partic-
ular API support.
Challenge 4 Device description: Context awareness.
• Design of various context models for structuring knowledge regarding a spe-
cific user, his/her devices, and their physical environment.
• Design and prototype implementation of all architectural structures for ag-
gregating and exposing contextual knowledge in a multi-device application
environment.
Challenge 5 Application innovation: User-driven ubiquitous app development.
• Design, implementation, and evaluation of a user-driven product develop-
ment methodology. The approach addresses loose end-user interfaces within
projects’ agile development processes, as typically seen in research projects
and some early stage startups. The approach extends agile development with
a user study process, focusing on constant stakeholder persona modeling and
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engagement. This as a means of keeping developers on focus throughout the
planning an implementation iterations of their product.
1.4 Dissertation outline
This dissertation is composed of a number of publications that were realized within
the scope of this PhD. The selected publications provide an integral and consistent
overview of the work performed. The remainder of this section covers an overview
of the remainder of this dissertation and explain how the different chapters are
linked together. Figure 1.4 positions the different contributions that are presented
in each chapter (Ch.) and appendix (App.). Moreover, Table 1.2 shows the chal-
lenges which were highlighted in Section 1.2 and indicates which of them were
targeted per chapter.
Ch.2 Ch.3 Ch.4 Ch.5
Challenge 1 • •
Challenge 2 • •
Challenge 3 • •
Challenge 4 • • •
Challenge 5 •
Table 1.2: Schematic overview of the research contributions per chapter in this dissertation
Chapter 2 introduces a ubiquitous application platform named webinos. We-
binos is a Web-based middleware platform enabling multi-device applications,
which was selected as a Future Internet generic enabler and reference architecture
for connected devices [11]. This chapter describes and evaluates the platform’s
architectural design considerations in terms of modifiability tactics for platform
portability and multi-device interaction. Moreover, the proposed platform’s abil-
ity to dynamically adapt application user interfaces to match the user’s contextual
setting is discussed. Via a context-aware adaptation framework, application de-
velopers are provided platform-level support for defining and managing a wide
variety of user interface adaptation rules, which can be triggered based on system
events and other context changes.
Chapter 3 and Appendix A present a fully automated user interface adaptation
framework. With this framework, Web application developers are only required to
define a lowest common denominator (LCD) user interface for their application.
Subsequently, the framework dynamically enhances the LCD interface’s structural,
behavioral, and presentational aspects to the client’s device characteristics. The
proposed framework uses a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) strategy for
automatically evaluating and selecting the set of most appropriate enhancement
layers.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic position of the different chapters in this dissertation
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Chapter 4 highlights the main technical challenges for building multi-device
and multi-screen applications via Web technology. These applications typically
involve multiple devices running an application either in parallel, sequentially, or
even collaboratively amongst multiple users. Hence, in response to these new user
interaction pattern requirements, the webinos platform is technically discussed
based on its essential support for device compatibility, multi-device service scala-
bility, and user interaction performance. Moreover, the proposed mechanisms are
evaluated by means of a prototype application implementation for multi-screen
media consumption.
Chapter 5 and Appendix B present a user-driven product development method-
ology addressing agile projects’ potential loose end-user communication interfaces
during development. The proposed approach primarily targets research projects
and early stage startups, which typically face high uncertainty regarding user iden-
tification and involvement. The approach extends agile development with a Living
Lab user study component, focusing on qualitative and quantitative user persona
modeling. This in order to validate and refine the development team’s assumed
requirements and to ensure a correct focus throughout the planning and imple-
mentation iterations of the envisioned product.
Finally, the general conclusion and recommendations for future research ini-
tiatives are presented in Chapter 6.
1.5 Publications
The research results obtained during this PhD research have been published in
various scientific journals and presented at a series of international conferences
and workshops. The following list covers an overview of these publications.
1.5.1 Publications in international journals
(listed in the Science Citation Index 1)
1. Heiko Desruelle, Simon Isenberg, John Lyle, Frank Gielen. Multi-device
Application Middleware: Leveraging the Ubiquity of the Web with We-
binos. Journal of Supercomputing, vol. 66(1), pp. 4-20, 2013. DOI:
10.1007/s11227-013-0901-3
2. Heiko Desruelle, Simon Isenberg, Paolo Vergori, Andreas Botsikas, Frank
Gielen. Accessible User Interface Support for Multi-device Ubiquitous Ap-
1 The publications listed are recognized as ‘A1 publications’, according to the following definition
used by Ghent University: A1 publications are articles listed in the Science Citation Index, the Social
Science Citation Index or the Arts and Humanities Citation Index of the ISI Web of Science, restricted
to contributions listed as article, review, letter, note or proceedings paper.
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plications: Architectural modifiability considerations. Accepted for publi-
cation in Universal Access in the Information Society, vol. 15(1), 2014.
3. Heiko Desruelle, Frank Gielen. Context-Driven Progressive Enhancement
of Mobile Web Applications: A Multicriteria Decision Making Approach.
Accepted for publication in The Computer Journal, 2014.
4. Heiko Desruelle, Martin Lasak, Frank Gielen. On the Technical Challenges
for Enabling Multiscreen Media Consumption Applications via Hybrid Web
Technology. Submitted to Multimedia Tools and Applications, December
2013.
5. Heiko Desruelle, Lynn Coorevits, Dimitri Schuurmans, Martin Lasak, Di-
eter Blomme, Frank Gielen. A Living Labs User Study Approach for Driving
Multi-screen Application Innovation. Planned submission to Journal of Sys-
tems and Software, April 2014.
1.5.2 Publications in book chapters
1. Heiko Desruelle, Simon Isenberg, Dieter Blomme, Krishna Bangalore, Frank
Gielen. An Internet-based Architecture Supporting Ubiquitous Application
User Interfaces. In: Galis, A., Gavras, A. (eds.), Future Internet Assembly
2013: Validated Results and New Horizons, LNCS, vol. 7858, pp. 272-283.
Springer, Heidelberg, 2013. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-38082-2 22
1.5.3 Publications in international conferences
1. Dieter Blomme, Heiko Desruelle, Frank Gielen, Filip De Turck. Smart
Ubiquitous Application Delivery Based on Usability Rules. In: White, B.,
Isaias, P., Andone, D. (eds.), Proceedings of the International Conference
on WWW/Internet, Timisoara, Romania, 14–17 Oct., pp. 323-327. IADIS
Press, 2010.
2. George Gionis, Heiko Desruelle, Dieter Blomme, John Lyle, Shamal Faily,
Louay Bassbouss. A Federated Context Model for Describing Social Ac-
tivity Across Devices. In: W3C/PrimeLife Federated Social Web Europe
Conference (FSWE 2011), Berlin, Germany, 3–5 June, 2011.
3. Heiko Desruelle, Dieter Blomme, Frank Gielen. Adaptive Mobile Web Ap-
plications: A Quantitative Evaluation Approach. In: Auer, S., Diaz, O.,
Papadopoulos, G.A. (eds.), International Conference on Web Engineering
(ICWE 2011), Paphos, Cyprus, 20–24 June, LNCS, vol. 6757, pp. 375-378.
Springer, Heidelberg, 2011. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-22233-7
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4. Heiko Desruelle, Dieter Blomme, George Gionis, Frank Gielen. Adap-
tive User Interface Support for Ubiquitous Computing Environments. In:
Coyette, A., Faure, D., Gonzales, J., Vanderdonckt, J. (eds.), Proceedings
of the 2nd International Workshop on User Interface Description Language
(UIDL 2011), Lisbon, Portugal, 6 Sept., pp. 107-113. Thales Research and
Technology France, Paris, 2011.
5. Heiko Desruelle, Dieter Blomme, Frank Gielen. Adaptive Mobile Web
Applications Through Fine-Grained Progressive Enhancement. In: Fox,
J., Rausch, A. (eds.), Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on
Adaptive and Self-Adaptive Systems and Applications (ADAPTIVE 2011),
Rome, Italy, 25–30 Sept., pp. 51-56, 2011.
(received the best paper award)
6. John Lyle, Shamal Faily, Ivan Flechais, Andre Paul, Ayse Goker, Hans
Myrhaug, Heiko Desruelle, Andrew Martin. On the Design and Devel-
opment of webinos: A Distributed Mobile Application Middleware. In:
Goeschka, K.M., Haridi, S. (eds.), Distributed Applications and Interop-
erable Systems (DAIS 2012), Stockholm, Sweden, 13–16 June. LNCS, vol.
7272, pp. 140-147. Springer, Heidelberg, 2012. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-
30823-9
7. Heiko Desruelle, Frank Gielen, John Lyle. Leveraging the Ubiquitous Web
as a Secure Context-aware Platform for Adaptive Applications. In: Petcu,
D., Troubitsyna, E. (eds.), Proceedings of the 4th International Conference
on Adaptive and Self-Adaptive Systems and Applications (ADAPTIVE 2012),
Nice, France, 22–27 July, pp. 57-62, 2012.
8. Heiko Desruelle, John Lyle, Simon Isenberg, Frank Gielen. On the Chal-
lenges of Building a Web-based Ubiquitous Application Platform. In: Pro-
ceedings of the 14th ACM International Conference on Ubiquitous Comput-
ing (UbiComp 2012), Pittsburgh, PA, USA, 5–8 Sept., pp. 733-736. ACM,
New York, 2012. DOI: 10.1145/2370 216.2370377
9. Shamal Faily, John Lyle, Andre Paul, Andrea Atzeni, Dieter Blomme,Heiko
Desruelle, Krishna Bangalore. Requirements Sensemaking using Concept
Maps. In: Winckler, M., Forbrig, P., Bernhaupt, R. (eds.), Human-Centered
Software Engineering (HCSE 2012), Toulouse, France, 29–31 Oct., LNCS,
vol. 7623, pp. 217-232. Springer, Heidelberg, 2012. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-
642-34347-6
10. Heiko Desruelle, Simon Isenberg, John Lyle, Frank Gielen. A Context-
Aware Platform for UbiquitousWeb Applications. In: Proceedings of the In-
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ternational Workshop on Smart Devices, Applications, and Services (Smar-
tIT 2012), Jeju-Si, Korea, 22–25 Nov., 2012.
11. Heiko Desruelle, Frank Gielen. Architectural modifiability considerations
for designing a multi-device web application platform. In: Shakshuki, E.M.
(ed.), Adaptation of Web Services (AWS 2013), Halifax, NS, Canada, 25–28
June. Procedia Computer Science, vol. 19, pp. 895-900, Elsevier, Amster-
dam, 2013. DOI: 10.1016/j.proc s.2013.06.121
12. Heiko Desruelle, Frank Gielen. Distributed Sensor-Driven Web Applica-
tions Through Multi-device Usage Patterns. In: Jeong, H.Y, Obaidat, M.S.,
Yen, N.Y., Park, J.J. (eds.), Advances in Computer Science and its Applica-
tions, Danang, Vietnam, 18–21 Dec., LNEE, vol. 279, pp. 13-18. Springer,
Heidelberg, 2013. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-41674-3 3
13. Heiko Desruelle, Martin Lasak, Frank Gielen. On the Technical Challenges
for Enabling Multiscreen Media Consumption Applications via Hybrid Web
Technology. In: Park, J.J., Jeong, H.Y., Stojmenovic, I., Chao, H. (eds.),
Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Advanced IT, Engineer-
ing and Management (AIM 2014), Seogwipo-si, Korea, 19–22 Feb., 2014.
1.5.4 Publications in national conferences
1. Heiko Desruelle, Frank Gielen. Context-Driven User Interface Support for
Ubiquitous Web Applications with Webinos. In: 12th FEA PhD Sympo-
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Abstract The market for personal computing devices is rapidly expanding from
PC, to mobile, home entertainment systems, and even the automotive industry.
When developing software targeting such ubiquitous devices, the balance between
development costs and market coverage has turned out to be a challenging issue.
With the rise of Web technology and the Internet of things, ubiquitous applications
have become a reality. Nonetheless, the diversity of presentation and interaction
modalities still drastically limit the number of targetable devices and the applica-
tions’ accessibility towards end-users. This article presents webinos, a Web-based
multi-device application middleware platform that has been selected as a Future
Internet reference implementation and a generic enabler for connected devices.
Hereto, the platform’s architectural modifiability considerations are described and
evaluated.
2.1 Introduction
A series of new generation human-computer interaction paradigms such as mobile
and ubiquitous computing are enabling software applications and services which
execute on a wide variety of consumer electronic devices. These devices currently
range from desktop and laptop computers, to mobile and tablet devices, to TV and
home entertainment systems, to in-car devices. Nevertheless, the fragmentation of
devices and usage contexts makes it particularly difficult to target a broad segment
of devices and end-users. In this context, the use of web technology can provide
a standardized abstraction layer for applications to execute device-independently.
By adopting the Web as an application platform, applications can be made avail-
able whenever and wherever the user wants, regardless of the device type that is
being used.
Despite these clear advantages, existing Web application platforms are gen-
erally founded on the principles of porting traditional API support and operating
system aspects to the Web. The evolution towards large-scale distributed service
access and sensor usage is often not supported [10]. As a result, the true immersive
nature of ubiquitous web applications is mostly left behind. To enable developers
to set up Web applications and services that are no longer restricted to the physical
boundaries of a device, the webinos platform is proposed. Webinos is a virtual ap-
plication platform running on top of devices’ existing operating systems, spanning
across the various Web-enabled devices owned by an end-user. Webinos integrates
the capabilities of these devices by seamlessly enabling the distribution of service
requests.
This article elaborates on the webinos platform’s innovation and, more partic-
ularly, its ability to dynamically adapt applications to the current delivery context
and thus optimize the end-user’s accessibility. The remainder of this article is
structured as follows. Related work and background on adaptive software engi-
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neering and user interfaces are covered in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 provides a
high-level introduction to the webinos platform and elaborates on the platform’s
architectural decisions for meeting its adaptability requirements. Section 2.4 cov-
ers an in-depth discussion of webinos’ adaptive user interface support and high-
lights the proposed approach via a case study on dynamic adaptation of an applica-
tion’s navigation structure. Section 2.5 quantitatively measures and evaluates the
platform’s adaptability qualities. Moreover, the qualitative evaluation of existing
webinos prototype applications aiming for multi-device accessibility is discussed.
Finally, the conclusion and future work are presented in Section 2.6.
2.2 Background and related work
2.2.1 Modifiability in software architecture
Modifiability has always been an important concept in software engineering. By
supporting this quality, software architects aim to prepare a system for change re-
quirements after its initial release [8]. Software tends to evolve constantly. Devel-
opers will, e.g., need to add in new features, or provide support for new technology
platforms. As a result, modifiability is about minimizing the technical risks and the
cost impact of such changes. In order to achieve modifiability as a system quality,
software architects need to envision and incorporate modifiability support in the
system’s design cycle.
Through the years, a considerable number of best practices on architectural
approaches have been designed to support the modifiability requirements of a sys-
tem. In general, the modifiability quality of a system can be expressed in terms
of cohesion and coupling [28]. Coupling measures the mutual association strength
between the system’s software components. Cohesion, on the other hand, is a
measure for the number of internal relationships between the responsibilities of
a software component. Based on the notion of cohesion and coupling, Bass et
al. structured a set of architectural modifiability tactics. This set aims to guide
software architects towards achieving the required modifiability qualities for their
system [2]. As depicted in Figure 2.1, the proposed architectural design decisions
can be devised in three high-level categories, i.e., increasing cohesion, reducing
coupling, and deferring binding.
Increasing cohesion tactics aim to deal with the number of internal responsibil-
ities within each of the system’s components. This in order to prevent changes to
one responsibility affecting the other responsibilities within the same component.
As a tactic, increasing the semantic coherence is intended to stimulate a software
architect to relocate one or more component responsibilities in case the internal
responsibilities of that component do not serve the same purpose.
Tactics regarding the reduction of coupling aim to reduce the number of mu-
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Figure 2.1: Organizing architectural tactics for modifiability (derived from Bass et al. [2])
tual relationships amongst the various components that shape the system. High
coupling might result in changes to one component impacting one or more of its
associated components as well. Reducing the coupling intends to prevent such
change propagation by means of the following architectural decisions.
• Encapsulation: Each system component is to interact with other compo-
nents through a well-defined yet abstract interface. With this kind of en-
capsulation, the coupling between associated components is limited to their
exposed interfaces rather than the entire components.
• Intermediary: The use of an intermediary can be opted to break dependen-
cies between system components. Depending on the type of dependency
(i.e., location, identity, behavior, creation), the intermediate can remove the
explicit knowledge requirements from those components.
• Raised abstraction: In case multiple similar responsibilities exist within the
system, abstraction can help to extract the generic part of the responsibility.
This way, any change to the common part of the responsibility will only
need to be handled in one component.
Finally, the possibility to defer the binding of components is mainly a result
of applying and combining the above mentioned tactics on coupling and cohe-
sion. Depending on the system’s exact modifiability requirement, binding can be
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designed to initiate at various points in time throughout the software life cycle.
This ranges from compile time (build configurations and parameterization, aspect
oriented programming, etc.), at-deploy and at-startup time (configuration bind-
ing, resource files, etc.), or at-runtime (runtime registration and binding, dynamic
lookup, parameter interpretation, polymorphism, etc.).
2.2.2 Model based user interfaces
Model driven engineering (MDE) aims to accommodate with high-variability as-
pects of software systems. This development methodology is characterized by a
raised abstraction tactic via the separation of concerns throughout all the phases of
software engineering (i.e., analysis, design, implementation). This approach em-
bodies a well accepted technique to reduce the engineering complexity of a soft-
ware system [11]. A vast number of Web engineering methods incorporate partial
support for model-based development (e.g., UWE,WSDM, HERA,WebML, etc.).
With a model driven engineering approach, software development is started with
an abstract platform independent model (PIM) specification of the system [23]. A
transformation model is in turn applied to compile the PIM to a platform-specific
model (PSM). The transformation process is at the heart of the methodology’s
flexibility. For this purpose, MDE can use transformation languages such as the
Query-View-Transformation standard (QVT) or the ATLAS Transformation Lan-
guage (ATL) for specifying model-to-model transition rules [19].
Recent research on model driven engineering has been particularly active in the
domain of user interface (UI) engineering. The CAMELEON Reference Frame-
work (CRF) defines an important foundation for this type of approaches [5]. The
framework specifies a context-sensitive user interface development process, driven
by an intrinsic notion of the current user context, the environment context, as well
as the platform context. According to the CRF approach, an application’s user
interface development consists of multiple levels of abstraction. Starting from an
abstract representation of the interface’s task and domain model, a PSM of the user
interface is subsequently generated by means of a chained model transformations
based on contextual knowledge. A number of major UI definition languages have
adopted CRF, e.g., UsiXML [21], and MARIA [25]. Moreover, the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) charted the Model-Based UI Working Group (MBUI-
WG) as part of its Ubiquitous Web Activity (UWA) to investigate the standardiza-
tion of context-aware user interface authoring [6]. Its goal is to work on standards
that enable the authoring of context-aware user interfaces for web applications.
The MBUI-WG aims to achieve this type of adaptivity by means of a model driven
design approach. In this context, the semantically structured aspects of HTML5
will be used as key delivery platform for the applications’ adaptive user interface.
The CAMELEON Reference Framework, more specifically, relies on a model
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Figure 2.2: Model based user interface abstraction levels and transformations
driven approach and structures the development of a user interface into four sub-
sequent levels of abstraction:
• Specification of the task and domain model. At the lowest abstraction level,
these models define a user’s required activities in order to reach his goals.
• Definition of an abstract user interface (AUI) model. The AUI model defines
a platform-independent model (PIM), which expresses the application’s in-
terface independently from any interactors or modalities within the delivery
context’s attributes.
• Definition of a concrete user interface (CUI) model, a platform-specific
model (PSM) which generates a more concrete description of the AUI by
including specific dependencies and interactor types based on the delivery
context.
• Specification of the final user interface (FUI), covering the code that corre-
sponds with the user interface in its runtime environment (e.g., HTML, Java,
etc.).
Figure 2.2 shows the interconnection principles and transformations between
the above-mentioned abstraction levels. The downward arrows depict reification
processes. Reification is the transformation from a higher-level abstraction to a
lower-level abstraction phase, hence inferring a more concrete user interface de-
scription. The upward arrows, on the other hand, specify the abstraction processes.
An abstraction operation is the inverse transformation of reification. The third
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Figure 2.3: Model-to-model transformation approach for the adaptation of a model-based
user interface (Limbourg et al. [21])
transformation type is the translation, depicted by the horizontal arrows. The trans-
lation deals with adapting the UI description to changes in one of the contextual
parameters (i.e., user, device, physical environment). In this case, the UI descrip-
tion is optimized to the context change, but its abstraction level remains the same
when performing a translation.
As documented by Schaefer, various approaches can be used to express the
adaptation of a model-based user interface [27]. In essence, three types of adap-
tation approaches can be distinguished: model-to-model transformations, trans-
formations on the XML representation of models, and code transformations. The
model-to-model approach relies on the fact that most MBUI models can be de-
signed based on a directed graph structure. As a result, adaptations between two
models are specified with model mappings by means of graph transformation rules.
As depicted in Figure 2.3, transformation rules consist of a Left Hand Side (LHS)
condition matching the current UI model represented by graph G [21]. To add ex-
pressiveness, one or more Negative Application Conditions (NAC), which should
not match G, can be defined. Based on the matching of these conditions a Right
Hand Side (RHS) defines the transformation result by replacing LHS occurrence
in G with RHS. This substitution operation results in an adapted UI model repre-
sented by graph G’.
Furthermore, for UI models represented with XML, XSLT transformations can
be used as a more declarative way to define adaptations [18]. The transformation
process takes an XML based document as input together with an XSLT stylesheet
module containing the transformation rules. Each transformation rule consists of
a matching pattern and an output template. Patterns to be matched in the input
XML document are defined by a subset of the XPath language [3]. The output
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after applying the appropriate transformations can be standard XML, but also other
formats such as (X)HTML, XSL-FO, plain text, etc.
2.2.3 Ubiquitous application middleware
Various cross-device middleware platforms have previously been developed, aim-
ing to create a platform-independent layer for running generic applications. The
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and the .NET framework are part of the most well-
known and wide-spread solutions in this category, providing a common runtime
and set of APIs in support of their “write once, run everywhere” philosophy. These
solutions, however, are closed proprietary systems and mainly confined to PC op-
erating systems [1].
With the increasing maturity of Web technology and the rise of mobile plat-
forms, Web-based application middleware solutions have started to emerge. This
type of middleware aims to leverage the popularity and market coverage of de-
vices with built-in support for HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Web widget runtimes
such as Qt and full-featured mobile browsers such as Chrome for Android, Fire-
fox mobile, and Mobile Safari, have enabled Rich-Internet Applications (RIAs)
which need little to no modification to run on a wide variety of target devices [22].
Despite their clear benefits, these runtimes still focus on supporting localized ap-
plication execution rather than enabling cross-device user experiences (e.g., multi-
screen applications, remote service invocation, etc.) [10].
The Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure (GPII) initiative has the goal to build
an infrastructure for automated personalization of services based on a user’s per-
sonal preferences and capabilities [30]. Based on this globally available profile,
the presentation and interaction modalities of every accessed service and applica-
tion are automatically adapted. The Cloud4All project, co-funded by the EU’s FP7
programme, aims to support the creation of such an infrastructure. The webinos
middleware platform described in this paper, has set a very similar goal. The main
difference lies with the approach for storing profile data and accessing services.
The current Cloud4All vision is based on a cloud-centric approach for profile stor-
age and services access. Webinos, on the other hand, focuses on a distributed
application platform which allows the user to maintain control over personal data
and services. With the general public’s raising awareness regarding privacy and se-
curity, webinos only stores a reference in the cloud, whilst the actual data remains
on the user’s device.
2.3 The webinos platform
The webinos project aims to design and deliver an open source application plat-
form that enables Web applications and services to be executed consistently over
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Figure 2.4: Virtual machine approach for meeting webinos’ portability requirements
a broad range of Web-enabled devices. These connected devices include PC, mo-
bile and tablet, home entertainment, and in-car units [9]. Moreover, webinos’ “one
application for every device” vision is not just limited to portability by enabling
a single application to be executed on each of the targeted device groups. Webi-
nos particularly aims to also simultaneously leverage all the specific capabilities of
one’s owned devices within that application. For example, in an in-car setup this
could include accessing a vehicle’s sensor data for a parking assistance application
running on a smartphone or tablet device.
These modifiability aspects lay out a considerable number of dynamic change
requirements for the webinos application platform to adapt to. This section presents
the modifiability tactics that were applied to webinos’ architectural design for
coping with these requirements and constraints. The interested reader can refer
to [16] [26] for a more elaborate background discussion on the exact requirement
scenarios as well as an overview of the platform’s complete architectural structure.
2.3.1 Platform portability
An important driver for designing the webinos platform is its device independence
support for running applications. A webinos application should be executable on
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each of the targeted device domains (i.e., desktop, mobile, home entertainment,
in-car, and embedded devices), without requiring any modifications to the actual
application. On an architectural level, webinos addresses this portability require-
ment by deferring binding time through an instruction set intermediary. With this
virtual machine approach, application instructions are translated at runtime into
instructions for the underlying technology platform. The webinos applications’
code is thus only interpreted and bound at runtime. The application platform does
so by leveraging broadly accepted and standardized Web technology including
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. As depicted in Figure 2.4, various modifiability tac-
tics have been incorporated at this level. An encapsulation tactic is applied to
reduce the number of exposed interfaces to a set of well-defined JavaScript-based
Web APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). Existing Web-runtime (WRT)
engines with HTML5 support can in turn hook into these APIs to allow their Web
applications to interact with the webinos platform and access its functionality. In
turn, webinos can remain independent from the WRT used to run the Web appli-
cation. The WRT can thus be a browser engine (e.g., Mozilla Gecko for Firefox,
WebKit, Google blink for Chrome, etc.), as well as a hybrid solution which pack-
ages the Web application as a native app or widget (e.g., PhoneGap 5).
Moreover, an intermediary tactic provides the at runtime binding between the
webinos applications’ instructions in JavaScript and the associated native instruc-
tions for the devices’ underlying operating systems. As a result, the device-depend-
ent platform code is clearly separated from webinos’ device-independent standard
libraries and APIs.
Webinos aims to support a wide range of devices. Each of these devices will
have its particular set of APIs and services (e.g., based on the available sensors
and actuators). In order to enable webinos to leverage the full potential of its
supported devices, it needs to enable external developers to dynamically expose
additional services as Web APIs. Webinos does so by applying an encapsulation
tactic to package APIs into modules and by deferred the binding time of these
packages. As a result, external developers can implement and deploy additional
webinos-enabled APIs.
2.3.2 Dynamic device and service binding
In addition to supporting portable applications, webinos aims to facilitate the de-
velopment of applications for multi-device interaction and service usage. For we-
binos to seamlessly dispatch service requests to the most suited physical device,
the platform needs to keep track of all devices owned by each individual end-user.
To do so, webinos relies on two abstraction mechanisms for service discovery. The
design decisions reflecting this approach are based on semantic cohesion, a service
5 http://www.phonegap.com
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Figure 2.5: Service broker approach for webinos’ dynamic service binding
intermediary tactic, encapsulation, deferred binding, and raised abstraction.
On a local level, webinos encapsulates the various fine-grained discovery tech-
niques offered by the underlying devices’ operating systems and exposes them via
an abstract discovery API. This includes service discovery through, e.g., multi-
cast DNS, UPnP, Bluetooth discovery, USB discovery, RFID/NFC, etc. Secondly,
the local discovery data is propagated to a central repository residing in the cloud
(see Figure 2.5). This intermediary acts as a service broker, aiming to dissolve
the strong binding between webinos applications and their executing device. The
virtual overlay network created by such a service broker enables webinos appli-
cations to transparently call upon device services without requiring any explicit
knowledge regarding to which physical device the request will be delegated. From
the perspective of an application developer, webinos completely abstracts remote
procedure calls (RPC) as if the functions are discovered and executed locally. This
virtual overlay concept is internally referred to as the user’s Personal Zone.
Within the platform, all available services and APIs are uniquely identified
through a service-type URI (Unified Resource Identifier) with the following prefix
for core APIs:
http://webinos.org/api/<webinos-api-name>
and the following prefix for APIs provided by external developers, respectively:
http://<dev-domain>/api/<external-api-name>
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In addition to its own API set, webinos also supports the APIs defined by W3C’s
Device APIs Working Group [32]. These APIs are identified via the URI prefix.
http://webinos.org/api/w3c/<w3c-api-name>
The code snippet in Listing 2.1 demonstrates the deferred service binding for
an access requests to webinos’ core vehicular API. The vehicle API offers car-
specific sensor data regarding the vehicle’s engine, its climate control, the media
system, etc. Access is requested via the API’s associated URI. Webinos’ discovery
mechanism will in turn trigger the service broker to dynamically lookup the most
suited registered device to handle such request. In turn, the broker returns the
application a JavaScript callback function, which provides the at runtime binding
between the requested service-type and the selected device.
Listing 2.1: Webinos service discovery
1 if ("webinos" in window)
2 {
3 // get the vehicle sensor service
4 webinos.findServices(
5 "http://webinos.org/api/vehicle",
6 function(service) {
7 // execute actions
8 ...
9 }, null);
10 }
Although the webinos platform is designed with a primary focus on taking
benefit from online usage, the highly mobile nature of ubiquitous computing re-
quires the platform to dynamically cope with temporary offline devices as well.
This should allow users to still operate the basic functionality of their webinos
applications even while being offline and unable to access the Internet. For this
purpose, webinos’ architectural design incorporates encapsulation and raised ab-
straction tactics. Each device running the webinos runtime can temporarily act in
place of the service broker in case no reliable Internet connection can be estab-
lished. The local webinos runtime does so by maintaining a synchronized copy of
the service broker’s repository, encapsulated as a cache within their communica-
tion interface. Through communication queuing, all data shared with the service
broker is again synchronized as soon as the device’s Internet access is restored.
2.4 Multi-device adaptive user interfaces
For webinos to facilitate the development of accessible multi-device applications,
the platform needs to accommodate developers with adaptive user interface sup-
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port. This includes dynamic adaptability support for both the application’s pre-
sentation, as well as its interaction modalities. Webinos does so by incorporating
a model driven engineering approach for its user interfaces (see Section 2.2.2).
In order to minimize the learning curve for application developers, the platform
uses standardized HTML as user interface definition language (UIDL). Based on
a rule-driven mechanism, model-to-model transformations are dynamically exe-
cuted to generate an optimal platform-specific model (PSM) of the user interface.
The rules are a means for developers to express the contextual conditions in which
certain action to the user interface should be taken. As a result, the supported pro-
cess translates the developer’s concrete user interface (CUI) definition based on
the end-user’s active delivery context.
2.4.1 Webinos user interface framework
Within webinos, the user interface adaptation is managed by each of the local
webinos runtimes. For this particular purpose, the webinos runtime contains an
adaptation manager component. The adaptation manager aggregates all available
adaptation rules, analyzes them, and feeds them to a forward-chaining rule engine
for evaluation. In turn, the rule engine aims to match the applicability of each rule
by comparing its conditions with the context data exposed by the runtime’s internal
services. Once an applicable rule is identified, the adaptation process is fired by
sending the rule’s transformation instruction to the Web runtime. Moreover, by
applying the RETE algorithm for executing the reasoning activity within the rule
engine, the worst case computational complexity of this process remains linear
O
 
R · FC  , (2.1)
with R the average number of rules, F the number of facts in the knowledgebase
that need to be evaluated, andC the average number of conditions in each rule [15].
In order to accommodate webinos with support for dynamically triggered adap-
tations based on at-runtime contextual changes, the implemented rule syntax com-
plies with the Event Condition Action (ECA) format. The structure of an ECA
rule consists of three main parts:
on [event] if [conditions] do [action] (2.2)
The event part specifies an internal webinos system signal or event that triggers
the invocation of this particular rule. The conditions part is a logical test that, if
evaluated to true, causes the rule to be carried out. Lastly, the action part consists
of invocable JavaScript instructions. This code is able to programmatically ac-
cess and manipulate the Web application’s user interface via the Document Object
Model (DOM) [20]. The DOM is a W3C standard for representing and interacting
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Figure 2.6: Simplified representation of webinos’ device and user context model
with the objects in an HTML-based Web application. The model is maintained by
the WRT and can be altered at-runtime through scripting.
For each ECA rule, the adaptation manager analyzes the rule’s trigger event.
Based on the event type, it subsequently feeds the rule to a dedicated instance
of the rule engine. The reasoning within this instance is only triggered in case
its associated system event occurs. As an instance is activated by its registered
event, the engine starts matching its allocated rules’ conditions. The evaluation is
performed based on the meta-data fetched from webinos services such as the De-
vice Status and Interaction API, Context API, Vehicle and TV API, and Contacts
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Figure 2.7: Sequence diagram for the lookup of applicable UI adaptation rules at applica-
tion launch
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API [34]. These APIs provide a rich contextual at runtime representation of the
user and his or her devices. The standard context model aggregated from the avail-
able meta-data is depicted in Figure 2.6. As described in Section 2.3, however,
webinos provides an easily extensible API structure. In order to extend the avail-
able context model with more specific knowledge dimensions, developers are only
required to implement and deploy additional APIs. In the context of accessibility,
this can include API support for particular assistive hardware or software, or more
elaborate user profiles, etc.
The sequence diagram in Figure 2.7 provides a detailed overview of how the
adaptation process is handled by the platform. By bootstrapping webinos at the
launch of an application (sequence 1-2), a communication link is established be-
tween the WRT environment and the local webinos platform (i.e., sequence 3 over
an HTML5 WebSocket communication interface). Moreover, the bootstrap allows
for the injection of an adaptation client component in the WRT (i.e., sequence 4
via a contained JavaScript module). The adaptation client communicates directly
with the webinos platform’s adaptation manager and executes all the UI adapta-
tion instructions it receives from it (sequence 6 & 18). As the adaptation client
runs within the WRT, it has access to the application’s DOM. Hence, this compo-
nent is able to access and adapt the application’s content, structure and style via
the manipulation of DOM structures and properties (sequence 19). As a result,
webinos enables developers to express dynamic adaptation requirements for their
Web-based applications in terms of runtime events and contextual conditions as
they occur during the application’s life cycle (sequence 8-16).
2.4.2 Case study: adaptive navigation bar
This section elaborates on a simple case study for using webinos’ UI framework
to dynamically adapt the presentation of an application’s navigation structure. For
this adaptation case study, the HTML skeleton code in Listing 2.2 will serve as a
sample application. This basic application is semantically enhanced with HTML
element attributes to guide the adaptation process. Developers can use any se-
mantical structure for the annotation of their user interface objects and widgets.
However, the use of the “role” attribute is recommended, as specified by many
accessibility guidelines such as the W3C WAI-ARIA candidate standard (Acces-
sible Rich Internet Applications) [7]. The role attribute declares what a UI object
does, rather than how it should be represented or how it should be interacted with.
Hence, role-based semantics will be used for this case study, as it provides a good
foundation for at runtime interpretation and adaptation.
The presented application skeleton contains a menu component (navigation
role) and a number of application specific subviews (page role). As shown in Fig-
ure 2.8 and Figure 2.9, the presentation of this application’s navigation component
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Figure 2.8: Application navigation bar adaptation for an in-vehicle infotainment setup with
BMW iDrive controller
can be optimized based on various parameters such as the device’s operating sys-
tem, input modalities, screen size, screen orientation, available sensors, etc., also
based on the user’s profile and preferences. Taking these contextual characteristics
into account is necessary in order to ensure the adaptive usability requirements of
a multi-device ubiquitous application, but also, e.g., for meeting existing safety
recommendations and regulations regarding user distraction by vehicular applica-
tions [10].
Listing 2.2: Sample HTML application skeleton
1 <body>
2 <ul role="navigation">
3 <!-- list menu items -->
4 </ul>
5 <div role="page" id="home">
6 <!-- home screen content -->
7 </div>
8 <div role="page" id="settings">
9 <!-- settings screen content-->
10 </div>
11 ...
12 </body>
In-car systems are increasingly used to run various applications. Setups in
this domain range from mountable navigation systems, to built-in dashboard units.
Overall, the application user interface for such in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) sys-
tems needs to be clear and easy to use. To do so for the application’s navigation
bar, adaptation rules can be set to display the menu in fullscreen mode with large
buttons (see rule in Listing 2.3). Webinos can be instructed to execute this rule at
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Figure 2.9: Application navigation bar adaptation for mobile and tablet devices based on
screen orientation
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the application’s startup (i.e., application.launch event trigger, combined with an
IVI-based system as rule condition). All other UI elements are hidden to further
decrease the risk for user distraction. Moreover, based on the specific interaction
modalities provided by the IVI system, displaying the application’s navigation bar
can also be triggered by pressing the MENU button on its controller module. The
interaction controller depicted in Figure 2.8 is BMW’s iDrive controller [4], which
internally maps to the combination of a jog dial and four-way scroller device. Once
a specific navigation item is selected, either via the touchscreen or with the hard-
ware controller, the associated page item is unhidden and displayed as a dialog on
top of the navigation bar.
Listing 2.3: Vehicular adaptation rule
1 <rule description="vehicular menu">
2 <event>application.launch</event>
3 <condition>
4 device.type == "ivi"
5 </condition>
6 <action>
7 <!-- spread menu items over the headunit’s
screen -->
8 <!-- map and link iDrive controller buttons --
>
9 <!-- hide all page elements -->
10 </action>
11 </rule>
Listing 2.4: Touch-based adaptation rule
1 <rule description="touch-based menu landscape">
2 <event>device.orientationchange</event>
3 <condition>
4 device.inputtype == "touchScreen" &&
5 screen.orientation == "landscape"
6 </condition>
7 <action>
8 <!-- resize menu items to fit the screen’s
height -->
9 <!-- move menu to lefthand side -->
10 <!-- hide all page elements but the active -->
11 </action>
12 </rule>
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On the other hand, when accessing the exact same application from a smart-
phone or tablet device, completely different presentation and interaction require-
ments can come into play. The case depicted in Figure 2.9 provides an alternative
adaptation example of the navigation bar based on the changes in a device’s screen
orientation (i.e., landscape or portrait mode). In the event of a touchscreen device
that is being rotated to landscape mode, adaptation rules are set to transform the
navigation bar in a vertically organized list that is moved to the lefthand side of
the display. Moreover, on the right side of the screen only one page element is
shown. All other page elements can be accessed via the appropriate link in the
navigation bar (see rule in Listing 2.4). In case the device is rotated to portrait
mode, the navigation bar is reduced to a collapsible UI element located on the top
of the screen.
2.5 Evaluation
In this section, an evaluation of the proposed platform and its flagship applications
is presented. First, the platform’s prototype implementation is discussed and its
ability to meet the set of key modifiability requirements regarding platform inde-
pendence and portability is quantitatively evaluated (as laid out in Section 2.3).
The second part of the analysis focuses on a qualitative impact evaluation of
webinos’ proof-of-concept applications. All selected applications focus on acces-
sible multi-device functionality. The process starts by elaborating the applications’
main use case scenarios. Moreover, a conducted impact evaluation for each of
these webinos-enabled applications is discussed.
2.5.1 Platform modifiability evaluation
A prototype of the webinos platform is currently under development. All sources
and documentation are available as open source resources [33]. The development
is part of a research project supported by the European Union’s 7th Framework
Programme (FP7-ICT). The project consortium involves over 30 partner com-
panies and organizations, ranging from device manufacturers, service providers,
universities, and research organizations. Various teams distributed across Europe
have been working on the requirements, design, and development of webinos since
September 2010.
Based on the project’s extensive background analysis of the current ubiqui-
tous ecosystem [31], the following prototype platforms were selected for imple-
mentation: PC (Linux, Windows, Mac OS X), mobile and tablet (Android), in-
vehicle systems (Linux on Pandaboard), and home entertainment systems (Linux
on ARM). For rapid prototyping purposes, the webinos client runtime as well as
the service broker component are both implemented on top of Node.js. Node.js
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Platform implementation (lines of code, %)
Core components Generic
code
Android Linux Windows Mac
OSX
Client runtime 3146
(92.07%)
263
(7.70%)
2
(0.06%)
4
(0.12%)
2
(0.06%)
Service broker 2548
(100%)
N/A 0
(0.00%)
0
(0.00%)
0
(0.00%)
Communication library 2770
(95.85%)
99
(3.43%)
3
(0.10%)
15
(0.52%)
3
(0.10%)
Table 2.1: Distribution of platform-independent vs. platform-dependent code, expressed in
lines of code (LOC)
is an event-driven JavaScript runtime for Google’s V8 engine [29]. The runtime
provides a JavaScript virtual machine, enabling webinos to implement most of its
core functionality based on device independent JavaScript code.
This approach enabled the implementation of a working platform prototype for
each of the targeted operating systems. Table 2.1 lists the distribution of platform-
dependent and platform-independent code for these implementations, expressed
in lines of code (LOC). The code analysis covers three core system components:
the client-side webruntime, the cloud-based service broker, and the shared com-
munication and synchronization library (see Figure 2.5). For the client webrun-
time, nearly 92.1% of the codebase consists of generic JavaScript instructions
shared across all platforms. The number of platform-specific modifications needed
for Linux, Windows and Mac OSX was remarkably low (0.06%, 0.12%, 0.06%
respectively). Only bootstrap code was required for hooking up their underly-
ing filesystems. The Android implementation, on the other hand, required most
device-dependent code (7.7%), due to the need for custom components with re-
gard to WebSocket support, certification handling, and key storage.
Similar results can be observed when analyzing the shared communication li-
brary, which handles the communication and synchronization of entities within
the webinos Personal Zones. Over 95.8% of the codebase consists of device-
independent JavaScript instructions. The largest number of platform-dependent
code can be found in the Android build (3.43%), which needed custom modifica-
tions to its RPC communication stack for handling chunked messages. As with the
client-side webruntime, the required modifications for Linux, Windows, and Mac
OSX were minimal (0.1%, 0.52%, 0.1% respectively). These modifications are
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limited to hooking the library into the device’s filesystem.
The cloud-based service broker, finally, is completely platform-independent.
The Linux, Windows, and Mac OSX builds all share an identical code base. Note,
however, that based on webinos’ requirements and design Android support has
been dismissed for this component. By design, the service broker is a server-
side component, which needs to be accessible at all times and across networks.
Enabling Android support would not outweigh the costs and constraints in terms
of battery consumption, service availability due to sleep mode, network coverage
and traversal issues, etc.
In a second stage, webinos’ portability and modifiability capabilities were put
to an additional test by extending the set of supported platforms and operating sys-
tems. Two new device categories were added to the list, i.e., netbook (Chrome
OS), and machine-to-machine setups (Arduino, Raspberry Pi). In addition, the
mobile device category was extended with Firefox OS. Support for each new plat-
form was implemented by a dedicated webinos developer with prior knowledge of
the system’s internals. An analysis of the required resources was performed based
on the developers’ time-sheets, Git source code management (SCM) statistics, and
Jira issue tracking activities. The extracted results were encouraging. On average
each additional platform category required the assigned engineer to develop for
0.3 to 0.5 PM (Person Months). For more information and detailed instruction on
webinos platform ports, the interested reader can refer to [33].
2.5.2 Application evaluation
Five proof-of-concept application scenarios were selected to be built on top of
the webinos platform. These flagship applications aim to demonstrate the poten-
tial impact of webinos’ built-in platform support for accessible and ubiquitous
human-computer interaction (HCI). As for the webinos platform design and im-
plementation, these proof-of-concept applications were developed as part of the
webinos FP7-ICT research project. The application prototype development pro-
cess currently covers a 14 month timespan. All applications are made open source
and can be accessed online [33].
2.5.2.1 Proof-of-concept applications
Travel. The travel application 6 is a multi-device webinos application. The pro-
totype enables a user to manage his or her point-of-interests (POIs) whilst travel-
ing. Based on webinos’ service brokerage POIs and status information are auto-
matically synchronized between all of a user’s devices. The application enables
a user to enter travel plans via a desktop or laptop computer. Next, the user can
6 https://github.com/webinos/app-travel-manager
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Figure 2.10: Running multi-device prototype of the webinos Travel application
access the travel application from his or her in-vehicle infotainment system. More-
over, a smartphone or tablet can be used for guidance once the vehicle is parked.
A running multi-device prototype of this application is depicted in Figure 2.10.
Zap and Shake. This media consumption prototype application 7 allows multi-
ple devices of various users to share and render media contents. This application
offers both an accessible control interface and an adaptive media rendering in-
terface. The prototype applications also stimulates social interaction by allowing
users to share videos and pictures over social media. The application can be exe-
cuted from any webinos-enabled device. To increase usability, mobile devices can
be used to remotely control the media rendering on your television screens.
Creative Notes. Creative Notes 8 is a multi-device note editor. With this ap-
plications, notes are synchronized between all devices owned by a particular user.
Whenever a note is created with one device, all other devices are automatically no-
tified. The webinos platform handles all communication, no intermediate or third
server is required. The application also aims to benefit from webinos’ cross-device
functionality. For example, instructions for capturing images can dynamically be
redirected to the user’s mobile device in order to take a picture with its built in
camera.
7 https://developer.webinos.org/webinostv
8 https://developer.webinos.org/creativenotes
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File Manager. The File Manager 9 encompasses a proof-of-concept enhanced
document management application. The application adds to the commonly avail-
able file management operations (i.e., local file operation including rename, copy,
move, etc.). Moreover, the application includes selectively sharing of data amongst
personal devices and trusted users. With this application, all personal documents
and files are made available and accessible throughout the user’s devices. Yet, con-
trol over this data remains with the user. The webinos platform allows for seamless
service dispatching, regardless of the physical device it is residing on.
Katwarn integration. This application 10 integrates the existing Katwarn ser-
vice with the webinos platform. Katwarn is a service that informs citizens about
nearby emergencies. The webinos Katwarn integration application aims to en-
hance the interaction with end-users as well as the service’s accuracy. With we-
binos’ multi-device application platform, the Katwarn service can rely on more
detailed knowledge regarding the user’s location. Moreover, the webinos service
broker allows incoming notifications to be dispatched to the most recently used
device.
2.5.2.2 Impact evaluation
The qualitative impact of each prototype application was evaluated during a face-
to-face focus group meeting. All applications were presented to the participants
in a pitch style presentation, followed by a live 20 minutes demonstrator and the
option for participants to ask questions. The conducted evaluation included three
5-scale Likert questions (1: strongly disagree; 2: disagree; 3: neutral; 4: agree;
5: strongly agree) [24] regarding the participants’ perception of each application’s
usability, impact, and added value:
• Q1: Does the application support your multi-device accessibility needs?
• Q2: Does the application solve a customer problem by adding value?
• Q3: Does the application clarify webinos’ built in platform support for ac-
cessibility?
The second part of the evaluation digs deeper into these key questions. This
evaluation part consisted of three open questions regarding the prototype applica-
tions’ target audience, main functionality, and direct competitors.
• Q4: Describe the key audience for the presented application?
• Q5: How does the application compare to its competition?
9 https://github.com/webinos/app-file-manager
10 https://developer.webinos.org/inrush
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Figure 2.11: Focus group impact evaluation results of the webinos prototype applications
• Q6: Which functionality would be key for this application?
During the focus group, the input of 41 participants from across Europe was
collected (Belgium: 2.4%; Germany: 19.5%; Spain: 2.4%; France: 7.3%; Greece:
7.3%; Italy: 17.1%; The Netherlands: 4.9%; Poland: 2.4%; Sweden: 4.9%; UK:
31.7%). In order to maximize the coverage of webinos stakeholders, participants
were selected based on various parameters (age, technical background, occupation,
etc.). Table 2.2 and Figure 2.11 aggregate the evaluation results for the first three
questions. The listed results reflect each application’s mean score x¯ over the N
submitted evaluation scores xi (with N = 41):
x¯ =
1
N
NX
i=1
xi (2.3)
Moreover, the results include the standard deviation s, depicting the answers’ typ-
ical variation from x¯:
s =
vuut 1
N   1
NX
i=1
(xi   x¯)2 (2.4)
The majority of the participants showed a particular interest in the multi-device
capabilities of the presented webinos prototypes. The focus group’s face-to-face
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discussions confirmed people’s need for accessible human computer interaction
within the ubiquitous computing domain. From this perspective, the webinos pro-
totype applications received good evaluation results with regard to dynamic multi-
device support (PC, mobile, TV, car), as well as support for multiple presentation
paradigms (screen size, resolution, reading distance) and interaction modalities
(touchscreen, mouse and keyboard, stylus). Furthermore, for the Travel, Zap-
Shake, and FileManager applications, the audience clearly understands the ben-
efits of using webinos as a key enabler for the presented ubiquitous accessibility
scenarios.
However, evaluation results also uncover the need for a better market posi-
tioning of some of the prototype applications (i.e., KatWarn, CreativeNotes). For
these particular applications participants suggest to line out a clearer target audi-
ence, as the applications’ message would be passed more effectively and thus have
a significantly higher impact on the audience’s understanding of its accessibility
goals.
KatWarn Mean (x¯) Std. dev. (s)
Q1 3.22 0.95
Q2 3.43 1.08
Q3 2.67 1.2
Travel Mean (x¯) Std. dev. (s)
Q1 3.8 0.71
Q2 3.84 0.62
Q3 3.8 1.0
ZapShake Mean (x¯) Std. dev. (s)
Q1 3.77 0.81
Q2 4.24 0.7
Q3 3.62 1.2
CreativeNotes Mean (x¯) Std. dev. (s)
Q1 2.89 0.88
Q2 3.0 0.82
Q3 2.95 1.28
FileManager Mean (x¯) Std. dev. (s)
Q1 3.68 1.11
Q2 4.16 0.9
Q3 4.47 0.51
Table 2.2: Prototype impact evaluation results
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2.6 Conclusion
Designing flexible mobile and ubiquitous applications has turned out to be a major
challenge to software developers. In this article the core architectural modifiabil-
ity considerations for designing a multi-device ubiquitous platform for accessible
Web-based applications have been presented. The proposed architectural structure
was applied to the design process of the webinos application platform, aiming for
applications which are available to everyone, at any time, and on any device. With
webinos, applications developers are enabled to create portable software that tran-
scends the executing device’s physical boundaries by simultaneously accessing
the capabilities of multiple devices. Moreover, webinos aims to enable immer-
sive ubiquitous software applications through adaptive user interfaces. In order
to ensure users a comparable and intuitive quality of use throughout all their de-
vices, the presentation and interaction modalities of the applications’ user interface
can be adapted accordingly. Based on the contextual knowledge available within
the webinos platform, rule-based adaptation decisions can be made as a means
to dynamically optimize the applications user interfaces to the executing device’s
characteristics.
The developed webinos technology aims to influence the Future Internet archi-
tecture and its related frameworks. Collaboration has hereto been established with
various Future Internet projects such as FI-WARE and FI-CONTENT [12] [13],
as well as the GPII/Cloud4All initiative. By focusing on open and standardized
technology, the webinos platform offers the means to overcome key restrictions
imposed by proprietary and vendor-specific platform solutions. As a first primary
result, webinos was recently adopted by FI-WARE as a reference implementation
platform and generic enabler for FI-WARE connected devices [14].
Future work for the proposed platform thus includes exploring the possibility
to use the webinos platform as a generic enabler for these initiatives to seamlessly
connect ubiquitous devices on a global scale. Moreover, future work includes
a further evaluation of both the platform’s and the applications’ implementation
results. At first with regard to the webinos platform meeting its modifiability re-
quirements, but also based on the tradeoffs and sensitivity points implied by these
architectural decisions. Moreover, the analysis of architectural patterns and tac-
tics should be expanded to a broader range of key quality attributes. These tactics
should include architectural considerations on important qualities such as scalabil-
ity, security, performance, etc.
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Abstract Personal computing has become all about mobile and embedded devices.
As a result, the adoption rate of smartphones is rapidly increasing and this trend
has set a need for mobile applications to be available at anytime, anywhere, and
on any device. Nevertheless the obvious advantages of such immersive mobile
applications, software developers are increasingly facing the challenges related to
device fragmentation. Current application development solutions are insufficiently
prepared for handling the enormous variety of software platforms and hardware
characteristics covering the mobile eco-system. Consequently, maintaining a vi-
able balance between development costs and market coverage has turned out to be
a challenging issue when developing mobile applications. This article presents a
context-aware software platform for the development and delivery of self-adaptive
mobile applications over the Web. An adaptive application composition approach
is introduced, capable of autonomously bypassing context-related fragmentation
issues. This goal is achieved by incorporating and validating the concept of fine-
grained progressive application enhancements based on a multi-criteria decision
making strategy.
3.1 Introduction
Mobile computing has become a powerful mass medium with a greater reach and
faster growth than any other known media type [1]. The sales of mobile devices
have recently started to outnumber the traditional laptop and desktop computers.
Furthermore, the technology itself is rapidly maturing. Advanced features such as
the possibility to install and run third party applications are becoming a standard
capability of devices throughout all consumer segments. Through the emergence
of installable mobile applications, users are given the freedom to customize and
personalize their device as desired. Unlike desktop devices, mobile users carry
their device practically at all times. Consequently, there is a growing need for mo-
bile applications to become available anywhere, at any time, and on any type of
mobile device. However, various technological challenges and limitations reside
in the development of such mobile applications [2]. This important limitation is set
by the heavily fragmented mobile landscape. Despite numerous bold claims from
device manufacturers, the mobile ecosystem is absolutely not all about iPhone de-
vices, nor is it all about Android, Blackberry, or any other platform. Thousands of
different mobile devices are currently available, each with their specific character-
istics and capabilities, ranging from various operating systems, to different screen
sizes, interaction modalities, available APIs, etc. Consequently, the absence of a
single mobile application platform makes it mainly the developer’s responsibility
to resolve fragmentation handling within their application’s code [3].
This article focuses on adaptive mobile application development via Web tech-
nology. Within this context, the goal of this research is to create optimized mobile
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Web applications via a progressive enhancement approach. To support the de-
velopment of such adaptive mobile applications, a method for extending existing
application frameworks with fine-grained mobile progressive enhancement capa-
bilities is proposed. Moreover, a novel adaptive application composition algorithm
is introduced, which is driven by each user’s individual context. The approach aims
to cover a wide range of contextual parameters, including device capabilities and
characteristics (device context), user preferences and profile details (user context),
location and time details (environment context). As a result, this process aims
to propose a robust and future proof method for the flexible composition of Web
applications.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides
background and related work regarding context-awareness and software adaptabil-
ity within the Web-based application engineering domain. Section 3.3 discusses
the concepts and algorithmic structure of the adaptive Web application composi-
tion approach. Section 3.4 deals with the architectural aspects of extending appli-
cation frameworks with such fine-grained progressive enhancement capabilities.
Subsequently, Section 3.5 evaluates the proof-of-concept implementation of this
architecture. Furthermore, the evaluation is elaborated based on a use case for
implementing an adaptive mobile e-commerce application through the proposed
approach. Finally, future work and the conclusion are presented in Section 3.6.
3.2 Background and related work
As introduced in Section 3.1, the goal of this research is to provide automated
application adaptability for a broad range of mobile devices. This section describes
a number of supporting methods as well as alternative approaches for coping with
the numerous adaptability requirements in the development process of mobile Web
applications.
3.2.1 The web as an application platform
Developing an application for multiple mobile platforms often requires a skilled
and multi-disciplined development team [4]. This requirement considerably drives
up an application’s development costs and will evidently narrow its target market
as well. Against this backdrop, the use of the Web as a generic and cross-platform
application solution is rapidly gaining momentum. Device independent Web tech-
nologies such as HTML (application structure), CSS (style) and JavaScript (be-
havior) offer application developers an unprecedented market reach compared to
native application development with Java, Objective-C, or C++. Moreover, the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has estimated the use of mobile In-
ternet connectivity to surpass the access rates of traditional desktop-based Internet
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Figure 3.1: Traditional progressive enhancement. A client-side process for incrementally
and unobtrusively enhancing a Web application based on a set of specific browser capabil-
ities
by the end of 2013 [5]. Nevertheless, even with the use of standardized Web so-
lutions, efficiently managing mobile fragmentation remains an important research
topic. Current Web standards are still primarily agnostic to the variety of available
user interaction and presentation modalities. Furthermore, existing mobile Web
browsers and runtimes contain many variability points, turning the convergence of
mobile applications via Web technology not to be expected any time soon [2]. In
order to reach a sustainable share of the mobile market, Web applications need to
be made dynamically adaptable to the contextual environment in which they are
being executed. The adaptation and optimization of an application should thus be
supported based on contextual parameters such as hardware characteristics, soft-
ware limitations, the user’s profile and preferences, etc. All of this without the
developer’s explicit intervention.
Since the early days of Web-based software engineering, developers have tried
to cope with the distinct differences between Web browser capabilities. Grace-
ful degradation was one of the first widespread design strategies aiming to do
so [6]. The approach focuses on providing optimal support for the most advanced
browsers. Less capable browsers are only considered during the very last develop-
ment stages. Such a design strategy often results in a poor stripped-down version.
The graceful degradation methodology expects users to just upgrade their browser
when the degraded version does not fit their needs. However, in the context of
mobile devices, upgrading the pre-installed browser is in most cases not an option.
The default browsers are often an inherent part of the mobile operating system,
and alternatives are not always provided.
The progressive enhancement (PE) design approach, on the other hand, re-
verses the graceful degradation methodology and aims at maximizing usability
and accessibility over browsers with different capabilities [7]. Progressive en-
hancement tries to achieve this goal by forcing developers to take less capable
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Figure 3.2: Fine-grained mobile progressive enhancement. Dynamic server-side stack
composition, driven by the specific characteristics and capabilities of a client’s mobile de-
vice
devices into account from the very start of their development process. First, a ba-
sic markup document is created, providing an optimal experience for devices with
the lowest common denominator (LCD) of available capabilities. Incrementally
and unobtrusively, one or more layers of structural, presentational, and behavioral
enhancements are added to the core application. This step is executed as a func-
tion of the requesting browser’s specific capabilities. A conceptual overview of the
progressive enhancement approach is shown in Figure 3.1, as it is used for stacking
application layers on top of a core content layer.
Progressive enhancement can also be applied in a mobile context to tackle frag-
mentation related issues. For example, specific layers can be created to accom-
modate for various screen sizes. However, when turning this theoretical mobile
progressive enhancement approach into actual practice, a considerable number of
challenges come into play. Progressive enhancement is a client-side process, ex-
ecuted by the device’s browser. The use of CSS3 Media Queries and externally
linked CSS and JavaScript resources are the most common practice for selecting
an appropriate set of enhancement layers [8]. The number of detectable variability
points via this approach is however very limited. As a result, enhancements can
only be selected based on the device’s screen characteristics and a coarse-grained
description of the browser’s supported styling and scripting capabilities.
To provide optimized end-user usability, progressive enhancement should also
reckon with other contextual parameters, such as the different interaction methods
and hardware characteristics offered by mobile devices. For example, a touch-
based device will most likely require some additional presentational enhancement
layers, providing a user interface with more space to accurately click buttons, links,
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Figure 3.3: Software adaptability as a crosscutting aspect on the traditional modeling di-
mensions of Web engineering (Koch et al. [14])
etc. In order to set up such a viable mobile progressive enhancement solution, it
has become increasingly important to support more fine-grained mechanisms for
the applicability evaluation and selection of progressive enhancement layers. As
shown in Figure 3.2, an intelligent mechanism is needed, supporting the automated
creation of progressive enhancement stacks based on the user’s specific contextual
setting.
3.2.2 Adaptive web engineering
Web-based software systems are traditionally engineered along three orthogonal
dimensions: the development phases, the system’s views, and its aspects [10].
As illustrated in Figure 3.3, this approach is characterized by its separation of
concerns. The phase dimension sets out the different stages of the Web devel-
opment process, ranging from analysis, to design, and implementation. Each of
these phases requires a number of specific views to be defined, addressing the sys-
tem’s content structures, the navigational structures between content nodes, and
its presentation towards the user. Hence, the views dimension. Finally, the as-
pects dimension sets out the structural and behavioral aspects of each of the above
mentioned views.
The growing presence and importance of mobile applications emphasizes the
need for fragmentation management within the Web engineering methodology. As
identified by Kappel et al., adaptability can be considered as an additional Web
engineering dimension, crosscutting all existing Web modeling dimensions [9].
Moreover, Schauerhuber et al. as well as Linaje et al. investigated various model-
ing methods and found a number of approaches incorporating partial support for
adaptability requirements (i.e., UWE, WSDM, HERA, WebML, etc.) [10] [11].
Nevertheless, the applicability of these modeling methods for straightforward and
(semi-)automated handling of mobile fragmentation remains rather limited. This
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observation can be explained through the complex composition of the mobile de-
sign space. Various contextual aspects influence a modeling method’s strength and
expressiveness in terms of adaptability [12].
• Context of Use: In most cases, an application’s adaptability requirements
are defined in terms of the contextual situation in which it is being executed.
As formally defined by ISO 9241-11, the context of use spans a detailed
set of descriptions characterizing the application’s user, as well as the target
device, and the objects in its physical environment [13].
• Degree of Adaptation: Adaptability requirements can be static or dynamic.
Static adaptation only considers pre-defined versions of an application, spec-
ified at design time. Dynamic adaptation, on the other hand, enables appli-
cations to be adapted at runtime based on the parameters of their current
contextual environment.
• Adaptation Granularity: The granularity of an application’s adaptability re-
quirements also impacts the engineering complexity. This property indicates
whether the defined adaptation process affects the entire application (macro
level), or only a contained number of identifiable subcomponents (micro
level).
Consequently, adaptability requirements are to be handled throughout every
stage of an application’s development life cycle. Especially from a mobile soft-
ware development perspective, the multi-dimensional impact of adaptability puts
a heavy burden on the application engineering and development processes.
3.2.3 Mobile context of use modeling
The availability of detailed and reliable metadata regarding a user’s contextual
setting provides an important driver for enabling a mobile application’s dynamic
adaptability requirements. The entities represented by this contextual informa-
tion might influence the adaptability requirements regarding the application’s user
interface, behavior, content, etc. In initial context-aware research, context was
considered to be a component described by two parameters: the end-user’s loca-
tion and the set of objects in his or her immediate vicinity [15]. The subsequent
introduction of extensible contextual categories has drastically increased the flex-
ibility of this definition [16]. Chen and Kotz hereto identified five contextual base
categories: the device context, the user context, the environment context, the time
context, and the historical context [17].
The device context describes the characteristics of the target device that is be-
ing used to access the application. The mobile ecosystem covers a wide diversity
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of screen sizes, interaction methods, software support, etc. In Web-based environ-
ments, the device capabilities are generally retrieved through Resource Description
Framework (RDF) device profiles, i.e., User Agent Profile (UAProf) and Compos-
ite Capability/Preference Profiles (CC/PP) [18] [19]. With this approach, the user’s
device is identified by matching its user agent string in the HTTP header. In order
to facilitate the collection and aggregation of these device profiles, the W3C Mo-
bile Web Initiative (MWI) standardized the Device Description Repository spec-
ification (DDR). The specification provides an API and its associated vocabulary
for structured access to context providers services via user agent strings [20]. In
essence, a DDR thus provides a standardized means for retrieving contextual infor-
mation about a-priori knowledge on the characteristics of a particular target device
or Web runtime. Various open source as well as proprietary DDR implementations
are currently actively being maintained. Most notably OpenDDR, WURFL, and
DeviceAtlas.
In a mobile setting, the end-user’s profile has gained much importance. Aside
from exposing information on user preferences and specific experience, this model
should also comprise knowledge regarding the user’s specific abilities and disabil-
ities. For example, enabling accessibility requirements for providing support to
elderly people, and people with disabilities. From this perspective, Heckmann pro-
posed the GUMO formalism as a general user model ontology for representing ge-
neric user descriptions using the Web Ontology Language semantics (OWL) [21].
The current challenge in this domain is to model the enormous amount of param-
eters and relationships that characterize the user context [22]. To overcome this
issue, forces are being joined with other ontology-driven projects such as Linked
Data [23], and UbisWorld [24]. Finally, there are various approaches for aggre-
gating the actual user context knowledge. State of the art reasoners are capable of
automatically compose user profiles by examining a user’s behavior and data traffic
contents (e.g., Google Now, Webinos platform, etc.) [25]. Alternatively, a widely
used approach is to rather focus on aggregating user context knowledge via user
preference profiles. In this case, all knowledge is explicitly provided by the user
via preference settings. Such a light-weight mechanism obviously reduces the con-
text aggregation system’s complexity, but in turn increases the human-computer
interface’s complexity.
The environment, time, and historical context are aspects that define where,
how, and when the interactions between the user and an application are taking
place. The environment context is specified by observing the numerous sensors
available on the user’s device (e.g., geo-location, temperature, network service
discovery, the level of background noise, etc.). Furthermore, the notion of time
and historical context is not to be neglected. As context is a dynamic concept,
support for temporal pattern recognition and management is needed. The W3C
Ubiquitous Web Domain is currently in the process of standardizing the Delivery
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Context Ontology specification (DCO) [26]. The DCO provides a formal model of
the characteristics of the environment in which devices, applications, and services
are operating.
3.3 Adaptive mobile application composition
algorithm
This section proposes an adaptive application composition algorithm, enabling the
above defined objective to allow for the fine-grained progressive enhancement of
Web applications. Mobile applications should provide users with an optimal ex-
perience based on the specific contextual capabilities of their device and environ-
ment. In order to cope with the wide variety of mobile characteristics, a quanti-
tative evaluation algorithm is introduced and derived from the Logic Scoring of
Preference (LSP) method. This adaptive application composition algorithm is de-
signed to support fine-grained progressive enhancement and is capable of suggest-
ing a stack of layers that optimally fits the user’s mobile device.
3.3.1 LSP quantitative evaluation method
The Logic Scoring of Preference method is a quantitative decision method, pro-
posed by Dujmovic [27]. It is designed to assist decision makers in the evalua-
tion, comparison, and selection of complex hardware and software systems. The
method has shown its use in various domains where multiple criteria influence
the decision making processes. LSP has many applications, especially concerning
situations with large and complex solution spaces.
To evaluate a candidate solution, LSP starts by assessing an available solution’s
similarity with n chosen performance variables. The set of performance variables
is denoted as
  = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} . (3.1)
Each performance variable defines a specific property, which an ideal candi-
date solution is expected to posses. As the algorithm deals with complex decision
problems, most candidate solutions will not perfectly match the preset criteria.
Nevertheless, such candidates should not be rejected from the very start, as their
overall evaluation might still turn out to lead to an acceptable solution. LSP ad-
dresses this issue by taking into account how well a candidate matches the different
performance variables. For each variable xi in   (with i = 1, . . . , n), a correspond-
ing degree of suitability Ei 2 [0, 1] is calculated. This score expresses the exact
similarity between a candidate solution and the specific performance variable xi,
ranging from 0 to 100%. In order to attain these scores, LSP requires a predefined
mapping function gxi for each of the n performance variables in   [28].
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gxi : Dom(xi)! [0, 1] , 8xi 2   . (3.2)
As defined in Equation (3.2), the function gxi maps the degree of similarity
between performance variable xi and the set of values in its corresponding function
domain Dom(xi). Hence,
Ei = gxi(ci), ci 2 Dom(xi) , (3.3)
by applying the candidate solution’s value ci for performance variable xi as a
parameter to function gxi . Both Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 below illustrate a discrete
valued mapping function implementations for the same performance variable in a
mobile context. Figure 3.4, on the other hand, illustrates a continuous mapping
function for calculating variable similarities.
Interaction capability Match
Touch 0%
Stylus 100%
Joystick 0%
Click wheel 0%
Table 3.1: Boolean logic mapping function, leading to value concentration.
Interaction capability Match
Touch 75%
Stylus 100%
Joystick 30%
Click wheel 10%
Table 3.2: Fuzzy logic mapping function for optimized value spreading
After obtaining the elementary degrees of satisfaction, all individual matching
scores are to be combined into one objective overall suitability score. This aggre-
gated score is used to determine the best-matching candidate. LSP supports the use
of aggregation networks, expressing the mutual relationships between individual
scores and how to calculate the overall score (see Figure 3.5). The standard aggre-
gation operators in LSP are based on the superposition of fundamental General-
ized Conjunction Disjunction (GCD) [29]. These operators enable aggregations in
terms of partial conjunction, full conjunction, partial disjunction, full disjunction,
and neutrality in a single operator. Moreover, a GCD supports the specification of
aggregations in terms of 17 graded combinations of conjunction and disjunction.
A frequently used implementation for GCDs are Weighted Power Means (WPM),
supporting all 17 GCD conjunction/disjunction grades.
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Figure 3.4: Continuous mapping function with value spreading for matching target devices’
screen heights
Figure 3.5: The LSP score aggregation mechanism. Each candidate solution is individually
matched to a set of pre-defined performance variables. The system is subsequently able to
derive the candidate solution’s overall suitability score by feeding the resulting elementary
degrees of similarity to a logic network of aggregation operators (derived from Dujmovic et
al. [28])
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Operator Or-ness And-ness Exponent
Full disjunction 1.000 0.000 +1
Partial disjunction
0.937 0.062 20.630
0.875 0.125 9.521
0.8125 0.187 5.802
0.750 0.250 3.929
0.687 0.375 2.018
0.625 0.375 2.018
0.562 0.437 1.449
Neutrality 0.500 0.500 1
Partial conjunction
0.437 0.562 0.619
0.375 0.625 0.261
0.312 0.687 -0.148
0.250 0.250 -0.720
0.187 0.812 -1.655
0.125 0.875 -3.510
0.062 0.937 -9.06
Full conjunction 0.000 1.000  1
Table 3.3: WPM exponent calculation [27]
WPM (E1, E2, . . . , Em;W1,W2, . . . ,Wm; r) =
(W1E
r
1 +W2E
r
2 + . . .+WmE
r
m)
1
r . (3.4)
The variables Wi in Equation (3.4) represent the relative weight for each el-
ementary degree of suitability Ei. These weights are mutually balanced by the
following requirement:
W1 + . . .+Wm = 1 . (3.5)
The exponent r 2 R, moreover, is determined in function of the aggregation’s
desired degree of conjunction or disjunction (see Table 3.3). This flexible expo-
nent allows an evaluator to precisely interlink the mutual importance of individual
suitability degrees within the equation. The calculated aggregation network results
in an objective overall suitability score
E0 = L (E1, . . . , En) , (3.6)
where the function L defines a logic aggregation network, combining one or
more GCDs using a set of individual suitability degrees as input parameters. Af-
ter calculating E0 for each of the candidate solutions, conclusions regarding the
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best-matching solution can subsequently be drawn. The LSP approach selects the
candidate with the highest overall suitability scoreE0 as the optimal choice for the
presented problem.
3.3.2 LSP selection in a mobile context
The LSP method provides evaluators the ability to flexibly, yet objectively, evalu-
ate complex systems under various contextual circumstances. Such a multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) approach can be exploited to implement the envisioned
adaptive composition of progressively enhanceable mobile Web applications. In
this particular case, a stack of enhancement layers is considered the candidate
solution. Each candidate must define the conditions in which it should be able
to contribute to an application’s optimization, and to what extent the conditions
are strictly required or rather considered optional. The specified conditions will
be matched to the set of performance variables   reflecting the client device’s
supported capabilities and characteristics. The available stacks of progressive
enhancement layers are in turn individually evaluated by matching their desired
conditions to the mobile user’s contextual setting (e.g., the device’s available in-
teraction methods, CSS and JavaScript support, etc.). As with the standard LSP
approach, the overall degree of desirability E0 is expressed in terms of a GCD
logic aggregation network. Incorporating the LSP method in a mobile context re-
quires a defined mobile mapping function gxi for each performance variable xi.
The mapping functions specify the similarity between the target device’s perfor-
mance variables and the specific capabilities supported by the candidate solution
(i.e., covered by Dom(xi), the function domain of xi).
To illustrate the concept of mobile mapping functions, both Table 3.1 and Ta-
ble 3.2 contain the implementation of a mobile mapping function that compares
the performance variable “stylus-based interaction” with a candidate solution’s
expected interaction method. The function in Table 3.1 maps the performance
variable’s domain values using Boolean logic. A Boolean approach implies that
only a perfect match is scored. The function implementation in Table 3.2, on the
other hand, uses fuzzy logic and makes much better use of the available scoring
interval by also grading the less-than-perfect matches. This second approach is
more consistent with the LSP philosophy, as it enables LSP to postpone the final
selection decision until all performance variables are evaluated and balanced. The
above mentioned examples highlight the importance of carefully thought through
mapping functions. In this context, the W3C Mobile Web Best Practices Working
Group (MWBP-WG), as well as the W3CWeb Accessibility Initiative (WAI) have
provided a significant resources repository for the development of mobile LSP
mapping functions [30]. The published set of recommendations in the mobile Web
usability and accessibility areas are an excellent example of potential sources from
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which to extract usable mobile mapping functions. Figure 3.4, e.g., depicts a con-
tinuous mapping function, matching device’s screen resolution with a candidate
solution designed for a 960 pixels high screen.
Finally, the elementary scores Ei which resulted from matching the candidate
progressive enhancement stacks with the device’s specific capabilities are aggre-
gated into an overall suitability score E0. During this last stage of the selection al-
gorithm, the overall score is attained by applying the candidate’s predefined GCD
logic aggregation network L. Once all combinations of available candidate so-
lutions have been evaluated, the optimal layer selection process is concluded by
selecting the highest scoring progressive enhancement stack.
3.3.3 Progressive enhancement stack application
Once the optimal stack of progressive enhancement layers has been identified, the
final step of the adaptive composition algorithm is to apply the stack’s layers to the
mobile application. The set of p progressive enhancement layers in the selected
stack is applied using a single transformation rule, which can be represented as a
generic substitution operation  
  =  [l1/q1, l2/q2, . . . , lp/qp] . (3.7)
The transformation   in Equation (3.7) covers p simultaneous substitutions. It
consists of an expression  which is matched for the patterns li that in turn are
substituted by their associated expression qi (with i = 1, . . . , p).
Within the context of applying mobile progressive enhancement layers,  rep-
resents the lowest common denominator (LCD) version of the mobile application.
Each expression qi represent one of the selected progressive enhancement layers,
whilst the associated li defines that layer’s specific target pattern in the applica-
tion. For most behavioral and presentational enhancement layers, the pattern to be
matched is the Web application’s <head> tag. Nonetheless, the proposed substi-
tution approach also allows for more complex structural enhancement layers to be
supported by matching and transforming specific structural aspects of the applica-
tion.
3.4 Architecture and design
This section discusses the software architecture and data structures needed to in-
tegrate the presented adaptive application composition algorithm within an appli-
cation development environment. First, the algorithm proposed in Section 3.3 is
mapped to an extensible software architecture that selects an optimal stack of pro-
gressive enhancement layers based on the client’s contextual description and the
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Figure 3.6: A high level system overview. Integrating the fine-grained progressive enhance-
ment approach to optimally serve mobile devices within existing Web application frame-
works
available enhancement stacks in its repository. Next, the data structure for defining
progressive enhancement stacks for this system is elaborated.
3.4.1 Web application framework extension
In general, developers dedicate substantial efforts in mastering a specific devel-
opment environment and application framework. From this perspective, it should
thus be desirable to support existing frameworks rather than to introduce a com-
pletely new development framework. Hence, support for fine-grained mobile pro-
gressive enhancement is provided as a generic plug-in for existing Web application
platforms. A high level overview of the proposed approach is depicted in Figure
3.6. The proposed fine-grained progressive enhancement extension interacts with
Web application frameworks through a Web interface. Calling this interface se-
lects a progressive enhancement stack that is optimized for the particular capabili-
ties of the current end-user and his device. As a result, application developers are
no longer required to manually support the wide range of contextual variability
points, as mobile fragmentation issues are handled by the proposed framework ex-
tension. What follows is a brief elaboration on the main architectural components
of the system, which are shown below in Figure 3.7.
The Progressive Enhancement Manager represents the system’s interface to the
outside world. It delegates all incoming requests from the application framework
to return an optimized stack of progressive enhancement layers. The manager
starts by accessing the Context Manager component, which returns detailed infor-
mation on the current target device’s delivery context. This contextual description
spans all contextual knowledge within the system. The model builds upon the
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Figure 3.7: Detailed system architecture. Enabling an application framework to request a
stack of progressive enhancement layers that optimally suits the user’s device characteris-
tics
W3C’s Delivery Context Ontology (DCO) specification [26] and the Context of
Use (COU) model proposed by the NEXOF-RA Project [31]. The context of use
model is represented by the following triplet C:
C = {U,D,E} , (3.8)
which comprises three sub-models: the user context denoted as U , the device
context denoted as D, and the environment context denoted as E (see Figure 3.8
for a simplified UML model representation). The models are internally managed
and updated by the system. The contextual information regarding the end-user is
described by the user context model. This model consists of an aggregation of
user profile data, user preferences, social context information, etc. Furthermore,
the device and its physical environment are described by a separate instance of
respectively the device context model and the environment context model. The
device context model comprises knowledge regarding the corresponding device’s
hardware characteristics, supported software, etc. The environment context model
contains a description of a certain device’s location, orientation, etc.
Each of the above described models consists of a dynamic set of context prop-
erties
8(  2 C) :   = {pa1 , pa2 , . . . , pan} , (3.9)
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where the properties pai keep track of the historical evolution of context attributes
ai by maintaining a timestamped list of their associated context values
pai = (⌧1 : v1, ⌧2 : v2, . . .) . (3.10)
The values v represent the state of attribute ai within the context model at a spe-
cific point in time ⌧ . The historical values are stored in support of the context
manager’s mechanisms for historical evaluation, pattern detection and reasoning,
and the implementation of conflict resolution strategies.
Figure 3.8: Simplified representation of the context sub-models, spanning the mobile con-
text of use
After obtaining all necessary contextual information, the Progressive Enhance-
mentManager in turn addresses the Caching Service component to find out whether
the result for this particular context has previously been calculated and cached.
Due to performance considerations, the caching of results for popular devices is
an important part of the system (see performance and scalability evaluation dis-
cussion in Section 3.5). In case of a cache-miss, the execution of the adaptive
application composition algorithm triggered. This process is managed by the Mo-
bile LSP Engine component.
The Mobile LSP Engine is responsible for selecting the actual progressive en-
hancement stack which is to be returned to the application framework. This com-
ponent is at the heart of the proposed system, as it objectively evaluates the appli-
cability of candidate progressive enhancement layers. The engine starts by fetch-
ing all progressive enhancement stacks currently deployed in the system. Next,
the mobile mapping functions are retrieved, specifying the degree of similarity
between desired context of use parameters and the client’s actual situation. The
Mobile LSP Engine calculates the overall similarity score for each candidate pro-
gressive enhancement stack. Lastly, the engine selects the stack with the highest
overall score and thus best matches the characteristics of the client. This final se-
lection is passed back to the Progressive Enhancement Manager component. The
manager will cache the mapping between the current delivery context and the re-
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sulting enhancement stack. In parallel, the selected enhancement stack is delivered
to the requesting application framework.
3.4.2 Mobile progressive enhancement datastructure
The application composition algorithm relies on a server-side process for the selec-
tion of the most suitable progressive enhancement stack. The proposed framework
requires a structured description of the available layers, as this data will be used
to accurately perform a fine-grained applicability evaluation. To this purpose, an
XML Schema Definition (XSD) has been specified, capturing the syntax of a mo-
bile progressive enhancement stack within the system.
As shown in Listing 3.1, a stack description consists of two major components
(specified by the first code block, lines 5-14): a suitability GCD aggregation net-
work (second code block, lines 16-26) and the stack’s enhancement resources in-
cluding HTML, JavaScript and CSS enhancements (third code block, lines 28-41).
The aggregation network block specifies a combination of one or more weighted
power means and their associated performance variables, which can be freely se-
lected from the available parameters in the context of use model. The aggregation
network is needed to enable the LSP stack selection algorithm. The enhancement
resources specification block, on the other hand, specifies metadata on the exact
type and resource location of this stack’s presentational, behavioral, and structural
enhancement elements. The enhancement resources are used by the system to cor-
rectly identify and apply enhancement layers, once this particular stack has been
selected by the LSP selection process.
3.5 Evaluation details
This section evaluates the algorithm and system architecture introduced in Section
3.3 and Section 3.4 respectively. First, a proof-of-concept platform implementa-
tion is realized. The prototype implementation is subsequently used to validate the
adaptive application platform’s objectives regarding its usability, performance, and
scalability aspects. Two evaluation approaches are applied to validate the usability
of the proposed system. For quick and consistent evaluation, a first iteration of
usability tests is carried out using an objective automated evaluation mechanism.
This iteration is then followed by a round of subjective focus group evaluations
for a more detailed validation. Next, the influence of the approach on the appli-
cation framework’s performance and scalability is evaluated through profiling and
benchmarking.
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Listing 3.1: Data structure specification of a mobile progressive enhancement stack using
an XML Schema Definition (XSD)
1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2 <xs:schema
3 xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
4
5 <xs:element name="PElayer">
6 <xs:complexType>
7 <xs:all>
8 <xs:element name="preferences"
9 type="LSPnetwork" />
10 <xs:element name="resources"
11 type="enhancements" />
12 </xs:all>
13 </xs:complexType>
14 </xs:element>
15
16 <xs:complexType name="LSPnetwork">
17 <xs:sequence>
18 <xs:element name="preferences" type="LSPnetwork"
19 minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
20 <xs:element name="criteria"
21 maxOccurs="unbounded">
22 <xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />
23 <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:string" />
24 </xs:element>
25 </xs:sequence>
26 </xs:complexType>
27
28 <xs:complexType name="enhancements">
29 <xs:all>
30 <xs:element name="behavior" minOccurs="0">
31 <xs:attribute name="src" type="xs:string" />
32 </xs:element>
33 <xs:element name="presentation" minOccurs="0">
34 <xs:attribute name="src" type="xs:string" />
35 </xs:element>
36 <xs:element name="structure" minOccurs="0">
37 <xs:attribute name="src" type="xs:string" />
38 </xs:element>
39 </xs:all>
40 </xs:complexType>
41
42 </xs:schema>
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3.5.1 Proof of concept implementation
For the system’s prototype, all architectural components have been implemented as
part of an extension to theWAFL open source project [32] [33]. The proposed fine-
grained progressive enhancement extension has been implemented for both the
Drupal 2 and Joomla! 3 Web application frameworks. The platform’s context man-
ager was implemented based on the WURFL device description repository 4 (see
Section 3.2.3). In addition, various mobile progressive enhancement layers were
created, as a means to validate the system’s capability to adapt to the characteristics
of heterogeneous delivery environments. The created enhancements range from
simple CSS styling layers for feature phones, to complex HTML5/CSS3/JavaScript
layers providing a native look-and-feel for high-end smartphones, and even location-
aware layers for GPS-enabled devices.
Furthermore, to enable the thorough evaluation of some usability and per-
formance aspects of the system, an adaptive m-commerce application has been
built on top of the prototype framework implementations. The commerce applica-
tion’s lowest common denominator (LCD) version provides basic functionality and
presentational capabilities. The application LCD enables a consumer to browse
through a movie catalog, search for specific entries, and consult product details.
Driven by the end-user’s context, this experience can be enhanced by enabling the
system to automatically load additional PE layers:
• Provide featurephone devices with predictive text input when searching for
movie items and enhance it the application’s behavior via collapsible list
views.
• Provide Android and iPhone client devices with a mimicked native applica-
tion look-and-feel.
• Enhance geolocation-enabled devices with directions to nearby store loca-
tions.
• Enhance HTML5 notification-enabled client’s with information on store pro-
motion via the device’s native notification center.
The remainder of this section will evaluate whether the proposed approach is
capable of handling mobile device fragmentation by automatically enhancing this
application’s LCD version in a usable and efficient manner.
2 http://www.drupal.org
3 http://www.joomla.org
4 http://wurfl.sourceforge.net/
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3.5.2 Usability evaluation
The proof-of-concept m-commerce application is first of all evaluated using a
set of automated usability tests provided by the W3C MobileOK test suite ser-
vice [34]. The MobileOK service checks the usability of Web applications in a
mobile context, and is driven by W3C’s recommendations and best practices on
mobile Web development [35]. The suite of 30 independent tests is based on the
validation of markup, application accessibility, content and navigation structuring,
load time latencies, and the use of network resources. The prototype m-commerce
application gets a perfect score on all MobileOK subtests. Moreover, the applica-
tion attains a score in the top 10th percentile of all Web-based applications evalu-
ated by this W3C service [36].
The second stage of usability evaluations is carried out using a focus group
research methodology. Focus groups are a widely used method for performing
qualitative usability evaluations regarding human computer interaction (HCI) [37].
This type of evaluation is designed to obtain a clear perception on the evaluated
artifact by running a number of carefully planned discussions with a small group
of potential stakeholders [38]. The evaluation interview is conducted in a natural
way, where participants are free to provide their perspective. In this context, test
users are categorized according to the type of mobile device they used to evaluate
the prototype. As shown in Table 3.4, four focus groups are held for four different
types of mobile users, with devices ranging from low-end feature phones to high-
end smartphones. Each focus group has five participants and a moderator guiding
the discussion. An additional observer also attends each focus group for aggregat-
ing their feedback. During a focus group session, participants are first briefed for 5
to 10 minutes on the context of the system they are about to evaluate. This in order
to assure that all participants understand and appreciate the objectives of the ap-
proach. Next, the actual evaluation discussion can be initiated and in general lasts
for about 30 minutes. As discussed further on, this evaluation shows promising
results amongst all test groups.
The user groups operating the devices with limited capabilities (i.e., focus
groups A and B) were unanimously positive about the fact that all main appli-
cation functionality was supported. The application looks and feels optimized for
their particular device, without creating the perception of being presented with a
stripped-down copy of the smartphone application version. Figure 3.9(a) shows
the basic LCD structure of the m-commerce application, containing only a sim-
ple HTML markup. For more capable devices, such as the mid-range feature
phones of focus group B, the system detects the applicability of elementary CSS
and JavaScript layers. Figure 3.9(b) depicts this scenario, where the LCD version
is automatically enhanced with various presentational as well as behavioral layers.
The feedback from the groups using high-end smartphones (i.e., focus groups
C and D) was mainly in the same line. All users recognize the intuitiveness of the
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Group Device Characteristics
A Motorola RAZR - Lowest common denominator device
- Basic HTML structure support
- No CSS, JavaScript support
B Nokia N96 - Mid-range feature phone
- Basic HTML structure support
- Elementary CSS, JavaScript support
C Google Galaxy Nexus - High-end smartphone
- HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript support
- Android look-and-feel
D Apple iPhone - High-end smartphone
- HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript support
- iOS look-and-feel
Table 3.4: Focus group evaluation categorization
provided application. The advanced HTML5, CSS3 and AJAX (Asynchronous
JavaScript and XML) support offered by these devices allows the system to select
complex enhancement layers. Moreover, a large majority of these groups’ par-
ticipants (80%) were also positive about a Web-based application being able to
automatically mimic the underlying operating system’s native look-and-feel (see
Figure 3.10(a), and Figure 3.10(b)). On the other hand, however, there were two
users in focus group C raising issues on the interaction fluency of the application.
This issue was traced back to the implementation of an AJAX enhancement layer
in the system, not the platform itself. The problem was subsequently solved by
creating an optimized AJAX enhancement layer for Android devices and deploy-
ing it to the system’s enhancement repository. After addressing the issue it was no
longer identified in one of the later evaluation iterations.
The interested reader can refer to Appendix A for a more elaborate overview
of prototype screenshots.
3.5.3 Performance and scalability evaluation
The adaptive application composition algorithm proposed in Section 3.3 has a sig-
nificant influence on the performance of the approach. As the algorithm evalu-
ates the applicability of all available progressive enhancement stack, running time
increases linearly with the total number of performance variables to be consid-
ered during the selection process of the candidate progressive enhancement stacks.
Moreover, if the system contains a repository   of n candidate progressive en-
hancement stacks and each stack si 2   specifies a suitability aggregation net-
work of mi performance variables to be evaluated, the stack selection algorithm
on a single computation thread is expected to consume
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Adaptive mCommerce Web application on two feature phones. (a) The Mo-
torola RAZR, a low-end feature phone and (b) the Nokia N96, a mid-range feature phone
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Adaptive mCommerce Web application on two smartphones. (a) An Android
smartphone, the Google Galaxy Nexus and (b) an iOS smartphone, the Apple iPhone
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Figure 3.11: System response times for generating optimized progressive enhancement
stacks. Measured in function of the number of candidate progressive enhancement stacks in
the system
O
 
nX
i=1
mi ⇤ 2  1
!
(3.11)
time for completing the LSP evaluation process. Since the maximum number
of nodes in si’s aggregation network equals (mi⇤2 1). In this worst case scenario,
all WPMs mean the applicability of only two similarity scores. Nevertheless, the
individual evaluations of candidate enhancement stacks are mutually independent
and can thus be executed in parallel without considerable overhead. Particularly,
the expected computational complexity on a server with ⌧p processing threads can
be refined to
O
✓
max
i=1..n
(mi ⇤ 2  1) ⇤

n
⌧p
+ ✏sync
 ◆
. (3.12)
With ✏sync the thread synchronization overhead. Benchmark and profiling tests
on the prototype implementation with Apache JMeter 5 and Xdebug 6 confirm this
theoretical prediction. Figure 3.11 and Table 3.5 show the average response times
of the framework in function of the total number of performance variables to be
evaluated before being able to reach conclusion. Two types of tests are performed.
5 http://jmeter.apache.org
6 http://www.xdebug.org
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Deployed stacks 1 2 4 8
Cache-miss, 1 thread 24ms 47ms 95ms 192ms
Cache-miss, 2 threads 25ms 25ms 49ms 101ms
Cache-miss, 4 threads 25ms 25ms 25ms 53ms
Cache-hit 11ms 11ms 11ms 11ms
Table 3.5: Stack generation response times
In the first series of tests, a cache-miss is simulated by disabling the system’s cache
service. This evidently results in a performance degradation due to the algorithm’s
computational complexity. Because of the algorithm’s scalability through paral-
lelization, this effect can be reduced to an acceptable threshold (see Figure 3.11).
For the second series of tests, on the other hand, the system’s caching capabilities
are enabled. The use of a caching mechanism further improves performance of the
system. Results show that in case of a cache hit, the time for selecting an opti-
mal progressive enhancement stack is reduced to a constant execution time. This
execution time is regardless of the number of candidate solutions that have to be
evaluated by the system.
3.6 Conclusion and future work
This article introduces a methodology and supporting software framework for the
development and delivery of adaptive mobile applications through Web technol-
ogy. The proposed approach drastically facilitates the development of accessible
and usable mobile applications covering a wide range of mobile devices and other
contextual parameters. Application developers are no longer solely responsible
for manually handling the various aspects of mobile device fragmentation. Only
a lowest common denominator (LCD) version of a mobile application needs to be
specified. The application presented to the end-user is automatically optimized to
the target delivery context through a series of fine-grained progressive enhance-
ments. The proposed adaptive application composition algorithm is based on a
multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) method derived from the Logic Scoring
of Preference (LSP) algorithm. This process is entirely driven by the characteris-
tics of the user’s contextual setting, in order to enable an optimal user experience.
A proof-of-concept realization was implemented and validated. The extensive end-
user usability evaluation of the prototype implementation shows promising results,
both for automated as well as focus group validations.
Future work includes the further validation of the proposed approach from the
perspective of mobile application developers. From an end-user’s point of view,
the impact of composing the user context via a more light weight preferences-
based approach rather than profile modeling should be investigated. Furthermore,
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the possible extension of the algorithm towards real time request handling ought to
be analyzed. Other research steps in the further development of this adaptive ap-
plication composition method are related to broadening its scope in terms of sup-
ported device types. As the Web is becoming more and more ubiquitous, the diver-
sity of devices that enable access to Web-based applications is extending rapidly.
Such devices include tablet computers, home entertainment systems, and even de-
vices from the automotive industry, etc. This evolution further emphasizes the
impact of fragmentation handling on application developers. Therefore, the ap-
plicability of the proposed application composition algorithm should be evaluated
and optimized for more ubiquitous application environments.
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Abstract Personal computing has evolved towards mobile and embedded devices.
This trend enables users to access their media content via a variety of devices,
ranging from tablets, to smartphones, smart television sets, and recently even in-
vehicle infotainment systems (IVI). Platform-independent and multi-screen media
consumption highlight some of the new and innovative application opportunities
for mobile computing. Nevertheless the enormous market potential, the applica-
tions’ innovation potential is heavily constrained by a number of technical chal-
lenges. This article discusses the main issues for seamless multi-screen media con-
sumption applications, namely device compatibility, scalable and dynamic service
discovery, and user interaction performance. The webinos platform is presented as
a candidate solution for multi-device ubiquitous applications, based on open and
standardized Web technology. Moreover, the implementation and evaluation of a
case study application for collaborative media consumption over multiple source
and target devices is presented.
4.1 Introduction
The Internet is drastically changing the way people consume their multimedia con-
tent. The diversity of Internet-connected devices is rapidly increasing from tradi-
tional desktop and laptop PCs to more ubiquitous devices such as tablets, smart-
phones, home entertainment systems, and even in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) se-
tups. As the world is evolving towards mobile and ubiquitous computing, various
new and innovative media consumption applications are made possible [10].
In this connected eco-system, personal content should be made available at any
time, anywhere, and from virtually any device. Moreover, multimedia applications
should focus on providing a rich ubiquitous user experience, by enabling multi-
device scenarios for remote media control and multi-screen playback. Existing
approaches, however, are not sufficiently prepared to provide such user experience.
These solutions are often confined to proprietary technology, or they only support
a limited set of mobile operating systems, or they only work over a local area
network (LAN) [2] [8].
This article elaborates on the technical challenges for enabling seamless multi-
screen media consumption applications and proposes a generic solution based on
open and standardized technology. The remainder of this article is structured as
follows. Section 4.2 elaborates on background and the current technical challenges
for creating seamless multi-screen media applications. Section 4.3 discusses the
webinos platform as a generic solution for addressing such issues and creating
multi-device media consumption applications. Section 4.4 covers the prototype
implementation of this platform. Section 4.5 evaluates the proposed solution. Fi-
nally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 4.6 along with future work recommenda-
tions.
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4.2 Multi-screen application challenges
Application content can take various forms. It can range from documents, to pre-
sentations, webpages, audio and videos, etc. Depending on the user’s environment,
typical usage patterns for multi-device resource access may vary. As the user’s
context is a very dynamic factor, its characterizing parameters can change consid-
erably. Such parameters include user preferences, as well as the user’s surrounding
computing devices, the user’s current location, etc.
From this perspective, three generic multi-device usage patterns can be iden-
tified for personal ubiquitous computing applications: sequential device usage,
parallel device usage, and collaborative device usage [5] (see Figure 4.1).
(a) Sequential device usage (b) Parallel device usage
(c) Collaborative device usage
Figure 4.1: Multi-device usage patterns in a ubiquitous computing environment (derived
from Cheng et al. [5])
• Sequential device usage. Sequential usage patterns aim to smoothen the state
transfer from one device to another by making it as seamless as possible.
Based on this usage pattern, a user should, e.g., be able to start a session on
a desktop PC and yet still be able to seamlessly pick up and continue this
session with a mobile device while being away from home.
• Parallel device usage. This usage pattern aims to combine the interaction
and presentation capabilities of multiple devices simultaneously. A real im-
mersive experience should include the ability to distribute an application’s
user interface over multiple devices. Accessing content such as a video
stream can, e.g., result in a rendering component being displayed on a tele-
vision screen, whilst the stream’s playback controls are shown on the user’s
mobile device.
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• Collaborative device usage. A collaborative pattern extends the concept of
parallel usage to devices owned and operated by multiple users. As a result,
users are given the ability to share an application’s interaction and presen-
tation modalities. From this perspective, users should be able to collaborate
within the same application to jointly address a certain task or problem.
Despite the prevalence of mobile application frameworks and operating sys-
tems aiming to simultaneously combine features of multiple devices, their ap-
proaches are to be improved. These solutions are often tied to a very limited set of
devices, or a specific set of usage contexts. Hence, existing approaches generally
focuses on proprietary protocols and only support specifically targeted platforms
and vendors (e.g., the emerging interactive and connected TV platforms, which
enable second screen applications via smartphone devices) [9]. As a result, appli-
cation developers are still facing various technical challenges when designing and
implementing software for media consumption over multiple screens. These chal-
lenges can be organized in three main categories: device compatibility, scalable
and dynamic service discovery, and user interaction performance.
Device compatibility. The rise of mobile devices has heavily fragmented the
application runtime eco-system. Developers need to take into account a wide va-
riety of available hardware platforms and operating systems. For example, many
devices only support a specific set of programming languages, media codecs, pro-
prietary communication protocols, etc. In order to reach a viable market share,
developers are often forced to create and maintain a number of different imple-
mentations of the same application concept. This challenge needs addressing, as it
considerably increases development costs and the applications’ time-to-market.
For smartphones and tablets in particular, device fragmentation has become
a growing concern for application developers. Recent studies by market analysis
firm Flurry 3 reveales the active use of 2,130 different mobile devices. This study
concludes developers currently need to target over 18 devices in order to reach
50% of the active mobile market. To reach 60%, 80%, or even 90% of the active
mobile users, this number increases to 37, 156, and 330 devices, respectively [12].
Scalable and dynamic service discovery. Multi-screen application scenarios
typically involve multiple devices collaboratively running the same application
and sharing resources. Hence, not all device services used for running the appli-
cation should necessarily be exposed by just one machine. Depending on device
capabilities and user preferences, the application might access multiple devices
simultaneously and combine their available services. In such multi-device envi-
ronments, all participating devices should be able to communicate their exposed
3 http://ww.flurry.com
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services and APIs. This to allow a multi-device application to optimally adapt to
the user’s current context.
Existing operating systems and application platforms already provide basic
support for sharing device services across multiple machines (e.g., the user’s lo-
cation, contacts, personal calendars, etc.). Nevertheless, a number of fundamental
restrictions limit the innovation potential for applications using these services [1].
Most importantly, the exposed services only cover a very limited subset of the
devices’ available APIs. In order to support truly disruptive multi-device applica-
tions, platforms need to broaden their single-device focus and introduce a scalable
model for core runtime services to be discovered and accessed remotely.
User interaction performance. Media consumption applications are highly sen-
sitive to user interaction delays, as users tend to quickly notice any kind of hiccups
(e.g., delayed media playback when clicking a control button). For multi-screen
media consumption applications, this constraint turns out to be even more of a
challenge. Events from one device will regularly need to be propagated to one
or more remote devices for processing. This communication might happen over
any kind of networking interface (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth, 3G/4G, etc.). Both on
local networks as well as wide area networks, whilst still meeting specific time
constraints and guaranteeing the user’s minimum quality of experience.
The complex nature of addressing performance in a multi-device environment
often requires an architecture-level approach for guaranteeing the system’s at-
runtime quality. In this context, the selected architectural tactics typically involve
reducing inter-device messaging overhead via lightweight messaging protocols
(e.g., MQTT 4) and delta-based communication; managing multiple distributed
copies of a shared state object through proactive state synchronization amongst
participating devices and state caching; managing the event rates for cross-device
communication; etc. [3]. From a developer’s perspective, however, existing tool
support for measuring multi-device application scenarios’ impact on resource con-
sumption is still lacking. Most analysis frameworks are not designed for appli-
cation scenarios spread across multiple interacting devices. Hence, performing
automated resource consumption measurements and audits on early application
skeletons and prototypes has become a considerable challenge for developers.
4.3 Enabling multi-device usage patterns
The multi-device application platform described in this section is designed as part
of the webinos project, a research initiative supported by the European Union’s
Seventh Framework Programme (FP7-ICT). The project consortium involves over
4 http://mqtt.org/
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Figure 4.2: Architectural overview of the webinos’ distributed platform for multi-device
applications
30 partner companies and organizations, ranging from device manufacturers, ser-
vice providers, universities, and research organizations. Webinos aims to generi-
cally enable multi-screen media consumption applications over a wide variety of
target devices (i.e., PC, mobile, home entertainment, and IVI systems). Moreover,
this platform aims to tackle today’s main technical issues with regard to support-
ing multi-device and multi-screen applications. Webinos does so by leveraging the
Web and its standardized technology as a generic platform for ubiquitous applica-
tions. The remainder of this section focuses on webinos’ technical approach for
addressing the three multi-device application challenges raised in Section 4.2.
4.3.1 Device compatibility
To ensure maximum compatibility in terms of supported devices, webinos appli-
cations are written as Web applications. Regardless of the application’s executing
device characteristics, developers can implement applications via Web technology
such as HTML (declarative application structure), CSS (application styling), and
JavaScript (application behavior and logic). Choosing for Web technology, allows
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application developers to rely on one set of broadly supported standards for a wide
variety of devices [14]. Moreover, this approach aims to reduce the required effort
for porting the webinos application runtime to multiple platforms and operating
systems. Via Web-based applications, the device’s default Web engine (i.e., the
browser, or Web runtime) can be given the generic responsibility of handling the
applications’ layout rendering and user interaction management. As a result, the
webinos platform focuses on interfacing with existing Web engines rather than
entirely replacing the existing application stack. Via this integration interface, we-
binos aims at enabling functional support for native and multi-device API access
(see Figure 4.2).
The Web engine communicates with the webinos platform over an HTML5
WebSocket interface. This bidirectional communication interface is initiated by
a small JavaScript bootstrap module embedded within either the Web application
or the Web engine itself. The goal of this communication interface is twofold.
In the first place, it enables Web applications to bypass the Web engine’s stan-
dard sandboxed operation and extend its pre-compiled API set with access to the
webinos platform’s native APIs implementations. Secondly, the WebSocket in-
terface allows for the underlying webinos runtime to detect remote API calls and
seamlessly engage secure communication with external devices to dispatch remote
procedure calls (RPC).
The remainder of this subsection elaborates on webinos’ Web-to-native bridge
for specifically enabling media consumption applications. Via this bridge, native
device services can be accessed from within any webinos-connected Web engine
through generic JavaScript method calls. The interested reader can refer to [7]
for a more detailed discussion of the webinos platform’s internal structure and a
complete overview of its provided APIs.
4.3.1.1 Device status API
The webinos DeviceStatus API exposes a contextual representation of the under-
lying device’s characteristics and capabilities. The API allows a Web application
to query the model. This way, the application can, e.g., dynamically adapt its
logic and user interface (UI) to the user’s environment. As shown in Listing 4.1,
the DeviceStatus API provides a query interface for JSON (JavaScript Object No-
tation) formatted requests. Via getPropertyValue, a single property value can be
retrieved. The result is subsequently asynchronously returned to the application
via the given success callback function. However, in case the API cannot resolve
the queried parameter, the application is notified via the error callback function.
The watchPropertyChange interface, on the other hand, allows an application to
monitor a specific context property and to be automatically notified of any value
change.
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Listing 4.1: Device type information retrieval
1 var query = {
2 aspect: "Device", property: "type"
3 };
4
5 deviceStatus.getPropertyValue(
6 valueCallback, // success callback
7 errorCallback, // error callback
8 query
9 );
10
11 deviceStatus.watchPropertyChange(
12 valueCallback, // success callback
13 errorCallback, // error callback
14 query
15 );
Listing 4.2: Native media content access
1 var filter = {
2 mediatype: "audio"
3 };
4
5 mediaContent.find(
6 contentCallback, // success callback
7 errorCallback, // error callback
8 filter,
9 sortMode // ASC or DESC
10 );
4.3.1.2 Media content API
The webinos Media Content API enables native access to a device’s media library
and all of its available metadata. Web applications can use the API’s provided find
method to discover multimedia content such as movies, audio, images, etc. (see
Listing 4.2). Moreover, via the optional filter parameter, the returned result set
can be fine-tuned to the application’s specific needs (i.e., filter for particular media
type, metadata values, sort mode, maximum number of results, etc.).
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4.3.1.3 Media playback API
The webinos MediaPlay API provides a Web-to-native interface which enables
Web applications to invoke and control media playback via specialized media
player software such as VLC, Windows Media Player, etc. Traditionally, Web ap-
plications could only rely on proprietary plugin solutions for media playback (e.g.,
Flash or Silverlight). The HTML5 candidate recommendation by W3C aims to
improve open playback via standardized media elements and JavaScript APIs [4].
However, codec support for HTML5-based media playback is relatively limited
for most Web engines (especially mobile browsers), as explicit codec support is
not defined by the HTML5 video and audio specifications [6].
The MediaPlay API’s main method is the play instruction. As shown in List-
ing 4.3, play takes a media URI parameter for starting playback via a native player
(i.e., in most cases the URI will have been retrieved from the MediaContent API’s
find method). Moreover, the API provides additional methods for controlling the
playback process, including a stop instruction, a play/pause toggle, a volume ad-
justment instruction, and a playback speed setting method.
Listing 4.3: Native media playback control
1 mediaPlay.play(
2 mediaURI, // media item URI
3 playCallback, // success callback
4 errorCallback // error callback
5 );
6
7 mediaPlay.playPause(changeCB, errorCB);
8 mediaPlay.stop(stopCB, errorCB);
9
10 mediaPlay.setSpeed(
11 speed, // playback speed percentage
12 speedCallBack, errorCallback
13 );
14
15 mediaPlay.setVolume(
16 volume, // volume percentage
17 volumeCallback, errorCallback
18 );
4.3.1.4 App2App communication API
The platform’s App2App API allows for the creation of named communication
channels for exchanging messages between distributed instances of an application.
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The API enables a Web application to send and receive messages in order to syn-
chronize their shared state and to communicate user interaction events. Moreover,
the API stimulates dynamic device interaction, as it doesn’t require any physical
address schemas for initiating communication. To start this distributed commu-
nication mechanism, the application first needs to create a dedicated channel. As
shown in Listing 4.4, the createChannel instruction is called along with a names-
pace identifier for the desired channel and four callback functions. The first call-
back parameter is triggered when an external application tries to join the created
channel. The second callback is triggered when a message is received from a re-
mote instance. The last two callback parameters are the default success and error
callbacks for the channel creation request.
Listing 4.4: Creating a distributed communication channel
1 var channelParams = {
2 namespace: "urn:webinos-org:AppX"
3 };
4
5 var channel = app2app.createChannel(
6 channelParams,
7 clientCallback, // join request callback
8 messageCallback, // remote msg callback
9 creationCallback, // success callback
10 errorCallback // error callback
11 );
Listing 4.5: Searching and joining an existing channel
1 app2app.searchForChannels(
2 "urn:webinos:AppX", // channel namespace
3 searchCallback, errorCallback
4 );
5
6 var channel; // found channel
7 channel.connect(
8 messageCallback, // remote msg callback
9 connectCallback, errorCallback
10 );
11
12 channel.send(
13 message, // message object
14 messageCallback, errorCallback
15 );
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A named channel can, however, only be created once. Hence, in case the ap-
plication tries to create a channel that already exists, the App2App API will invoke
the request’s error callback. Alternatively, the application will need to search for
the existing channel via the searchForChannels method and subsequently request
to join it by invoking the found channel’s connect method (see Listing 4.5). Once
connected, the application can freely use the channel object to send and receive
message to other participating application instances.
4.3.2 Scalable and dynamic service discovery
In a multi-device environment, not all API calls are necessarily intended for local
execution. Based on device restrictions or application requirements, specific calls
might instead need to be executed on a remote device. For example, requesting
a location API for GPS coordinates on a laptop will often only make sense if the
call can be redirected to a smartphone. For this purpose, system APIs in webinos
are all dynamically bound. As a result, API calls are performed via a three-step
process (see Figure 4.3).
• Discover all available service handlers for a specific API.
• Select one or more matching services and bind their handler to the API.
• Call the API via the bound service handlers.
First, the webinos platform needs to be queried for all registered devices that
are able to handle the desired API call. In webinos, all APIs are identified based on
a URI identifier (Universal Resource Identifier). With the webinos.discovery.find-
Services instruction (see the code snippet in Listing 4.6), the platform is searched
for all suitable service handlers by matching their URI. For each found service, the
request’s onFound callback function is triggered, which automatically registers the
found service handler to the pool of potential handlers.
Listing 4.6: Finding webinos services
1 webinos.discovery.findServices(
2 new ServiceType(serviceURI, {
3 onfound: foundCB // success callback
4 });
5
6 var serviceProviders = [];
7 function foundCB(service) {
8 serviceProviders.push(service);
9 };
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Figure 4.3: Multi-device service discovery and binding
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In a second step, a subset of the found service providers needs to be registered
as the system’s actual set of handlers for this type of API calls. This decision can
either be made autonomously by the application, or it can be asked to the user via
a dialog window. As shown in Listing 4.7, a selected service handler is bound by
invoking its bindService method. As soon as the handler is bound to the API, the
request’s onBind callback function is triggered and the service is ready to be used
(see Listing 4.8).
Listing 4.7: Binding a webinos service
1 var service; // selected service handler
2 service.bindService({
3 onBind: boundCB // success callback
4 });
5
6 var boundServices = [];
7 function boundCB(service) {
8 boundServices.push(service);
9 };
Listing 4.8: Using a webinos service
1 for(var service in boundServices) {
2 // perform service request
3 // on service object boundServices[service]
4 }
In case the bound service involves an API exposed by a remote device, ser-
vice invocations are dispatched to the remote device over a remote procedure call
(RPC) protocol. The webinos runtime abstracts this communication complexity,
by autonomously keeping track of bound services’ locality. As depicted in Figure
4.3, if the invoked service is bound to a remote device, the webinos runtime inter-
nally dispatches the call to its intended destination via JSON-RPC 2.0 (JavaScript
Object Notation-Remote Procedure Call) [13].
The RPC communication is wrapped inside webinos’ distributed messaging
structures. Based on the metadata gathered from webinos’ service discovery API
this allows the platform to dynamically route and process messages without re-
quiring the application developer to explicit define and set up all communication
pathways. As shown in Listing 4.9, the originating webinos runtime automatically
sends out a JSON-RPC request containing the target runtime’s unique identifier,
as well as the identifier for its own runtime (i.e., for asynchronously receiving
the RPC’s results, as JSON-RPC is stateless). Moreover, the message payload
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contains the actual RPC instruction. The payload’s method member defines the
remote API’s URI, along with a service instance identifier and the exact function
to be invoked. Additionally, the params member holds to parameter values to be
passed when executing the call.
Listing 4.9: Internal remote procedure call request via JSON-RPC
1 JSON: Object
2 {
3 from: <user_origin>/<device_origin>,
4 to: <user_destination>/<device_destination>,
5 type: "JSONRPC20_Request",
6 payload: {
7 jsonrpc: "2.0",
8 id: <request_id>,
9 method: <API_URI>@<instance>.<function>,
10 params: <parameters>
11 }
12 }
4.3.3 User interaction performance
Due to the webinos platform’s distributed nature, evaluating its applications’ user
interaction performance often turns out to be a challenging activity. Most avail-
able tools for analyzing web applications’ resource consumption and responsive-
ness are focused on monitoring the performance of a single application instance.
Webinos’ multi-device applications, on the other hand, involve multiple collabo-
rative instances running simultaneously across a series of devices. For a typical
multi-device media consumption application, e.g., the app will need to communi-
cate with remote devices for requesting access to their local media library; or for
controlling their media playback status; etc. Evaluating the latency and resource
consumption cost of executing specific actions will thus need to take into account
the communication overhead for dispatching requests to remote devices and sub-
sequently having to wait for their response to be sent back.
In order to allow for repeatable evaluation results, a multi-device web applica-
tion profiling framework was designed and implemented (see Figure 4.4) [18]. The
Web-based profiling framework is able to perform automated tests across multiple
devices. The framework consists of a coordinating server, which primarily relies
on Google Chrome’s Developer Tools (DevTools) and its provided interface for re-
mote debugging [11] [15]. Via this interface, the profiling framework can dynami-
cally instruct remote Web engines to perform activities on a selected web applica-
tion, or to listen for specific application events (e.g., the onload event triggered by
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the HTML window element once all application content finished loading). More-
over, the remote debugging interface supports the collection of various resource
consumption data. The collected profiling data contain historical information on
the application’s memory and heap usage, as well as its function execution times,
and the usage of in- and out-bound communication packages. Once all test runs
are executed, the framework analyzes the raw profiling data generated by DevTools
and compiles a readable evaluation report.
Figure 4.4: Evaluation setup via webinos’ multi-device application profiler
The multi-device web application profiling framework is designed to operate
based on three main profiling phases: definition, execution, and evaluation. During
the first phase (definition phase), the application evaluation procedure is declara-
tively described by setting the number of involved devices and defining the step-
by-step interaction flow to be executed on these devices. The interaction flow em-
bodies a sequence of explicit instructions and typically represents a specific user
scenario in the application, e.g., trigger the playback of a media file originating
from a specific remote device. These individual instructions can mimic user input
such as clicks on rendered HTML elements. In the second phase of the application
profiling (execution phase), the defined test cases are repeatedly executed by in-
jecting and executing the test scenarios one by one within the web runtimes on the
involved devices. Both the code injection and execution are performed by Google
Chrome’s Developer Tools over its remote debugging interface [11]. For the final
evaluation phase, the raw profiling data from each participating device are aggre-
gated by the test server. For each device, the server subsequently compiles a set
of charts and statistics as a primary means to help application developers to draw
conclusions with regard to the executed tests (see Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Multi-device Web application profiling framework, Web-based dashboard ag-
gregating and synchronizing the individual devices’ evaluation results
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4.4 Prototype implementation
To support the proposed multi-device concepts, multiple prototypes of the webi-
nos platform were implemented. Both the client-side and server-side webinos run-
time platform components are built on top of Node.js 5. Node is an event-driven
JavaScript runtime based on Google’s V8 engine [16]. The webinos platform’s
code is released under an open source Apache license and available online via
Github [17]. The current prototypes are implemented to support devices running
Android (version 4.0 and above), Linux, Mac OSX, Chrome OS, and Windows.
In addition, all webinos APIs described in Section 4.3 were implemented as
well. The MediaContent API is implemented via a JavaScript-to-native binding,
directly interfacing with the Mediainfo library 6 (Linux, Mac OSX, Windows) and
the MediaSource service (Android). The implemented MediaPlay API implemen-
tation is able to interact with various native media player packages such as Win-
dows Media Player (Windows), MPlayer 7 (Linux, Mac OSX, Windows), OMX-
Player 8 (Linux), XBMC 9 (Android, Linux, Mac OSX, Windows) and VLC 10
(Android). The DeviceStatus API is implemented via a JavaScript-to-native bind-
ing, retrieving device description information via the DeviceStatus service (An-
droid) and a native C++ module (Linux, Mac OSX, Windows). The App2App
API is a pure JavaScript service, creating shared communication channels between
multiple application instances. To enable this functionality, the App2App makes
use of webinos’ remote communication mechanism.
Finally, a proof-of-concept multi-screen media consumption application was
designed and implemented to run on top of the webinos platform. The applica-
tion aims to enable media consumption via the three multi-device usage patterns
described in Section 4.2 (i.e., sequential usage, parallel usage, and collaborative
usage). For this purpose, the application uses the webinos platform and its APIs
to support the remote discovery and playback of various media types (i.e., audio,
video, and pictures). In addition, media playback can be initiated and controlled
from virtually any personal computing device, regardless of the physical bearer on
which the content is actually stored (see Figure 4.6).
4.5 Evaluation
Various lab setups were created and evaluated as a means to validate the media pro-
totype application under different circumstances (see Figure 4.7). The following
5 http://nodejs.org/
6 http://mediaarea.net/
7 http://www.mplayerhq.hu/
8 http://omxplayer.sconde.net/
9 http://xbmc.org/
10 http://www.videolan.org/
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(a) Traditional single-device setup
(b) Multi-device application presentation and interaction
Figure 4.6: Evolution towards multi-screen media discovery and playback
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Figure 4.7: Application evaluation setup
test setups were created based on three variability points:
• Media library size. The first test setup aims to analyze the impact of bulk
API requests. Requesting remote access to a device’s media library is one
of the core use cases of the prototype application. However, depending on
the library’s actual size, communication overhead might create a bottleneck.
For this test series, devices’ media libraries were composed containing 10,
50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 different items (video, music, pictures).
• Number of media source devices. The second variability point aims to mea-
sure the impact of scaling webinos’ distributed system. The goal of these
tests is to analyze the platform’s performance with regard to an increasing
number of participating devices, offering peers access to their local media
library. Tests were performed with 2, 3, and 4 participating devices.
• Number of application instances. The third test setup aims to analyze the im-
pact of simultaneously running application instances over different devices.
As all instances need to share a mutual state in terms of their playback sta-
tus and current playlist, constant synchronization communication is needed
over the network. In these tests, synchronization overhead was measured
while running 2, 3, and 4 distributed application instances.
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Figure 4.8: Impact evaluation of a device’s media library size on the required network
communication (1 source device)
The first two test scenarios were focused on measuring the communication
overhead when scaling a device’s local media library as well as the number of me-
dia source devices. The multi-device media consumption application relies heavily
on webinos’ ability to access media libraries hosted by remote devices via the plat-
form’s MediaContent API. As shown in Figure 4.8, system communication was
monitored for setups containing 10 to 250 media items. Results show the messag-
ing overhead increases linearly with the device’s media library size (i.e., a steady
0.4 to 0.52 KB of extra metadata for each added media item). Moreover, testing
results show the number of available media source devices only affects the appli-
cation’s performance during its initialization phase (see Figure 4.9). Media library
synchronization only occurs during the application’s startup and does not require
further communication afterwards. As shown in Figure 4.9, during initialization
the cross-device media library synchronization introduces a communication over-
head of 10 to 14 KB per remote media source (in addition to the required network
communication for sharing all metadata with regard to its media library).
The current approach thus scales relatively well to medium-sized libraries
when a small number of devices is participating in the application. The tests, how-
ever, reveal a problem with webinos’ current MediaContent API for larger setups
(i.e., over 5 participating media source devices and libraries containing over 500
media items). For these setups, the increasing communication overhead requires
the platform to take additional measures as a means to prevent network congestion.
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Figure 4.9: Initialization overhead comparison for multiple source device setups (with total
of 200 media items)
Figure 4.10: Synchronization overhead comparison for multiple simultaneous application
instances (with each 20 items in their playlist)
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As a result, future research for the webinos platform includes providing more scal-
able support for bulk API requests via, e.g., distributed data caching, delta-based
library communication, and more accurate data query tactics.
The third test scenario confirms these previous findings on required optimiza-
tions. These setups involve multiple application instances, each in progress of
playing back a playlist of 10 media items. As each application instance can act as
a remote controller for other application instances, all local state updates need to be
instantly broadcasted to remote peers (e.g., the currently playing item’s metadata,
play status information, etc.). For this purpose, the application instances trigger a
status broadcast every second to inform other participating instances of their cur-
rent playback status and progress. As depicted in Figure 4.10, for each playing
application instance this results in a synchronization overhead of 4 to 5 KB each
second (i.e., for a playlist containing 10 media items). This approach results in a
very responsive application user interface, even for triggering remote method in-
vocations. However, due to the frequency of which the application instances are
required to broadcast their status updates, the implemented platform requires ad-
ditional measures to scale beyond these test lab prototypes. As a result, this tested
scenario also requires future research in terms of more efficient status broadcasting
mechanisms for distributed and collaborative agents.
4.6 Conclusion and future work
This article presented the main technical challenges faced by developers when cre-
ating multimedia consumption applications for multi-screen setups. This emerging
type of new and innovative applications tends to have strict requirements in terms
of device compatibility, remote service discovery, and user interface performance.
However, due to existing application platforms’ limited support for such multi-
device requirements, the real ubiquitous potential of multi-device applications is
yet to unfold.
In this context, the technical details of the webinos application platform are in-
troduced. The platform was designed and developed as part of the EU-funded we-
binos research project. Webinos defines an open ubiquitous application platform
that focuses on enabling a new generation of multi-device applications. Moreover,
it aims to address existing platforms’ typical multi-device development challenges
by providing core support for device compatibility, scalable and dynamic service
discovery, and testable user interaction performance. Hence, webinos’ goal is to
become a generic enabler for ubiquitous and multi-screen applications. For this
purpose, a prototype platform implementation was developed and evaluated, along
with a prototype application focused on multi-device media consumption.
Future work for the webinos platform is twofold. First, the identified perfor-
mance and scalability issues are to be investigated and the platform implemen-
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tation is to be updated accordingly. Secondly, future work includes a detailed
user-driven analysis via a Living Labs evaluator setup. This in order to validate
the complex usability aspects of the proposed approach.
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Abstract As personal computing applications are becoming more and more ubiq-
uitous, a market potential for many new and innovative applications starts to emerge.
In addition to using their laptop and desktop computer, people can now reach for
their smartphones and tablets, but also use smartTVs and in-vehicle infotainment
systems (IVI) to access their applications and online services. Nevertheless, the
high uncertainty with regard to user requirements has turned the development of
ubiquitous applications into a challenging process. This article wants to address
this issue by extending agile product development to ensure strong user involve-
ment and communication. For this purpose, a five-step Living Labs user study
component is introduced. Based on the proposed methodology, developers are
guided to stay on focus for the planning and implementation iterations of their en-
visioned product, as well as to validate their delivered prototypes meet the required
standards for a potentially shippable product.
5.1 Introduction
The increasing popularity of Internet-enabled devices is allowing people to access
their applications and services from virtually anywhere, at anytime, and on any
device. By 2017, 73% of the television sets and 60.1% of the shipped cars are
expected to be connected to the Internet and able to run third-party developed
software [9] [21]. Many new and innovative product use cases can be defined based
on this new ubiquitous computing paradigm, including many types of multi-device
and multi-screen applications. However, from a product development perspective
this new application domain tends to be relatively immature. Correctly identifying
and engaging end-user stakeholders, as well as interpreting their requirements, has
been a non-trivial challenge for many projects. Numerous product development
teams have in response adopted an iterative agile development approach as a means
to dynamically cope with changing requirements. Nonetheless, even with an agile
approach such as Scrum, lacking correct end-user identification and involvement
will remain a major issue.
This article wants to investigate how existing agile application development
methodologies can be extended to have a maximum focus on end-user involve-
ment and interaction. The main goal is to enable the user-driven specification
and validation of application requirements and priorities. This in particular for
early stage software projects facing high levels of uncertainty and only loose end-
user interfaces within their development processes, such as research projects and
startup companies. The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The
methodological approach for extending agile development processes with user-
driven stakeholder identification and involvement is covered in Section 5.2. Sec-
tion 5.3 elaborates on the case study of a complex ubiquitous application being
developed via the proposed approach. Section 5.4 discusses how to evaluate a
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delivered potentially shippable product in a user-driven context. Finally, the con-
clusion and future work are presented in Section 5.5.
5.2 Methodology
This section covers the proposed methodology for extending agile product devel-
opment processes. This approach aims for early end-user identification. Moreover,
the goal is to establish a strong end-user interaction with the product’s develop-
ment team in order to enable the validation and refinement of their requirement
assumptions.
5.2.1 Agile product development
Agile software development covers a group of methods founded on the Agile Man-
ifesto introduced by the Agile Movement [1]. These methods are based on the no-
tion of iterative and incremental software development by cross-functional teams.
In contrast to the more traditional linear development methodologies such as the
waterfall method, agile approaches recognize the developed software’s intrinsic
uncertainty concerning technical challenges as well as stakeholder requirements
and priorities. Agile methods as a result try to focus on rapidly adaptive develop-
ment processes rather than predefined and predictively laid out development paths.
For this purpose, agile methods aim to implement relatively short development
iterations (i.e., typically 1 to 4 weeks). Moreover, each of these iterations ought to
be potentially timeboxed. This means that by the end of each iteration, the devel-
opment team is supposed to be able to deliver a working and potentially shippable
product. Consequently, these short and timeboxed iterations allow a development
team to more quickly identify potential risks and thus efficiently minimize the
number of undetected issues. Secondly, the timeboxed iterations stimulate stake-
holder involvement and interaction, as each finished iteration allows for a working
product to be demonstrated and evaluated by its stakeholders.
The effectiveness of short agile development iterations is mainly due to the
fact that each iteration can be mapped to a full Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle (PDCA),
following the scientific approach of hypothesizing, experimenting, and evaluat-
ing your results before proceeding [15]. The PDCA cycle is an iterative four-step
method used in business management for the control and continuous improvement
of processes and products. Moreover, it is developed in line with the long-used
Shewart cycle for process and project management [10]. For this reason, the PDCA
cycle has become the International Organization for Standardization’s (ISO) driv-
ing principle for standards on management systems. The individual steps of a
PDCA cycle are defined as follows and can easily be mapped to agile develop-
ment:
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Figure 5.1: Early phase projects’ potential issues with regard to end-user involvement in
an agile product development environment. Left: Confirmation of product requirements and
their priorities. Right: End-of-iteration delivered product validation
• Plan (iteration planning). You first establish objectives and make plans for
the iteration. In this step you start by analyzing your current position, and
you set the objectives to be achieved by the end of the iteration. In an agile
product development context, this means selecting and committing to the
highest priority requirements from the current product backlog.
• Do (development iteration). The second step consists of implementing your
plans and executing what you committed to. In addition to implementing
the selected product requirements, an important aspect of this step is to also
collect valuable data for monitoring and further analyzing your progress in
the two subsequent steps.
• Check (quality verification). The check step aims to measure your results
at the end of an iteration. The goal is to measure your current status and
compare it with the expected results. This evaluation data is in turn used
for improving your future planning and working methods in the cycle’s last
step.
• Act (retrospective and start of next iteration). The act step aims to correct
and improve your plans. This step aims to correct and learn from previous
experiences to improve your plans and achieve better results for the next it-
erations. The goal is thus to retrospect the past steps of the iteration, identify
issues and their root cause, and determine the required actions for improving
future iterations.
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Even when implementing an agile development approach, early phase projects
still tend to face a number of impediments with regard to end-user identification
and involvement. As highlighted on the lefthand side of Figure 5.1, the key product
requirements and their assigned priorities need stakeholder confirmation, including
from the end-user stakeholders. Otherwise, the development team might run the
risk of rapidly diverging from what these stakeholders really expect the product to
become. Moreover, the delivered product at the end of each development iteration
needs to be thoroughly validated by all stakeholder groups. If not, the team will
again have no guarantee whether or not they are building and delivering the right
product (see righthand side highlight of Figure 5.1).
5.2.2 User study process
In order to sustainably manage these end-user related challenges, a method is pro-
posed for extending agile development approaches with a user study process based
on Living Lab research (see Figure 5.2). At its core, the proposed method is still
an agile iteration-based approach. In parallel and synchronized, however, a user
study component is introduced with the twofold purpose of focusing the agile de-
velopment iterations’ scope and validating their outcome:
• Identify and model user persona assumptions. Refine and validate these
assumptions via quantitative and qualitative user data. Drive the product’s
requirement specification and prioritization based on the personas’ charac-
teristics.
• Evaluate the development team’s potentially shippable product, delivered at
the end of each development iteration. Recruit test panels based on matched
personas characteristics. Provide the development team with improvement
recommendations for future iterations.
Living Lab research is a state-of-the-art methodology aiming at the involve-
ment of potential end-users in the innovation process of products and services
[19]. A Living Lab functions as an experimental platform where end-users can
be studied in their everyday context [5]. Living Lab environments have partic-
ularly proven their usefulness in testing and validating new technological devel-
opments. This approach has three main advantages. First, it assists in develop-
ing more context-specific insights on development and acceptance processes and,
more specifically, the interaction between both of these aspects. Second, the ex-
periments inform product owners about possible conditions for stimulating the
societal and economic embedding of technology. Third, embedding it in real life
situations generates perspectives on potential societal impact with regard to in-
novation [7]. Living Labs clearly support the fact that users not only initiate the
process of innovation, but they can dominate the subsequent phases of product
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Figure 5.2: User study structure and its interaction with the agile development process
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development as well [19]. For advancing a product from concept to the imple-
mentation of a working prototype, users can be involved on different levels and
throughout various stages. This by means of triangulating different methods and
techniques.
Based on this observation, Pierson and Lievens identified the following five
consecutive stages in the process configuration of Living Lab research [18] (see
Figure 5.2). All of which tailored towards actual users and their characteristics:
• Contextualization. Contextualization is a first exploratory phase. Different
research methods are applied as a means to obtain insights regarding the
product’s background context. The contextualization phase allows the de-
velopment team to draw justified selection criteria and profile characteristics
for the product’s intended end-users.
• Selection. Selection encompasses the identification and selection of users
that will be involved in the Living Lab research. In this selection phase
non-probability sampling is used, such as maximum variation driven by de-
mographic variables, or criterion sampling aiming to model the impact of
different configuration factors.
• Concretization. Concretization aims to refine the users’ profiles based on
the selection phase’s outcome. This before the actual product or service is
introduced to the selected test users. Specific characteristics of the targeted
users are remodeled, such as their typical behavior and perception on the
introduced technology.
• Implementation. The implementation phase runs the actual user tests of the
Living Lab. There are two major research methods possible: direct analysis
by registering user actions remotely (e.g., via activity logging) or indirect
analysis by researching the motivations via focus groups, interviews, and
self-reporting techniques.
• Feedback. The last stage of the Living Lab is the feedback phase. It consists
of an ex-post measurement, aiming to detect evolutions in users’ perception
and attitudes towards the introduced product or service. Additionally, tech-
nological improvement recommendations are deduced from the user study’s
implementation phase.
Each of these five Living Lab stages aims to develop, validate, and refine the
product’s targeted user personas, as well as its key usage scenarios. The term
persona was introduced by Cooper to describe a new way of creating user profiles.
He defines personas as behavioral specifications of archetypical users. Personas
help developers to decide upon the product’s key features, as well as its navigation
and interaction patterns, and the user interface design [2]. During the last years,
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persona development has become an established technique in developing software
products. Designers and developers, however, often design personas based on their
own image, assuming they are part of the intended target group. This is seldom
the case because most users dont tend to have the same level of technical expertise
and understanding as developers do [12]. Instead of designing the product for
themselves, developers must try to model really representative personas and satisfy
their needs and goals. Personas typically contain a story that explains the modeled
persons behavior and his/her needs and goals, often with scenarios in which they
would use the proposed product. The narrative form helps developers to envision
real persons rather than abstract groups of people (or even worse, generalize all
potential users as “the user”). As a result, modeling personas helps developers to
establish a stronger user focus, and as such a more realistic understanding of their
characteristics and expectations. Moreover, it acts as a constant reminder of who
is and is not being developed for [8].
The creation and refinement of personas is generally represented as a quali-
tative method which requires observations, interviews and abstraction. For this
reason, the proposed user study’s first phase (i.e., the contextualization phase) re-
quires personas and application scenario assumptions to be defined by the develop-
ment team in a qualitative manner. Additionally, a thorough background analysis
ought to be performed in order to gain maximum insight regarding the developed
product’s concepts and its current ecosystem. This environmental scan aims to
complement the initial persona assumptions.
One of the criticisms on pure qualitative persona development, is that they
have to be very precise in order to be effective. However, in reality developed
models are often too subjective. Moreover, different creators might develop differ-
ent personas [20]. In response, Cooper suggested a combination of qualitative and
quantitative research would be the best approach to address this criticism [2]. The
combination of both techniques has proven its effectiveness in persona and sce-
nario development [13] [20]. Therefore, based on the personas and user scenarios
from the first user study phase, the selection phase approaches the problem quan-
titatively. It does so by using datasets containing real test users’ profiles and by
clustering this information based on relevant parameters. During the user study’s
subsequent concretization step, the user cluster information is then used to quanti-
tatively refine the development team’s initial persona and scenario assumptions.
The refined personas and scenarios serve as a first interface between the user
study component and the agile development process. Based on these models, the
targeted product’s key requirements and their assigned priorities can be drawn
from the end-user’s perspective. In turn, the development team can start its ag-
ile development iterations and deliver a first series of working prototypes. These
prototypes can then be validated in the user study’s implementation step (i.e., the
fourth Living Labs phase). During this step, test users matching the intended per-
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sonas’ characteristics are recruited to use and evaluate a working product proto-
type. The testing is performed in a controlled setting. This test setup aims to mimic
a domestic and natural environment in which the product will eventually be used
(e.g., a living room or office environment). However, the environment is still set up
in a laboratory, providing the research benefit of being able to record user activities
for post-processing as well as the ability to closely monitor processes running on
all involved devices.
In a last user study phase, i.e., its feedback phase, one-on-one interviews are
organized with each of the test users. Participants are asked for evaluation input
and improvement recommendations concerning the tested product. Moreover, test
participants are presented the previously modeled personas and scenarios. Testers
are subsequently asked to evaluate these personas and potential usage scenarios.
The resulting interview data are in turn used to qualitatively update the persona and
scenario models. Moreover, the product evaluation results serve as input and feed-
back for the development team via a series of additional product requirements and
adjusted priorities. This in order to drive and focus the team’s future development
iterations.
By following this proposed approach, the development of personas becomes a
continuous process, interwoven with the product’s scenario and prototype devel-
opment. Hence, the proposed approach provides an implementation for Johansson
and Messeter’s vision as to adaptively deliver product prototypes and efficiently
push products from a conceptual idea to a testable prototypes via validated per-
sonas [11].
5.3 Case study: multi-screen media consumption
This section describes the concept-to-prototype implementation of webinosTV, a
complex multi-screen media consumption application. The prototype has been de-
livered via the agile user-driven development methodology proposed in Section
5.2. The development is part of the webinos project, a research project supported
by the European Union’s 7th Framework Programme (FP7-ICT). The project con-
sortium involves over 30 partner companies and organizations, ranging from de-
vice manufacturers, service providers, universities, and research organizations.
Various teams distributed across Europe have been working on the requirements,
design, and development of the webinosTV application since January 2013.
5.3.1 User study implementation
5.3.1.1 Contextualization phase
The user study’s first step consists of a contextualization phase. In this exploratory
phase, the development team models a number of initial qualitative assumptions
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Figure 5.3: Conceptual rendering of webinosTV, a ubiquitous application for multi-screen
media discovery and playback
with regard to the product they aim to develop as well as its primary users’ persona
characteristics.
Application vision A product vision board is created as a first conceptual out-
line of the targeted application. The product vision board concept was introduced
by Pichler as a means to document and communicate the very essence of a new
product or service. The product vision board aims to capture assumptions regard-
ing a product’s targeted users; the set of user needs this product should address;
the product’s response to these needs; and the added value this product creates by
doing so [17]. Table 5.1 presents the product vision board for the intended webi-
nosTV application, along with Figure 5.3 depicting a conceptual rendering of the
application.
Assumption personas and scenarios Based on webinosTV’s application con-
cept, seven qualitative user personas are modeled, along with four primary usage
scenarios. This in order to broaden the developers’ perspective in terms of who the
application users might actually be and how they would interact with the proposed
product. For a more elaborate description of these initial persona and application
scenario assumptions, the interested reader can refer to [6] [16].
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Product statement. The webinosTV application offers users the possibility
to discover media content on any personal computing device and to remotely
control this content’s playback.
Target group. Media consumers who own one or more personal computing
devices such as smartphones, tablets or smart TVs and want to play media
across devices seamlessly. Moreover, there should be no user restrictions based
on age, country, network connection, etc.
Needs. Users would like to control media playback with just one device (e.g.,
their phone), so they can playback media on any other device without being
in its physical proximity (e.g., playing music on the desktop computer while
cleaning the room). Moreover, users want to allow friends to share media (e.g.,
show pictures) on their devices (e.g., the TV in the living room).
Product. webinosTV is a software application, which provides the cross-
device; cross-location; cross-user functionality. The app allows for playing
back media across devices, e.g., displaying pictures from a smartphone on the
TV. Moreover, the app enables rendering media content synchronized on mul-
tiple devices at the same time. Each device can act as a media source; playback
target; or remote controller.
Value. Using webinosTV results in less frustration when trying to get media
playback working across devices and locations. It works across all types of
devices. It allows you to play media on other devices seamlessly, and doesn’t
require any physical connection. No more fussing around with incompatible
devices. Moreover, the app is not restricted to one user. Hence, webinosTV
makes it easy to allow friends to use your devices for media playback.
Competitors and alternatives. Airplay by Apple: proprietary solution only
works with Apple products. Other vendor-specific combinations: again not
fully cross-device. Using USB-sticks or other media storage cards: requires
hooking devices up physically. UPnP/DLNA: limited set of supported devices
and setting up cross-location access support is cumbersome and frustrating.
Table 5.1: Product vision board: Multi-device media consumption application
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• Helen. Young mother, with a demanding job as marketing manager at a
publishing house. She uses technology to streamline her work life.
• Peter. Older man, with a senior position at a financial company. He is single
and wants to use technology to organize his hobbies.
• Gloria. Middle-aged woman, who works at a bookstore. She is a privacy
aware user and is concerned about technology invading her life.
• Alice. Young single woman. She is a tech savvy and loves watching TV.
• Clara. Teenager living with family, who carelessly shares all her daily ac-
tivities online.
• Justin. Young employed man. He’s a hip trendsetter and loves using all the
latest technological gadgets.
• Georg. Middle-aged man and father of a small family. He’s addicted to
technology and wants his devices to collaborate and start getting smarter.
Environmental scan Further insights regarding users’ media consumption be-
havior is obtained by performing a market analysis. For analyzing the current
media consumption market, the Digimeter report is used [3]. This yearly survey
gathers detailed information on media possession and usage for people living in
the Flemish region of Belgium. The report aims to map different trends in media
and IT. Digimeter is a research initiative of iMinds, an independent research insti-
tute with the ambition to stimulate demand-driven and user-centered innovation in
the Flemish IT-sector.
The concepts introduced by webinosTV turn out to have a considerable market
potential. Television sets are very well integrated in Flemish households and in
fact the number one personal computing device. On average, 87% of the popu-
lation watches TV on a daily basis and another 10% watches TV at least weekly.
Consumption is, however, highly concentrated between 7 and 10 PM. The clas-
sic tube television has left the majority of the households, 78% now owns a flat
screen TV and their most recently bought TV is not more than 5 years old. Ad-
ditionally, analog TV subscriptions are fading away, as 81% of the population has
switched to a digital TV subscription. Desktop and laptop computers have become
well integrated as well. A laptop or netbook can be found in the majority of the
Flemish households (80%) and more than half owns a desktop computer. More-
over, when investigating telephone usage, it should be noticed most households
still own a fixed landline as well as a regular cell phone. Smartphones are, how-
ever, slowly gaining market share. About 40% of the Flemish population already
owns a smartphone, with Android as the most popular operating system. Notewor-
thy is that most households are still unfamiliar with tablet computers. Only a third
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Figure 5.4: Device multitasking while watching TV (N=2601)
owns a tablet. In this segment users clearly prefer using an Apple iPad compared
to tablets running Android.
The last relevant Digimeter aspect for the webinosTV application is device
multitasking. A large majority of the Flemish users (87%), do multitask whilst
watching TV (see Figure 5.4). In this category, the mobile phone is the number
one device for multitasking, entertaining over 52% of the users while watching
TV. Phones are closely followed by laptop computers and newspapers (each around
48%). Moreover, approximately one fifth of TV multitasking is done with a tablet
computer.
5.3.1.2 Selection phase
During the user study’s selection phase, a quantitative validation of the assumption
personas and scenarios is integrated. First, a factor analysis (Principal Component
Analysis, PCA) is performed based on the Digimeter study’s variables. The factor
analysis focuses on the most relevant variables which also occur in the applica-
tion’s persona and scenario assumptions (withKMO = 0.87, p < 0.001) 3. Three
3 Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
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Figure 5.5: K-Means clustering of the Digimeter database, based on a factor analysis of
media variety usage, frequency of media usage, and multi-device media consumption
Basic user Technology addict Pleasure seeker
Media usage frequency 2.60 3.92 4.03
Media variety usage 2.37 5.85 5.04
Multi-device usage 0.18 5.05 0.14
Table 5.2: Digimeter database user clusters (factors’ mean matching score)
matching factors are found: the variety of media usage (↵ = 0.90) 4, the frequency
of media usage (↵ = 0.60) and the user’s multi-device usage (↵ = 0.90). Based on
a comparison of these primary factors with the application’s assumption personas
and scenarios, these are deemed consistent factors for clustering. Hierarchical
clustering suggests a three-cluster solution. The three clusters are established with
a K-Means clustering algorithm. Each cluster covers a distinct user type, which
are conveniently named as follows: basic user, pleasure seeker, and technology
addict (see Table 5.2 and Figure 5.5).
The technology addicts use a wide variety of technology gadgets and do this
more frequently compared to the other two groups. The pleasure seekers, on the
4 Crohnbach alpha measure for defining the internal consistency of a factor. The cut-off point for
acceptance is set to 0.60
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other hand, love to use technology on a daily basis, but stick to a more limited
set of devices (e.g., compared to technology addicts, the use of tablets is much
lower). Finally, the basic users have basic knowledge of modern technology but
they are rather reluctant when it comes to being introduced to new technological
innovations.
• Basic Users (N=1260). These users are often women or older people (50+).
They approach media consumption in the most traditional way. For example,
basic users will watch whatever is broadcasted on TV, rather than watching
pre-recorded programs or ordering video on demand. The interactive fea-
tures of digital TV are used less compared to the other two user groups.
Consequently, basic users are not expected to be any primary target group
for the webinosTV application. Hence, these users typically only own a lim-
ited set of personal computing devices, they only rarely use them, and have
a hard time adopting new technology.
• Pleasure seekers (N=870). The pleasure seekers have no problem with using
multiple devices and tend to be active social media users. They represent a
relatively young group of users (age = 15-39), with a balanced mix of men
and women. For adult pleasure seekers, the group is typed by people with
a higher education and profession. Pleasure seekers like to multitask with
multiple devices at once. However, compared to the technology addicts, the
use of tablet computers is not yet part of their lifestyle. In general, they like
to use technology for leisure purposes such as listening to music, watching
TV, etc. Pleasure seekers are less concerned about their digital privacy. The
majority either still lives with their parents or recently moved out and lives
with their partner. Based on their characteristics, pleasure seekers are an
interesting target group for the webinosTV application. Primarily because
they own multiple devices and have integrated media consumption as an
important part of their lifestyle.
• Technology addicts (N=546). Technology addicts are often male. They love
to use technology and like to have variety in the devices they use. Addition-
ally, they will often try to use different devices simultaneously. For example,
while watching TV, they tend to use their laptop, desktop, smartphone, or
tablet. This pattern happens more frequently with technology addicts than
with the two other user groups. A tablet is often their primary computing
device. They will use it for consuming the news, listening to music, playing
games, etc. Technology addicts either live with a partner and have chil-
dren, or they still live at home with their parents. They are prepared to pay
substantially for gadgets and applications which they are interested in. The
variety of applications on their smartphone is higher than with the other two
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user groups. For the webinosTV application, technology addicts are an in-
teresting target, as these users are typically amongst the first to adopt new
technology and to buy it.
5.3.1.3 Concretization phase
Based on the quantitative user characteristics extracted from the three clusters, the
qualitative persona and application scenario assumptions defined in the contextu-
alization phase are extended and refined. This to better match the targeted popula-
tion. An elaborate description of each updated persona and application scenario is
documented in Appendix B.
Quantitative persona refinements. Helen’s characteristics are mapped with the
group of basic users. Her activities are extended with listening to the radio and
spending time with her family. The other characteristics of her persona description
are mainly left unchanged after the Digimeter database clustering (see Figure 5.6).
Figure 5.6: Helen (basic user) persona concretization
Based on the segmentation results, Peter (basic user) is no longer working, but
retired. He has become less technology literate, especially concerning the very
latest technology gadgets. His hobbies have remained the same, but his music col-
lection is no longer digital, and he likes to read the paper version of the news. His
attitude towards technology has also changed: he has waited a long time to catch
up with more advanced technology, but he is getting more and more convinced it
can help him to better structure and organize his hobbies. He also is curious about
social networks and joining online groups where he can share particular interests
(see Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Peter (basic user) persona concretization
Figure 5.8: Gloria (basic user) persona concretization
Gloria (basic user) is no longer a policy decision maker, but works as a stock
employee in a bookstore. She is divorced and has two children that only come
home during the weekends, because they study in another city. The description
of Gloria’s activities has been stretched towards a more active usage of the World
Wide Web. She is, e.g., able to search for restaurants, shops, etc. (see Figure 5.8).
Alice (pleasure seeker) is now a graphics designer. She is single, and doesn’t
have any children. Moreover, her attitudes are updated to better match her origi-
nal skill set. All other persona concerns remain similar to the developers’ initial
assumptions (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9: Alice (pleasure seeker) persona concretization
Figure 5.10: Clara (pleasure seeker) persona concretization
Clara has become a more average teenager. Her activities are expanded with
regular weekday activities (e.g., going to school) and weekend activities (e.g.,
hanging out with friends). Her persona now clearly emphasizes the fun part of
her life and the interaction with digital devices to connect with the outside world.
Moreover, attitudes, skills, motivations and privacy concerns are added to the per-
sona description (see Figure 5.10).
Justin is still a hip trendsetter. The Digimeter database clustering suggests
these users are often Apple users. Therefore, Justin has become an Apple fan. He
primarily likes their devices’ design, innovation, and usability aspects. He likes to
use his devices for mixed purposes, work and leisure. Cloud applications are inte-
grated in his daily life. He constantly buys new gadgets and service subscriptions
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with little privacy concerns. His skills of being a technology explorer are added to
his persona description as well (see Figure 5.11).
Georg’s persona description is extensively expanded based on the Digimeter
segmentation data. His main aptitudes and motivations are extended to better
match his desire for comfort and new technology to constantly offer a better user
experience. Overall, George can be characterized by his desire to efficiently mul-
titask, save time, and use whichever device is closest to him (see Figure 5.12).
Figure 5.11: Justin (technology addict) persona concretization
Figure 5.12: Georg (technology addict) persona concretization
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5.3.2 Application development implementation
The refined personas and application scenarios are used to drive the agile devel-
opment of webinosTV. The development team has implemented the agile Scrum 5
framework for managing their development processes. The product’s main user
requirements and priorities (i.e., product backlog) are set based on the knowledge
acquired from the user study, addressing the first key challenge raised in Section
5.2.1. Requirements for each iteration are selected based on their mutual priorities
(i.e., sprint backlog) and dealt with in two week development iterations. In addi-
tion, daily status meetings are organized in order to keep the development team
synchronized.
Development preparation. The first development phase primarily focuses on
designing the application user interface (UI) from a usability perspective. Webi-
nosTV introduces a new way of consuming media content by simultaneously con-
trolling multiple personal computing devices. For example, an action performed
on one device might trigger an event on a remote device and played media might
not physically reside on the device with which the user is interacting. Conse-
quently, the application requires extra attention in terms of UI design and its impact
on the user experience (UX). A UX expert has been contracted to design the UI
based on the modeled persona characteristics and application scenarios. The de-
signer has addressed various aspects of the user interface, such as its presentation,
the application flow, as well as the user interaction modalities. The design pro-
cess has been iterative, starting from static sketches and wireframes, to clickable
prototypes with Axure RP 6.
Due to the wide range of targeted devices, two separate UI designs are created.
One for television screens, designed for users sitting approximately 10 feet away
from the TV screen (e.g., the living room couch) and targeting the TV’s remote
control as the primary interaction interface. Secondly, a responsive interface is de-
signed for mobile and PC devices. Via relative component positioning, the design
automatically scales to the device’s screen size to accommodate for small-screen
smartphones to larger tablets, and PC screens. Moreover, all interaction elements
are designed to be at least 7 by 7 millimeters (mm) in size, with a 2 mm padding
between components. This to minimize to chance for target hit-misses when using
a touch-based device [14]. Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 depict the wireframe-to-
prototype evolution for both designs.
Development iterations. The application is implemented with HTML5 hybrid
Web technology (i.e., in order to obtain maximum device coverage, whilst still
5 https://www.scrum.org/
6 http://www.axure.com/
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(a) Smartphone wireframe (b) Smartphone interactive prototype
(c) Tablet interactive prototype, via responsive scaling
Figure 5.13: Wireframe-to-prototype design of the mobile user interface
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(a) TV wireframe
(b) TV interactive prototype
Figure 5.14: Wireframe-to-prototype design of the TV user interface
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having access to the underlying devices’ native features and functionality). Hence,
HTML is used for the application’s layout, CSS3 for its styling, and JavaScript
for the application logic. Moreover, a number of JavaScript frameworks are used:
JQuery 7 to simplify DOM actions; the Bacon.js 8 framework for reactive event
programming; and the Underscore.js 9 library for data manipulation. WebinosTV
is made publicly available under an open source Apache license. All code and
installation instructions can be found on Github 10.
Extreme Programming engineering practices are adopted by the development
team as a means to ensure the delivered software’s quality. The adopted prac-
tices include test-driven development (i.e., unit testing with Jasmine 11, and user
acceptance testing via the Living Labs’ user testing phase), as well as continuous
integration for developers’ periodic code integration and general quality control
(i.e., via shared Git source code repositories and Travis CI 12 for automated builds
and testing).
5.4 Product evaluation
This section elaborates on how to evaluate the development team’s delivered po-
tentially shippable product. This step covers the last two phases of the Living
Labs user study, respectively the user test implementation phase and the feedback
phase. The test implementation aims to recruit test participants based on their
profile matching the characteristics of the targeted personas, and evaluate the ap-
plication prototype in a supervised environment. Via one-on-one interviews, the
subsequent feedback phase intends to gather user evaluation input. This with re-
gard to the tested product, as well as the assumptions made for modeling the user
personas and application scenario.
5.4.1 User test implementation
User recruitment. The Digimeter database segmentation yield three distinct
user clusters. Based on these results, it has been decided to focus the remain-
der of this user study on two user groups: the pleasure seekers and the technology
addicts. The cluster characteristics predict these two groups to be the main innova-
tors and early adopters when it comes to new technology for media consumption.
Basic users, on the other hand, are generally expected to need a longer period of
time to be convinced of the capabilities and added value of the proposed product.
7 http://jquery.com/
8 http://baconjs.github.io/
9 http://underscorejs.org/
10 https://github.com/heiiko/hub-webinosMediaCenter/
11 https://github.com/pivotal/jasmine/
12 https://travis-ci.org/
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Session Matched persona Age Notes
1 Alice 29 invited 1 friend
2 Alice 26 invited 1 friend
3 Justin 24 invited 2 friends
4 Justin 26 invited 1 friend
5 Clara 20 invited 1 friend
6 Clara 22 invited 1 friend
7 Georg 37 invited 2 friends
8 Georg 35 invited 1 friend
Table 5.3: Recruited fieldtest participants for webinosTV
All test users are selected from the Digimeter database. During eight test ses-
sions, a total of 18 users have evaluated webinosTV. Eight users are recruited based
on their characteristics matching either the pleasure seeker or technologic addict
personas. Each of these users are asked to invite one or two friends to jointly try
out and evaluate the product (see Table 5.3).
Test environment. The eight test sessions have been organized at the HomeLab,
a usability lab set up and hosted by iMinds-IBCN-Ghent University in Ghent, Bel-
gium. The HomeLab aims to mimic a residential environment where technologies
and their human interactions can be tested before being deployed in the real world.
The HomeLab currently consists of a dedicated living room and a bed room for
product testing purposes (see Figure 5.15). The HomeLab is tailored the same
look and feel as a regular house, but provides researchers the additional benefit of
built-in, yet unobtrusive, user monitoring. This flexibility is provided via various
mini cameras, audio recorders, monitors for registering devices’ background ac-
tivity, and hidden technical spaces. The HomeLab thus provides an optimal testing
ground for assessing any user acceptance potential with regard to a specific prod-
uct or service. By inviting selected test participants to evaluate a product within
this controlled environment, better feedback can be aggregated without disturbing
users or having to pull them out of their regular comfort zone.
For testing webinosTV, the HomeLab is equipped with 4 devices running webi-
nosTV: one television set, two tablets, and one laptop. Moreover, a media library is
compiled and evenly distributed across the deployed devices. This media content
includes video, audio, and pictures.
Fieldtest. At the start of each test session, a short briefing provides users with
a minimal introduction to webinosTV’s concepts. Moreover, the matching per-
sonas’ pre-modeled application scenarios are explicitly suggested as a potential
starting point for getting familiar with the product. After the introduction, how-
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Figure 5.15: iMinds-IBCN HomeLab, living room setup
ever, users are given complete liberty on how to use the application. All partici-
pants are observed from the background throughout the entire test session. This
approach clearly confirms previous persona assumptions from the Digimeter clus-
tering. Test subjects with characteristics matching the Georg and Justin personas
(i.e., technology addicts), immediately start exploring the product and do not stick
with any prescribed application scenario. The majority of these users only enact
the proposed scenario at the very end of the testing session, but they first want to
try out all available functionality. This observation confirms the assumption that
technology addicts are multifunctional users when it comes to technology and that
they like variation in their usage patterns. Compared to other users, technology
addicts appear faster at grasping the concepts of webinosTV’s multi-device tech-
nology. Additionally, technology addicts are observed to be more self-centered
when interacting with a technology product. These users tend to test out the prod-
uct without involving or interacting with other people (i.e., the friends they invited
to the session). The technology addicts, e.g., regularly interfere with other users’
playlists by overriding their actions and individually selecting an other movie or
song for playback.
The fieldtest observations also reveal a number of potential usability problems
with webinosTV. Most participants have had difficulties getting familiarized with
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webinosTV’s multi-device functionality. The tests show users tend to get into a
virtual cocoon with the personal computing device in front of them. Hence, due
to this single-device focus, many external stimuli are ignored. Often users do not
notice actions on one device triggering an event on a remote device. For exam-
ple, based on the devices’ configuration, clicking the “play media” button might
result in a remote device starting the actual playback. Although the remote media
playback is always clearly audible and/or visible, these events often go unnoticed.
For some participants, it can take a moment to grasp the application’s core multi-
device concept. Nevertheless, once they get the hangs of the application, all users
clearly start enjoying it and are visibly amazed by its potential.
5.4.2 User feedback
Each testing session is concluded with a one-on-one feedback interview with its
participants. Supported by an experienced interviewer, the test users are asked
their input on the following open questions:
• Q1: How did you experience this test session? Which was your most posi-
tive and negative experience?
• Q2: How did you experience the actual application? E.g., its startup, ease of
use, the user experience it offers, etc.? How intuitive is it to use?
• Q3: Did you experience any technical problems while using webinosTV?
• Q4: Would you use the application on a daily basis? Why (not)? Which
features would you primarily use?
• Q5: Did you miss anything with webinosTV? E.g., specific features, content
support, etc.?
• Q6: If you were allowed to change anything to the application, what would
that be?
• Q7: Would you recommend anyone using this application? To whom would
that be? Why?
Two additional questions are asked in order to obtain feedback concerning we-
binosTV’s assumption personas and application scenarios. After being presented
with these models, the test users are asked the following questions:
• Q8: Would you expect these persons to actually use the application? Why
(not)? Which characteristics would you change? Which personality would
a typical webinosTV user have? Do you recognize yourself in any descrip-
tion?
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• Q9: Would you expect these scenarios to be a typical user stories for webi-
nosTV?Why (not)? Howwould you adapt them to better map to the targeted
users? Would you use webinosTV similarly to the described scenarios?
Based on these interviews, a SWOT analysis is compiled, along with a final
qualitative refinement of the key user personas and their application scenarios.
These findings are communicated with the product development team. Hence,
allowing the agile development team to drive the end-of-iteration validation of
their potentially shippable product. Consequently, this approach is also addressing
the second key challenge raised in Section 5.2.1.
5.4.2.1 SWOT analysis
A SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) consists of
four evaluation categories and aims to identify both the internal and external fac-
tors which influence a particular objective (both positive as well as negative in-
fluences). The strengths and weaknesses aspects focus on internal characteristics.
The opportunities and threats, on the other hand, aim to identify and evaluate ex-
ternally originating elements.
Strengths. The overall concepts of the application receive a positive evaluation.
Users like the idea of connecting multiple devices, and accessing their media from
virtually any location. They perceive webinosTV as an application that is fun to
use, especially for entertainment and social purposes. Additionally, some users
have shown interest in using the application for work or study related purposes.
For example, for retrieving documents from any device and showing them on large
screens without having to deal with the hassle of connecting cables or using USB
sticks.
The least technological adepts (i.e., pleasure seekers) are most positive about
the application, especially the testers without prior experience with multi-device
connected applications. They experience webinosTV as an easy way of accessing
and connecting different devices, without requiring any technical expertise. The
technology addicts, on the other hand, typically have prior experience with prod-
ucts such as Apple AirPlay. These participants have a harder time understanding
the added value of the application, because they can perform most of the offered
actions with their current devices. The added experience for this user group is at
webinosTV’s support for dynamic and multi-user playlists. Moreover, all partic-
ipants mention the reaction speed of the application as one of the most positive
and impressive aspects. Especially users that are used to working with multiple
devices were very positive about webinosTV’s responsiveness.
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Weaknesses. In general, the biggest critique on webinosTV concerns its usabil-
ity aspects. This also confirms earlier background observations during the fieldtest.
The webinosTV application’s interface is perceived as too complex and not intu-
itive enough. Participants claim first time users will need in-application guidance
in order to get familiar with webinosTV’s introduced concepts and functionality.
Most testers confirm they were searching for a starting point with the applica-
tion, but felt it was missing. For example, the application introduces a logic flow
with which both source and target devices can be selected for media playback.
This functionality has, however, caused a considerable amount of usability issues.
Most users have not previously come into contact with applications capable of ac-
cessing and controlling multiple devices. Hence, this unanticipated functionality
seems to take the testers out of their typical comfort zone and requires for ad-
ditional user guidance by the application. Nevertheless, once users discover the
multi-device functionality and its impact on their surrounding devices, triggering
remote actions becomes a logical process.
Opportunities. For future iterations of the application, participants primarily
suggest to further integrate webinosTV with other (third-party) content types and
applications. This recommendation includes the ability to easily and collabora-
tively access documents in a multi-device context. Additionally, participants iden-
tify the opportunity for webinosTV to integrate with online services like YouTube
and Spotify, and allow users to remotely discover, share, and consume this content
via webinosTV. Moreover, if the application would be further enhanced and de-
veloped from its current prototype, most participants recognize opportunities for
broadening up webinosTV’s scope. Games could be created with the application,
e.g., a music quiz, or it could be used in bars to build collaborative playlists, etc.
Threats. From a user’s perspective, competition is identified as a considerable
threat. Users are not particularly sure where to position webinosTV compared to
other media players with similar functionalities. For this purpose, webinosTV is
recommended to better highlight its unique selling proposition (USP). The appli-
cation provides a unique open solution for discovering and consuming multimedia
in a multi-device context. It is free from any vendor-specific constraints and as
the mobile ecosystem is fragmenting, webinosTV can turn out to have enormous
potential. However, users will need to be made aware of this.
The same goes for webinosTV’s approach on media discovery and distribution.
Many media players already provide sharing options, implemented via centralized
media storage in the cloud. Nevertheless, since recent disclosures regarding gov-
ernment agencies’ mass-monitoring of citizens, a general awareness has grown
regarding the unwanted exposure of personal digital data. WebinosTV addresses
this concern, by allowing users to remain in control over their content and services.
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All content is kept locally rather than in the cloud, and access is only provided to
trusted devices via peer-to-peer (P2P) connections. However, test participants do
not think this value is well enough communicated.
5.4.2.2 Qualitative persona and scenario refinements
After the evaluation of the application, participants are also asked to assess the
different personas based on their potential usage of the application and the contexts
in which they would use it. This interview provides the opportunity to further
optimize webinosTV’s modeled personas and application scenarios. Particularly
the application scenarios did require major changes, while the input on the user
personas was rather limited. In general the respondents agree the basic users would
be the last to start using webinosTV, whilst the pleasure seekers and technology
addicts would be amongst the first adopters.
Persona Refinements
Helen Someone from work convinced her to synchronize her devices and
guided her on how to do so. She is no longer a marketing manager,
but became a secretary at that publishing house.
Peter Peter is still exploring all the functionality his computer has to offer.
He is gradually finding himself ready to move on to a new device.
This includes a tablet, which he could take along on one of his trips.
Gloria If she has any questions about technology, her children are happy
to help her figure things out. However, efficiently using her new
smartphone still poses a major challenge. Her children have already
tried to explain how mobile apps and services work, all of which
with only minor success.
Table 5.4: Post-interview persona refinements (basic users)
Persona Refinements
Alice The Alice persona is updated to have her laptop physically con-
nected to her TV via a cable. Even though this is uncomfortable
when she tries to multitask. When it comes to her motivations, func-
tionality is of the utmost importance to her. She no longer uses her
wireless keyboard to chat or surf the web, but she now reaches for
her laptop instead.
Clara Alongside with sharing pictures with her friends, Clara now also
likes to share her favorite songs and movie clips. Moreover, she
loves to edit pictures via several applications and online services.
Table 5.5: Post-interview persona refinements (pleasure seekers)
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Persona Refinements
Justin Although Justin still likes to have slick and nicely designed devices,
his persona no longer solely uses Apple product.
Georg A minor update in the quality time with Georg’s daughter is added.
After she finishes her homework, he likes to watch TV or play a
game with her.
Table 5.6: Post-interview persona refinements (technology addicts)
Table 5.4, Table 5.5, and Table 5.6 list the proposed refinements for each user
persona. An elaborate description of these updated personas is documented in
Appendix B.1. Moreover, the enhanced application scenarios are documented in
Appendix B.2.
5.5 Conclusion and future work
This article presented a methodological approach for enhancing early stage agile
product development to have a stronger focus on user identification and involve-
ment. By introducing a Living Labs user study, which is executed in parallel and
synchronized with the agile development iterations, users’ assumption personas
can be validated and refined. The goal is to quantitatively and qualitatively drive
the development team’s selection of key product requirements and their priorities.
Moreover, the proposed method aims to drive the evaluation of the development
team’s delivered product. Agile development has a strong focus on delivering a
working product at the end of each development iteration (i.e., a potentially ship-
pable product). Via the parallel Living Labs, the product prototype is evaluated
by users specifically recruited based on their characteristics closely matching the
assumption personas. As a result, users’ improvement recommendations regarding
the product prototype can be communicated to the development team early on in
the development cycle.
As a proof-of-concept, the proposed approach was implemented for the devel-
opment of webinosTV. WebinosTV is a ubiquitous application for discovering and
consuming multimedia content across multiple devices (mobile and tablet, desk-
top and laptop, TV) running on top of the webinos application platform. This
case study was part of the webinos project, an EU-funded research project for
enabling portable and multi-device applications. For webinosTV, assumption per-
sonas were quantitatively clustered and refined via the Digimeter profile database.
The refined personas were used for driving the application’s agile development it-
erations. Moreover, the delivered potentially shippable products were validated by
18 test users and their friends, recruited from the Digimeter database by matching
the targeted personas. User tests were performed in the iMinds-IBCN HomeLab,
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a supervised test lab aiming to mimic a domestic environment. Evaluation re-
sults were gathered via a one-on-one interview with test participants. Their input
was used for assessing the tested product’s strengths, weaknesses, threats, and op-
portunities (SWOT analysis). Moreover, participants were asked to qualitatively
evaluate the application’s assumption personas and user scenarios. All gathered
data was delivered to the development team as feedback for adjusting their re-
quirements and priorities for future iterations.
Implementing the the proposed approach in the context of a complex and large-
scale research project has had a considerable impact on the team’s internal method
of operation. From a methodological perspective, the achieved result is twofold:
(a) Even with a developers team spread across Europe and 30 contributing partner
organizations, the proposed user-driven approach did manage to establish a strong
common vision on the definition and prioritization of the product’s requirements.
Compared to other development teams working on webinos applications, the webi-
nosTV application developers have been much more aware of whom their potential
users were; what their characteristics and preferences are; what their priorities are
when it comes to media consumption applications; etc. (b) Secondly, the aspect
of recruiting external end-users to evaluate the quality of a delivered potentially
shippable product has shown to be a strong driver for developers. The user tests
sessions put a hard deadline in terms of when a working prototype implementa-
tion of the product ought to be available. Via this approach the agile definition of
a working prototype becomes much more tangible, which ensures each delivered
prototype iteration is to work in a broader context than a clean developer environ-
ment.
Future work includes implementing a wide variety of case studies via the pro-
posed product development methodology. It is important to note that the rise of
mobile and ubiquitous computing has not only introduced new and pure technical
challenges for software developers to address. Hence, in ubiquitous computing en-
vironments where technology blends into the background, the aspects of usability
and user experience have become more important than ever.
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Conclusion and future work
“The world is not a desktop.”
– Mark D. Weiser
6.1 General conclusion
Mobile and ubiquitous computing are part of a new generation of human-computer
interaction paradigms, enabling software applications and services to run across a
much wider variety of consumer electronic devices. Supported device types cur-
rently range from desktop and laptop computers, to mobile and tablet devices,
to TV and home entertainment systems, and even in-vehicle infotainment setups
(IVI). Moreover, these devices only mark the beginning for manymore app-enabled
and Internet-connected devices to come (e.g., smart watches, glasses, home appli-
ances, etc.).
From a software developer’s perspective, this trend provides considerable op-
portunities. Via ubiquitous computing, developers are granted access to a new and
immense market for which they can create applications, games, tools, etc. Nev-
ertheless, mobile and ubiquitous application development has turned out to be a
particularly resource consuming process. As a result, this enormous market po-
tential still remains mainly untouched. Application developers are facing a vastly
fragmented ecosystem of devices with numerous hardware characteristics, operat-
ing systems, software frameworks, etc. By the absence of a generic development
solution, software developers have often no alternative but to manually create and
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maintain a set of device-specific implementations of their application. Hence, en-
suring a viable balance between development costs and an application’s market
coverage has more than ever become a challenging issue.
In this context, the use of Web technology aims to provide a standardized ab-
straction layer for applications and services to execute device-independently. By
adopting the World Wide Web as an application platform, apps can be made avail-
able whenever and wherever the user wants, regardless of the exact device type
he/she is interacting with. However, despite these clear advantages, existing Web
application platforms are still typically founded on the idea of porting traditional
APIs and operating system aspects to the Web. Applications built upon these old
principles tend to create virtual silos, unable to truly break free from the under-
lying device’s physical boundaries. As a result, the evolution towards, e.g., dis-
tributed user interfaces (UI) and adaptive context-aware application behavior gets
neglected, and the true immersive nature of ubiquitous computing remains mostly
unexplored.
For this purpose, the webinos platform was proposed, as a means to support
developers in creating device-independent applications and services that fade out
the physical constraints of a single computing device. Webinos is a virtualized
application platform spanning a wide variety of Web-enabled devices (i.e., PC,
mobile, home entertainment, and IVI). Moreover, this dissertation has highlighted
how such a ubiquitous multi-device application platform can efficiently integrate
the capabilities of its underlying devices by leveraging standardized and widely
implemented Web technology. To do so, this dissertation has focused on covering
the following technical key challenges:
• Challenge 1: Platform-level device abstraction. Design a generic runtime
for ubiquitous applications, allowing a single application executable to run
across a wide variety of target device types. This includes PC, mobile, TV,
and automotive setups.
• Challenge 2: Dynamically adapting user interfaces. Allow generic appli-
cation user interfaces to be (semi-)automatically adapted and optimized to
meet the user’s particular delivery context (i.e., device characteristics and
capabilities, user profile, physical environment).
• Challenge 3: Multi-device application interaction. Enable applications to
simultaneously access and leverage the individual capabilities of its user’s
devices. Hence, provide platform-level support for applications to seam-
lessly discover and use the rich variety of remote device services.
• Challenge 4: Context aware device description. Provide rich platform-level
support for aggregating and exposing knowledge with regard to the user’s
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current contextual setting (i.e., a description of the available target devices;
the user’s profile and preferences; and the user’s physical environment).
In Chapter 2, the webinos application platform was introduced. This chapter
presented a number of core architectural modifiability considerations for design-
ing a viable ubiquitous application platform. From a modifiability perspective,
the proposed architecture’s purpose was threefold: allow for a single application
executable to be executed across all targeted device types; enable these portable
applications to transcend the physical boundaries of their executing devices and
simultaneously leverage the capabilities of multiple devices; and enable an immer-
sive application user experience via adaptive user interface support. The proposed
architecture enabled core platform-level support for dynamic and multi-device ap-
plications. A characteristic which was demonstrated and evaluated via the imple-
mentation of various platform prototypes for PC (Chrome OS, Linux, Mac OS
X, Windows), smartphone and tablet (Android), in-car systems (Linux on Pand-
aboard), and home entertainment systems (Linux on ARM). As a result of we-
binos’ dynamic nature, the specified platform and its prototype implementations
were adopted by the Future Internet as a reference architecture and generic enabler
for connected devices [1].
Chapter 3 and Appendix A further tackled the issue with regard to developers’
required effort for defining and implementing adaptive application user interfaces.
This chapter focused on reducing a developer’s minimum required effort for defin-
ing a lowest common denominator (LCD) user interface. Moreover, a fully auto-
mated framework was presented for adapting these generic UIs and progressively
enhance them to the executing device’s capabilities and characteristics. Due to the
involved number of contextual parameters and their available combinations, the
problem space magnitude rapidly turned unmanageable. For smartphones alone,
e.g., covering 80% of the active market would have required platform support
for 156 individual devices [2]. In turn, a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)
approach was designed, capable of autonomously composing a UI adaptation strat-
egy by chaining atomic adaptation blocks. Moreover, the approach adopted a fuzzy
logic decision making mechanism, allowing less-than-optimal adaptation blocks to
be taken into consideration when composing adaptation chains.
Chapter 4 reflected on the technical challenges for building multi-device appli-
cations via Web technology. As applications are no longer tightly bound to their
physically executing device, new user interaction pattern requirements arise. This
chapter identified the primary technical challenges for building a multi-device me-
dia consumption application. The key challenges for this applications included:
device compatibility, dynamic service discovery and usage, and user interaction
performance. The first issue was addressed by extending the webinos platform
with a series of Web-to-native APIs for enabling the development of applications
with a richer interface with their underlying device (i.e., providing access to native
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device descriptions, media libraries and playback, and inter-device communica-
tion). Moreover, the second challenge highlighted the fact that multi-device appli-
cations typically involve multiple devices collaboratively running the same appli-
cation. As a means for applications to optimally adapt to their users’ contextual
situation, a scalable platform-level mechanism was introduced for dynamically
discovering and accessing devices’ services and APIs. Finally, the third challenge
pointed out the importance of performance validation throughout the development
phases of multi-device applications. Due to lacking support by existing tools, a
multi-device performance testbed was designed for evaluating early phase web
application skeletons and prototypes. To validate the proposed solutions, all webi-
nos prototype implementations were extended and a proof-of-concept multi-device
media consumption application was developed and evaluated.
With the proposed webinos platform’s support for adaptive and multi-device
applications, many new and innovative use cases have been enabled. From a prod-
uct development perspective, however, this ubiquitous application domain still
tended to be relatively immature. Correctly identifying and engaging customer
stakeholders, as well as interpreting their requirements, has been a non-trivial chal-
lenge for many projects. A considerable number of development teams have in
response started adopting an iterative and agile approach for dynamically coping
with changing product requirements. Nonetheless, even with the implementation
of an agile development process, lacking user modeling and involvement remained
a major issue. Hence, this dissertation was concluded by investigating how existing
agile application development methodologies could be extended to have a maxi-
mum focus on end-user involvement. This in particular for early stage software
projects facing high uncertainty and loose user feedback interfaces within their
development processes (e.g., research projects and startup companies).
• Challenge 5: User-driven ubiquitous application innovation. Enable the
user-driven specification and validation of ubiquitous application require-
ments and priorities.
Chapter 5 and Appendix B addressed this final challenge by presenting a method-
ological approach for enhancing early stage agile product development with a Liv-
ing Labs user study component. The approach was designed to be executed in
parallel with the product’s agile development iterations. Its primary goal was to
guide developers in the selection of key requirements for the planning and imple-
mentation of their development iterations. A secondary goal was to ensure the
quality of the developers’ delivered potentially shippable product via externally
recruited test users.
As a proof-of-concept, the proposed method was implemented for the devel-
opment of a complex multi-device ubiquitous application. Via a process of qual-
itative and quantitative persona characteristic refinements, this process was able
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to drive the development team’s selection of key product requirements and their
mutual priorities. Moreover, the detailed and validated persona models allowed
for highly focused test user recruitment. Test users were recruited from a large
profile database, based on their characteristics matching the assumption personas.
Eighteen test sessions were organized in a supervised laboratory aiming to mimic
a domestic environment. Evaluation results were gathered via one-on-one inter-
views with the test participants and fed back to the development team as input for
adjusting their product’s requirements and priorities for future iterations.
6.2 Future research perspectives
To conclude this dissertation, an overview is provided of the main opportunities
for future research on software engineering in a mobile and ubiquitous context.
Scaling application platforms to the Internet of Things. The webinos plat-
form proposed in this dissertation was designed to support a wide variety of Web-
connected personal devices such as PC, mobile, TV, and in-car setups. Nonethe-
less, with the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), application platforms will be re-
quired to scale even further [3]. In this context, managing a handful of connected
personal devices, will turn into a set of tens or possibly even over a hundred devices
per user. This evolution imposes a number of considerable challenges, including:
• Scalable device communication and synchronization. From an application
platform’s perspective, the Internet of Things dramatically increases the
number of communicating devices. In order for the platform to guarantee
support for this new scale of operation, research will be required in terms of,
e.g., tiered device hierarchies, extremely lightweight communication proto-
cols, efficiently synchronized shared state objects, etc.
• Device resource restrictions. Due to hardware restrictions, a wide range of
IoT devices will not be able to host and run a full-fledged client-side appli-
cation runtime. Extending an application platform to the Internet of Things
will thus require additional research in terms of dynamically offloading core
platform components to remote gateway devices and proxying all external
interaction via these gateways.
Multi-device usability patterns. For ubiquitous environments, where technol-
ogy tends to blend into the background of our daily activities, the aspects of us-
ability and user experience are increasingly gaining importance. Many research
opportunities reside with the design of usability patterns for multi-device envi-
ronments. End-users still typically think of mobile applications as single-device
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processes. For example, when handed a multi-device application, users tend to get
into a virtual cocoon with the executing device in front of them. As a result, many
remote devices’ events and stimuli might not be properly noticed by the user. De-
velopers would thus benefit from a set of validated usability guidelines in terms of
optimally supporting users in different multi-device application scenario.
Adaptive user interfaces for wearable computers. Recent developments in
wearable computing are presenting the next big step towards truly ubiquitous com-
puters (e.g., smart glasses and watches). The webinos application platform pre-
sented in this dissertation covers two dynamic methods for supporting adaptive
user interfaces for heterogenous personal computing device. Nevertheless, addi-
tional research will be needed in terms of extending the proposed approaches with
support for wearable devices’ typical interaction modalities (i.e., primarily voice
and gesture control) and user presentation capabilities (i.e., tiny screen sizes).
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A
Context-driven Progressive
Enhancement of Mobile Web
Applications: a Multicriteria Decision
Making Approach (Appendix)
This appendix covers additional prototype screenshots of the case study presented
in Chapter 3. Via the process of dynamic stack composition for progressive en-
hancement adaptations, a wide variety of mobile devices can be served with an
optimally tailored application. The set of screenshots in Section A.1 focuses on
progressive enhancement in a sandboxed browser-based environment, whilst Sec-
tion A.2 highlights the opportunities for progressive enhancement in a hybrid en-
gine by leveraging its Web-to-native APIs.
A.1 Dynamic component loading
The following screenshots demonstrate the dynamic progressive enhancement of
an application’s lowest common denominator (Figure A.1) in a typical browser en-
vironment: CSS support (Figure A.2), underlying operating system detection (Fig-
ure A.3 and Figure A.4), high-end JavaScript support (Figure A.5), and HTML5
API support such as geo-location (Figure A.6) and screen orientation (Figure A.7).
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Figure A.1: LCD components Figure A.2: Basic CSS components
Figure A.3: iPhone components Figure A.4: iWebKit components
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Figure A.5: JQTouch components
Figure A.6: Location-aware component
Figure A.7: Orientation-aware component
A.2 Native component loading
Hybrid Web application platforms (e.g., PhoneGap/Cordova, Tizen, etc.) can also
benefit from the proposed dynamic progressive enhancement solution. By de-
tecting the hybrid runtime’s provided Web-to-native APIs, the application can au-
tonomously be enhanced with: native menu integration (Figure A.9), native notifi-
cations (Figure A.11), native input control (Figure A.13), etc.
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Figure A.8: Pure webapp: menu
Figure A.9: Hybrid webapp: native
menu (Android)
Figure A.10: Pure webapp: notification Figure A.11: Hybrid webapp: notifica-tion (Android)
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Figure A.12: Pure webapp: search Figure A.13: Hybrid webapp: voicesearch (Android)

B
Driving Application Development via
Living Labs User Studies:
A Multi-screen Application Case
Study (Appendix)
This appendix covers a detailed description of the validated end-user personas and
application scenarios presented in Chapter 5. These models are the result of a
Living Labs user study, driving the agile development of a complex multi-screen
media consumption application (webinosTV).
B.1 User personas
Clara - Pleasure Seeker
Activities Clara, a 17-year-old living with both of her parents, is your typical
teenager. On weekdays, Clara’s life is very structured. She wakes up at 7 AM,
takes a long, enjoyable shower and eats a quick breakfast while her parents’ radio
is playing in the background. She turns on her laptop, says hello to her friends via
different social networks and leaves for school. While riding her bike to school,
she listens to music on her mp3-player. She comes home for lunch every day
and immediately turns on her laptop. Another check up on her social world. Her
evenings start off with doing some homework and eating a nice home cooked meal
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her mother prepared for her and her father. By seven she starts watching some TV.
While doing so she is surrounded by all her favorite technological devices (i.e., TV,
laptop, and smartphone) to stay in close contact with her friends. The laptop is the
perfect device to chat with her friends while watching an episode of her favorite
TV show. The digital TV with built-in recorder helps her to select whatever she’ll
watch that night. Her smartphone is an Android system and allows her to log on
to her Facebook account and upload the pictures she has taken during the day.
Whenever she meets someone new and interesting, she immediately adds him or
her to her Facebook friends list. It is her perfect way of keeping in touch with the
people she likes.
Attitudes Like most of the teenagers of her age, Clara wants to enjoy her life
and have fun. She goes out with friends and her mobile devices help her to capture
memories. In addition she like to share whatever she is doing with the rest of the
world.
Aptitudes Clara’s need for social contact has pushed her in to seeking new and
alternative ways of keeping in touch with her friends, without having the real need
to meet up with them in person. They constantly exchange experiences and teach
each other to find the most efficient ways of using their phones and limit their
communication expenses. The use of Internet and new types of personal comput-
ing devices help them in reaching these goals.
Motivations Clara is a high school student and therefore her parents don’t allow
her to go out during the week. Her laptop and smartphone help her to stay in
contact with her friends, without having the need to physically meet up with them.
Skills Clara can blindly type messages on her mobile and laptop. She is an expert
in using both of the devices and can manage them perfectly on her own.
Security and privacy issues Clara is used to sharing information online. She
has several accounts on social media networks such as Facebook, Netlog, Pinterest,
etc. She loves listening to music online and sharing the songs she likes with her
friends. She is more concerned with staying in touch with the outside world than
her own privacy, which obviously makes her vulnerable.
Georg - Technology Addict
Activities Georg, a 35 years private banker, lives with his wife and 6-year-old
daughter. He has an economics degree and his daily job requires a lot of client
communication. His activities on weekdays are rather predictable. Every morning
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during breakfast he uses his iPhone or iPad to read up on the latest news items
and to manage his Facebook account. He has even installed the app of his favorite
newspaper to improve the quality of his reading experience. After breakfast, he
goes to work by car and listens to the car radio while being stuck in traffic. He
has regular 9-to-5 working hours and always has his smartphone (Android) and
Samsung tablet on him.
Coming home from work, he wants to spend as much quality time with his
child as possible. They eat together and he helps her with her homework. Once she
is asleep (at around 7 PM) he grabs his tablet to send out a couple of e-mails, search
for some information, check his Facebook account, and read some magazines.
Later on in the evening he will typically watch some TV, preferable using his
Apple TV. Around 12 AM he goes to sleep.
Attitudes He uses his mobile Internet device (MID) as service authentication
token. He likes single-sign-on. This allows him to only authenticate to his MID
and uses other devices which inherit his authentication towards the MID when
being used.
Aptitudes Georg loves to test out new technology, especially when it means it
will improve his own experiences. He loves to find out new ways in which the new
technology can improve his comfort level by dealing with different devices.
Motivations Georg’s motivation is comfort. He likes using different mobile de-
vices because they are easy to grasp whenever needed. If he wants to read the
news, he doesn’t have to wait until his laptop starts. Instead, he can immediately
start using his tablet. This saves him a lot of time and frustration in the morning.
In addition he can conveniently use his tablet or smartphone while watching TV
and they are easy to bring along when traveling.
Skills Georg is up-to-date with the newest technology and tries to implement
them in his lifestyle wherever possible.
Security and privacy issues His comfort desires also express themselves in his
single sign-on preferences. He likes to sign onto his devices only once.
Helen - Basic User
Activities Helen is a 32-year-old marketing manager for a publishing house. She
has a 3-year-old toddler, Eric, who she drops off at the nursery on her way to work
each morning. In the evening, she picks him up at a fixed time on her way home.
This is a task Helen has to manage on her own, because Scott, her husband, works
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in the city and he catches a train to and from work. Every morning Helen turns on
her car radio to make sure she doesn’t miss out on the latest news items. Helen can
best be described as a full time employee and mother. After work, she picks up
Eric from the nursery and once they are at home she immediately starts cooking.
Until Eric is asleep, she only has eyes for him. After dinner, she gives him a bath,
puts on his pajamas and reads him a bedtime story. Her husband comes home just
in time to kiss Eric goodnight and tuck him in. Helen cleans up the house while
her husband is eating. Afterwards they watch some TV together before calling it
the night.
Attitudes Helen feels strongly about her role as the mother of a young family.
Even though her job can be quite stressful and demanding time-wise, she feels
it’s important to maintain a healthy work-life balance. For this reason, she works
regular office hours (partly to make sure she can drop off her child to/from the
nursery). She does work with digital media at the office. Unlike most of her
friends, Linkedin is the only social network she uses at work.
Aptitudes The only time Helen transfers media between devices is when she in
the office and doing things like transferring presentations and documents between
PCs and laptops. Helen does, however, use the cloud to store the pictures that she
has taken of her family.
Motivations Helen works hard to make sure her day-to-day life is as predictable
as possible. Because of this, Helen wants to rely on the context-awareness features
in her applications. She wants her data to be synchronized when it needs to be, and
to be prompted when she invariably forgets things.
Skills Although Helen wouldn’t call herself technically literate, she has become
quite adept at using technology around her to streamline her working life. She
uses a Bluetooth hands-free phone in her car, and makes sure the calendar on her
Windows phone (with both work and home calendar) is kept synchronized when it
needs to be, and to be prompted when she invariably forgets things.
Security and privacy issues Helen is so keen on keeping abreast with her work
and home diary that she is prepared to trade in limited contextual data about her
behavioral patterns. At least, if this facilitates making her devices more sensitive
to her different work and home contexts.
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Peter - Basic User
Activities Peter is an older gentleman (68 years old), single and without many
family commitments. He is retired and likes to spend his savings on his personal
interests: music, arts, and cars. He has a lot of free time on his hands and likes to
spend it on his hobbies. In his house you can admire his entire music collection.
This large collection is organized alphabetically. He starts his day by listening
music while reading the paper version of the news. He owns a laptop and a ba-
sic Internet connection that lets him discover new things about his hobbies. He
searches online for information about cars and interesting art exhibitions that are
going on. If possible he takes his car and visits an exhibition. Whenever he is on
the road he takes his cell phone with him, in case something happens. At home he
mainly uses his fixed landline to call someone.
Peter collects all the objects related to his interests – music albums, paintings,
cars, etc. – and would like to increase his access to new items through digital
technology. He heard about things as social media, where he can join his fellow
car addicts, but is concerned about exposing too much information.
Attitudes Peter’s retirement allows him to concentrate on the things that he
loves: art, music, and car which are his main obsessions. Peter likes using tech-
nology to further explore these interests. He spends considerable amounts of his
leisure time driving around, reading up on car mechanics and buying car acces-
sories and upgrades. He expects technology to bridge the gap between his inter-
ests, so that he can, e.g., enjoy art and music while being on the road. Peter’s lack
of family commitments allows him to spend even more time on his hobbies. He
relies on technology to let him organize and use his enormous music collection.
Aptitudes Peter is familiar with classic technology and no stranger to established
media such as music and radio. Peter is patient with technology and is willing to
explore a new interface and follow pop-up instructions before he achieves his main
objectives. He waited a long time to use the more advanced technology, but he is
getting more and more convinced it will help him to structure and organize his
hobbies.
Motivations Peter is primarily interest-driven. He wants to use technology to
enjoy art and music whenever he has a spare moment of time, or whenever he
comes across something new that catches his interest.
Skills Peter has experience using more traditional technology as a DVD player,
stereo system, etc., but has less experience using the newest technology. His music
collection still consists of CD’s and he doesn’t have any experience yet with buying
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digital music online. He knows how to read his e-mails and look for information
on the Web via his desktop computer, but hasn’t developed any advanced skills in
this field.
Security and privacy issues Peter has heard of this new trend called “social
media” where you can join groups that share certain interests. Although he would
like to get in contact with fellow car lovers, he is afraid he will have to share too
much information with the service providers.
Someone also told him about the possibility of buying music online, but he is
very prudent in this regard. So far, he hasn’t purchased anything because he has
quite some anxiety concerning the security aspects of online financial transactions.
Justin - Technology Addict
Activities Justin is a young (29 year old), hip trendsetter. He is constantly online
and enjoys using cutting edge technology. He loves to follow up on the newest
Apple products because they satisfy his needs when it comes to design, innovation,
and usability. He has a lucrative job (trader in the city) and plenty of spare cash.
He works flexible hours and his irregular lifestyle reflects his day-to-day schedule.
He’s always busy and uses his iPhone (and many of its applications) to schedule
his life. His main interests are cars, digital technology, music, and fashion. He
lives in the city with his girlfriend where they rent an apartment.
Justin commutes frequently and is also a keen runner, cyclist, and does plenty
of exercise. While working out, he likes to listen to music on his iPhone. In
addition, he will use either his iPad or iPhone to listen to music, take notes, etc.
while commuting.
Attitudes For Justin, style is everything. He cares deeply about his appearance
and the way his personal effects look. He does not mind spending money on things
that look good. This is also one of the main reasons why he is so fond of Apple
products. Name one of their products and he probably owns it.
Justin is very busy and constantly multitasking. He uses technology to keep
himself up to date and to fill in the gaps in his schedule. The cloud allows him
to connect and update his different devices, including his MacBook, iPhone and
iPad. This is the perfect solution for him.
He trusts technology and is happy to share data with many people and compa-
nies online.
Aptitudes Justin loves cutting edge technology and is constantly buying new
gadgets. He is fairly technology savvy, although he does not necessarily know
much about the risks he faces online.
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Motivations His motivations are pleasure and style: he cares about appearance
and buying things that absolutely meet his specifications.
He also tries to fit a lot of activities into the day in order to keep up with his
numerous interests.
Skills Justin constantly explores the new possibilities of using technology.
Security and privacy issues Justin doesn’t care much for his own privacy or
personal data. He is just happy to get new features and gadgets, and is indifferent
about spending money to satiate his whims. Some technology aspects are a bit like
magic for him, but perhaps he is setting himself up for a catastrophe in the future?
Alice - Pleasure Seeker
Activities Alice is a 27-year-old graphics designer. She centers her life around
her TV. She loves watching national and international TV shows. Each day af-
ter work, she enjoys nothing more than browsing some of the more esoteric TV
channels from around the world. This includes Japanese Sci-Fi to Angus Buchan
sermons in South Africa. She is a single woman without any children an can spend
as much time as she wants on her hobbies.
At home, her TV home entertainment system takes the central stage in her
social life, to the extent that her primary means of web surfing and viewing pho-
tographs is the TV.
Alice is part of an online community of fellow TV addicts. Via her laptop,
she provides online services with details of her preferences. She also allows these
services to keep track of her viewing habits. In return, she is rewarded with sug-
gestions about potential programs of interest. For example, the services’ recom-
mended content selection is based on her viewing history and the interests of others
with similar viewing characteristics.
Attitudes TV is everything to Alice. It is her connection to the outside world,
whether it are the channels she watches or the entertainment it provides her. She
would not be able to miss her TV even for one day.
Aptitudes To feed her TV addiction, Alice has built her own home-entertainment
system. The system is an elaborate pipeline of different components, with eclec-
tic input sources such as digital TV and PCs streaming program information, and
output devices such as surround speakers and, of course, her large TV.
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Motivations Alice likes to spend as much quality time as possible watching TV,
and has optimized the hardware in her lounge around this goal. When Alice wants
to change channel, she will reach for whichever device is closest to her. This is
invariably her Android smartphone, tablet, or the TV’s remote control. If Alice
needs to use the web or chat online, she will re-purpose her desktop’s wireless
keyboard and use the TV as her monitor. To facilitate this, Alice makes sure her
TV and peripheral devices are modern enough to be discoverable by her controlling
applications.
Skills Allice is comfortable configuring audio-visual equipment. This includes
transcoding media from one format to another, configuring software for streaming
content over her home network, and setting up digital TVs and the extra channels
she has subscribed to.
Security and privacy issues Alice subscribes to several music and video online
services. She also stores data via cloud-based services like Dropbox and Google
docs. Alice has never had any bad experiences with the Web and, as such, is
comfortable with using the Web for storing personal data and device-specific data.
Moreover, she is happy for Web services to use this data to help her manage her
lifestyle.
Gloria - Basic User
Activities Gloria is a 45-year-old employee at a bookstore. Her daily activity
is mainly to take care of the store’s stock. She has been doing this job for several
years and she doesn’t like neither despise it. Her job is a consistent form of income
and this argument is the main trigger for her to continue this lifestyle. She works
irregular hours and every two weeks she has to work on Saturdays. Gloria is
divorced and has two children that only come home in the weekends. When her
children, Josh and Dana, aren’t home, she likes to spoil herself with a good meal
and enjoy the fact that she has no family obligations. Because she has severe food
allergies, it is important for Gloria to find services where she can learn about food
that she can eat. She likes using personalized services, which help her organize
her tasks. This holds for Web based services as well as services offered by shops,
restaurants and others. She always carries her cell phone with her, in case her
children need to reach her.
Attitudes In order to extract interesting offers she likes filtering the vast amount
of offers by subscribing to information about promotions and special deals of her
favorite shops. She also personally participates in providing useful information by
writing recommendations for restaurants.
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Aptitudes Gloria uses her desktop computer at home to subscribe to newsletters,
Google search for information, and other things she is interested in. If she has any
questions regarding the computers, her children are happy to help her figure things
out.
Motivations Her private life – including her hobbies and interest – is what she
is living for. Everything is centered around this. She enjoys shopping and dining
out. She keeps her phone (Windows phone) with her in case her children need to
contact her. Her hobbies are more important than her friends, she seems to enjoy
herself the best when she is alone.
Skills Gloria has computer experience and can perform more than basic tasks on
the Internet. This includes writing recommendations, searching for information,
subscribing to newsletters, etc. Although she has plenty of computer experience
(especially because of her job), her literacy with her Windows phone is limited.
She is aware that she can perform certain tasks as browsing the net, but she prefers
her regular computer to do so.
Security and privacy issues Gloria is not that computer addicted, but she is very
aware of her privacy. When using online services, she sets the privacy settings and
she keeps separate identities for personal life and work related matters.
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B.2 Application scenarios
Showing pictures of a trip at a friends’ place
Overview Clara is back from her all-in trip to Egypt with her boyfriend and
wants to show the pictures she took to her best friend(s)
Description During the Fall holidays, Clara went on a trip with her boyfriend to
enjoy her holidays and off course the good weather. They booked an all-inclusive
holiday in a 4 star resort in Egypt. During their stay they visited the local markets,
enjoyed sunny days at the beach, and filled their stomachs with the nice buffet and
drinks at the hotel. All of these moments were caught on camera, whether it was
via their smartphones or Clara’s digital camera. They brought a laptop on their trip
to store all of their pictures on one common device. Back home, Clara immediately
calls her best friend to tell her all about her trip. Tracey, her best friend, asks Clara
to come over to her house as soon as possible to show her all the pictures. Clara
takes a quick shower and hops on her bike to her friend. At Tracey’s, they decide
to look at the pictures on the large TV screen. Clara connects her smartphone via
Tracey’s TV and starts playing the set of pictures. One by one they look at the
pictures and talk about Clara’s adventures in Egypt. The pictures are controlled
via Clara’s smartphone which allows her to go back and forth through her albums.
Afterwards, Tracey also shows some pictures of the events that went around town
while Clara was away. She does so by projecting them via her own smartphone on
the TV.
Issues The pictures are stored on Clara’s laptop and the data needs to be made
discoverable and accessible to Tracey’s TV. Clara will have to give Tracey permis-
sion to access her pictures.
Benefits Clara can access the pictures of her trip from anywhere through her
mobile device. The comfort of this ubiquitous connection is key. Although the
pictures are locally stored on her laptop, Clara can still access them wherever she
is via her smartphone.
Key persona Clara
Scenario duration Hours
Scenario frequency Less than monthly
Demands Low
Goal conflict Low
Table B.1: Application scenario 1, usability breakdown
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Usability breakdown (see Table B.1)
Showing pictures of trip via the TV
Overview Alice wants to show the pictures of her city trip to her friends via her
TV.
Description Alice just got back from a city trip to Rome and on Sunday after-
noon she has some friends coming over. She would like to show them the pictures
of her visits and the people she met. She prefers using her TV in combination
with the appropriate background music playing on her laptop. During the week
she starts preparing her little presentation by selecting the right pictures and cre-
ating a music library. This way, she will only have to turn on her computer and
TV to show the pictures. On Sunday around 5 PM her friends show up and they
start catching up on lost time. While having glass of wine and some finger food
they discuss the past couple of weeks. They are sitting in the sofa with the TV
in front of them. As soon as Alice gets the chance, she shows her pictures to the
entire group. She can control both her TV’s and computer’s playback lists via her
smartphone. Via this approach, she can accurately decide what she to show to her
visitors. A bit later, her friends start taking over the controls via their own phones
and choose which pictures to display and which music should be played next.
Issues Alice wants to show her pictures to a group of people.
Benefits While sitting in the sofa and talking, everyone can enjoy the pictures of
the trip on a big screen. WebinosTV allows for the integration of all devices (lap-
top for music playback, TV for displaying pictures, smartphones for controlling
playback lists).
Usability breakdown (see Table B.2)
Key persona Alice
Scenario duration Hours
Scenario frequency Less than monthly
Demands Low
Goal conflict Low
Table B.2: Application scenario 2, usability breakdown
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Listening to your pc music, while being at a friend’s place
Overview Justin wants to listen to his personal music collection while enjoying
a guys’ night out
Description On Thursday evening, Justin is meeting up with some of his bud-
dies. They enjoy each other’s company, talk, laugh and discuss while eating some
fastfood snacks and drinking beer. The host’s music collection is not that fabulous,
so Justin suggests to connect his phone with the TV and play his music instead.
He selects the appropriate source device, chooses music from his phone, and starts
playing it. The music sounds great. Everybody is enjoying the evening, and once
in a while an alternative song is selected because the guys don’t like the played
song.
Issues Justin just wants to relax and enjoy the music, while talking to his friends,
but his friends music collection isn’t that great.
Benefits WebinosTV provides an easy to browse system where you can search
your media content via different devices. The overview you get, makes it easy to
choose the content you want.
Usability breakdown (see Table B.3)
Key persona Justin
Scenario duration Hours
Scenario frequency Weekly
Demands Low
Goal conflict Low
Table B.3: Application scenario 3, usability breakdown
Watching a movie on the TV, while streaming from mobile
Overview Georg wants to show a movie he has recorded with his phone to a
group of friends.
Description Georg’s weeks are filled with client visits, meetings, and traveling
from one place to another. It is Friday evening and friends are coming over. Some
of them haven’t seen each other for quite a while. They sit in the sofa and talk
about what has changed in their lives during the past couple of months. They
relax with a drink and some snacks and get comfortable. All of the sudden Georg
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wants to show some videos of their crazy pet and its funny behavior during the
last couple of weeks. He takes out his tablet/smartphone and streams the movie to
the TV. Afterwards his friend takes out his phone and also shares a recent video he
shot during a gig of their favorite artist. It doesn’t take long before everybody is
sharing content and playing it back via Georg’s TV.
Issues Georg wants to show a video to all of his friends.
Benefits WebinosTV provides an easy to browse system where you can search
your content via different devices. The overview you get, makes it easy to choose
the content you want.
Usability breakdown (see Table B.4)
Key persona Georg
Scenario duration Minutes
Scenario frequency Monthly
Demands Low
Goal conflict Low
Table B.4: Application scenario 4, usability breakdown



